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aBstract 

it is known that one and the same interior colouring will appear different in rooms 

with windows facing north or facing south, but it is not known how natural daylight 

from these two compass points affects perceived colour and the ways in which 

colour is experienced. the objective is to describe the perceived colours to be 

expected in rooms with sunlight and diffused light, and thus develop a tool for co-

lour design. Two empirical investigations provide the basis for six attached papers. 

the model is exploratory with a qualitative character. one hundred and ninety-one 

studies were carried out with 79 observers in full-scale rooms, with double-glazed 

transparent room windows facing north or south. the ncs colour sample collec-

tion and colour terminology were used, with three yellow, red, blue and green hues 

in two nuances: whitish 1010 and more chromatic 1030. the walls were painted in 

a total of 23 selected inherent colours with each colour observed in up to 10 stud-

ies. Colour matching was achieved using a colour reference box and results were 

analysed with the aid of the terms inherent colour and identity colour. the colour 

reference box was tested in a separate study to investigate any methodological 

problems. room character was described using semantic differentials, and data 

was processed using the sPss statistics program. Verbal description using own 

words was applied in a descriptive and reflecting method to find sensory differ-

ences and precise, yet ordinary descriptions. colour differences between rooms 

were assessed using verbal description of hue and nuance, and a supplementary 

method with specified colour samples. Emotional impressions of colour and rooms 

were assessed using a method describing primary emotions and the results were 

compared with results from another study using small colour samples. the colour-

ing that enhanced or neutralised room light situation was compared as regards 

emotional impression and thereafter compared with results from another study.

Daylight from the different compass points caused a clear shift in hue and nu-

ance. the perceived colour was consistently more chromatic and less whitish than 

the inherent colour used. nuance 1010 shifted more in hue, while 1030 instead 



increased most in chromaticness. even minor colour differences resulted in major 

differences in colour experience.

the north-facing room in yellowish colours shifted towards reduced yellowish-

ness in both hue and chromaticness. indications were that north-facing rooms in 

reddish blue become more reddish than south-facing rooms.

Key words: architecture; interior colouring; spatial character; natural daylight; verbal 

description; colour reference box. 
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Preface

colours and their effect have always been of great interest to me and colour has 

been a natural ingredient in everything i’ve done. like all other doctoral students 

i at first thought i would be able to investigate many more aspects offered by the 

subject. When i now finally attach six papers, all dealing with at least one aspect, i 

still feel a sense of satisfaction. My wish now is simply that my work will come to use 

and that it will be easier for architects and designers to reach predetermined results 

with a colouring design. after all, this is where my heart is: in consideration of good 

environments giving a sense of well-being and stimulation; in a firm conviction as 

to the importance of design; and not least in a love of colour as phenomenon and 

perpetual source of pleasure to many people.

When attending interior designer studies at the university college of arts, 

crafts and Design in stockholm, we tested light cabinets with varying types of 

artificial illumination to gain an understanding of the relations between light and 

colour. the cabinets contained incandescent and fluorescent lights with various 

colour rendering indices, and we switched lights on and off and compared visual 

perceptions from colour samples we inserted. it taught us the importance of con-

trol over lighting to be used if colouring is to be right. We also learnt that daylight 

from different compass points makes colour and spatial quality appear different 

despite identical colouring. Previous classes had done practical work on studies of 

light and colour, but no assembled material existed from this work and there was 

no presentation of findings. it was silent knowledge, private and unworded. this 

was something that gnawed at me in my professional life, something i determined 

to put right. it was also important to investigate the nature of colour beyond colour 

code: colour effect and how colour and space are experienced. it is frequently 

stated in articles and reports: use cool blue hues in sunny rooms.  use sun-yellow 

to add warmth to dark, cool rooms. how does this work? can colours provide 

warmth and cool? and what is the nature of colour impressions, now there is a 

chance to take a closer look?
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introDuction

1. Presentation

Why is the sky blue? – Because radiated white light from the sun spreads 

into the atmosphere on its way to us, mainly due to small density variations 

in the air space, but also due to atmospheric contaminants of various kinds. 

above all, this affects the short-wave radiation that is disseminated and pro-

vides the sky with its blue colour. at the same time the direct sunlight los-

es part of this radiation and gains a yellowish complimentary colour hue. 

J. sisefsky, 1995, p. 128

colour is a design tool that provides colour characteristics and expressions in de-

sign. a planned colouring should provide the expected result. failure here is an ir-

ritation. With public premises or other larger buildings it is sometimes costly or time-

wise practically impossible to re-paint. having control over results so that selected 

colouring has the desired effect is thus of double importance. the problem is that 

light and colour are so intimately entwined: all lighting affects the colour we will see. 

various types of artificial lighting such as incandescent, fluorescent, halogen etc 

cause differences in colour, just as various types of daylight do. identical colouring 

will appear different in rooms with sunlight and rooms with diffused sky light, and 

hence also in rooms facing various points on the compass. this difficulty is well 

known, but no systematic studies have been made of the relations.

imagine walking along a corridor in an office block. it is morning, the sun is 

shining, and as we walk we glimpse through the open doors of the various 

rooms on each side of the corridor. We immediately notice that the walls in 

the rooms are differently coloured: on one side they are pale light pink and 

on the other a sharper bluish pink. We assume, however, that the architect 
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gave them the same colour and sees it as a failure when despite intentions 

they appear different. or else, perhaps we see the colour variation as an ad-

vantage, telling us as it does of the sun’s journey and compass orientation 

of the rooms. alternatively, we might have preferred the architect to have 

avoided this and instead used different colours on each side of the corridor. 

M. hårleman, 2000

My interest in these issues arose from practical experiences working as an interior 

designer. the colour difference resulting from light relations in different rooms was 

greater than i expected. i began looking for a method for dealing with this. My pri-

mary interest was in knowing how to predict and calculate colour differences. i also 

wished to encounter an experience-based way of relating to this – how do aware 

practitioners deal with these issues? i could find no method of predicting the colour 

differences that would arise, but on the other hand i found many opinions as to how 

the problem should be dealt with. Most people nowadays appear to aim at neutral-

ising the differences between rooms with “warm” and “cool” light, i.e. south and 

north-facing rooms. the recommendation prior to this was however an intensifica-

tion of the light situation with the aid of room colouring. one such advocate of this 

was the renowned architecture theorist steen eiler rasmussen.

When we recall such a building we remember it as a composition of many 

rooms of different character in which daylight and its colours play a decisive 

role. instead of trying to make the cool rooms warm it is possible to do just 

the opposite by employing colors that emphasize their cool atmosphere. even 

when the sun is warmest and most brilliant, daylight in northern rooms will 

have a blue undertone because all light here is, after all, solely and exclusively 

reflection from the sky. Blue and other cool colors show with great brilliance in 

northern rooms while warm colors show up poorly, as if seen under a lamp that 

sheds a bluish light. therefore, if in northern rooms cool colors are used and in 

southern rooms warm colors, all of the colors will sparkle in their full radiance.  

s. e. rasmussen, 1959, p 223. 
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rasmussen writes convincingly on the advantages of enhancing colours, but also 

writes about the sensory impressions colours can give us. colour is not of course 

simply about perception but is just as much about colour experience. our experi-

ence of colour includes the immediate sensory impressions produced by percep-

tion. this thesis deals with colour both as perception and experience. the word 

‘perception’ derives from the latin percipere ‘seize’ ‘understand’ and per ‘entirely’ 

capere ‘take’ (oeD 1998), and is thus seen as apprehension through which informa-

tion on one’s surroundings is fully taken in. the colour experience also includes con-

notations, associations and feelings/states of mind. this is why knowledge is also 

needed of the psychological consequences of colour variations occurring in rooms.

1.1 Disposition 

the thesis is based on two empirical investigations. in their turn these resulted in 

six papers based on part-studies. these are preceded by a presentation in seven 

chapters where the project is set forth and its most important component parts are 

summarised.

1. the first chapter describes how work was initiated and the project set up. this 

features points of departure and questions, as well as a brief presentation of 

development of the project through the two phases.

2. the first section of this chapter deals with terminology used. the theoretical 

background of the subject follows this. the relation between light radiation 

energy and the colour we see is complicated, and here are presented physical 

and psychological aspects affecting colour vision and colour experience. a 

description of current research on colour phenomena is given with particular 

regard to colours spatial effects.

3. in the third chapter the project methods are described: both those common 

to the two investigations and the development of methods prior to these. the 

first empirical investigation resulted in a licentiate thesis after which the ques-

tions at issue were given both new width and depth.

4. some of the most important observations and methods are discussed in chap-

ter four. also discussed are the way in which the project performed and the 

way in which the various studies relate to one another.
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5. conclusions as regards the entire project are summarised in chapter five. new 

issues are raised on the basis of the knowledge gained and experiences aris-

ing from the project.

6-7. lists of reference and other literature follow this. then finally the appendices: 

two questionnaires plus figures and tables. those who wish to look further into 

the various studies and methods of the project are referred to each respec-

tive paper as given in the table of contents. each individual study is expanded 

on in the papers. it may otherwise suffice to read introductory and summary 

chapters.

1.2 Beginnings

the point of departure for the project was the variations of natural daylight to be 

found in sweden, and the differences in light quality in north and south-facing rooms 

that represent different prerequisites in relation to colour and design. this entails 

identical paint colours used in north and south-facing rooms appearing different.

the structure of light at the equator is horizontal, with a rhythm of 12 hrs. 

at the north Pole it is vertical, with a rhythm of six months.

vesa honkonen 2003 1 

a further point of departure was the use of all four chromatic elementary colours 

(yellow, red, blue, green) in nuances that may be seen in internal colouring. the third 

point of departure was that colours would be studied in their context, i.e. in full-scale 

rooms with natural daylight. What then characterises our natural daylight in scandi-

navia, what are the preconditions?

in a south-facing room we make contact with the living, the variability of weath-

er, the shifting intensity of sunlight; changes in a room when sunlight falls on de-

lightful spheres from specks of dust floating in otherwise unseen movements. 

1. a finnish architect, well known for his work with urban lighting, presented himself and his interest for light in g. 
Wessel’s research project on light and colour. 
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the warm colours from sunlight fills the entire room, and the rays of sunlight 

feel their way like giant fingers over the tabletop, down to the floor and further 

into the room. ascending the walls they create patterns that turn as time fly. 

M. hårleman, 2000 p.11

When i then venture into a north-facing room, i can feel over my entire body 

how my skin cools. it is like going from sun into a shadow. Being in shadow is 

restful – no longer to be observed. the light in a northern room is relatively con-

stant; you are not instantly aware of how the sun is moving across the heavens, 

becoming aware only at dawn and dusk or when a change in weather takes 

place. such changes hint the existence of time. this economy is soothing. 

M. hårleman, 2000 p. 11

identical colourings in rooms facing different compass points will appear different. 

this is due to light conditions prevailing in the scandinavian countries in particular 

and to some degree in the British isles. latitude, season, angle of sun, climate, 

humidity level, weather and quality of air are all parameters that influence conditions 

of light. countries with a dry and sunny climate have stable weather systems where 

sunny weather and a constant intensity of illumination can be counted on, making 

it relatively simple to calculate level of light when planning buildings (hopkinson et 

al 1966, p 17). in the southern hemisphere the sun stands higher in the sky, the 

result being rooms with more similar illumination. in our temperate climate weather 

changes rapidly and frequently, and calculating intensity of illumination in buildings 

is much more difficult. cloud cover means lower levels of illumination and few hours 

of sunshine, in which case there is no difference in north and south-facing rooms, 

but the variations are very wide between different situations. Differences between 

north and south-facing rooms dealt with in this thesis largely occur in the northern 

hemisphere. the latitudes of scandinavia are approximately 57-75° together with 

southern greenland, northern canada and siberia, meaning the sun is low in its 

trajectory and light falls at a slant, resulting in low intensity of illumination. stockholm 

is at 60° latitude. a higher intensity of illumination can sometimes be experienced in 
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winter when the air is dry and relatively clean and clear. the low trajectory of the sun 

further results in north and south-facing rooms being reached to a greater degree by 

light with different characteristics. on clear days south-facing rooms are lit by direct 

sunlight and reflected sky light, while north-facing rooms are lit by diffused light and 

indirect sunlight. spectral distribution and intensity of illumination differ for these light 

characteristics, giving the rooms different appearances. the relationship between 

north and south is reversed in the southern hemisphere. (figure 1 and 2.)

the sum of direct and diffuse solar radiation is entitled global radiation. if the 

sky is clear or overcast, description of this is relatively simple. But if the sky is partly 

covered by clouds, then there may be large variations in total heat and light radiation 

(löfberg 1976).

the spectral composition of daylight varies considerably and there is no simple 

formula for calculating it. the colour temperature of daylight varies between 3,800 

K and 40,000 K depending on the calculations from different researchers (löfberg 

1976, p 12). (figure 3.)

Beyond this are other factors influencing the character of incident light: room 

height and situation in building, relation to vegetation, ground and surface outside, 

window size and position, colour of window frames, single, double or triple glazing 

and glass surface treatment if any, along with neighbouring façades and their mate-

rials and colours. 

1.3 Problems faced

the thesis deals with internal colouring with a focus on room wall colours. rooms 

that surround us make up the environment in which we spend a large part of our 

lives. architects, designers, painters and practitioners use colour and colouring to 

create positive, stimulating and pleasant environments. colour is one of several 

design tools. colouring is often used to produce a specific spatial character to be 

passed on to users, such as emotional warmth and group solidarity. Perhaps the aim 

is for collaboration between several different units by holding them together against 

others with help from colour. in which case architects need to know results in ad-

vance, know how a colour sample will appear on four walls and in varying light condi-

tions. the problem is not that rooms illuminated chiefly with sunlight or diffused light 
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will appear differently. the problem is that architects or designers responsible for the 

colouring have difficulties in knowing the results in advance. this lack of knowledge 

causes uncertainty that may result in the architects failing in their intentions. rectify-

ing such mistakes can be very expensive. frequently this means leaving matters as 

they are, to the disadvantage of users. the same lack of knowledge is also the basis 

of colouring where ambition is low and architects are unable to use the full range of 

colour possibilities. common concerns are that rooms will feel too cool or warm, too 

small or large, too hard, dark or drab. as regards warm and cool, these concerns 

turn up in particular with regard to colouring in north and south-facing rooms.

traditional colour research has been conducted on two-dimensional colour ob-

jects.2 if the results of research are to be used by architects in practical work then 

fresh colour studies in three-dimensional environments are required. spatial area 

provides a more complicated interplay between simultaneous contrasts and the ef-

fects of reflection. in real environments we are surrounded by colour and space and 

are influenced by a whole spectrum of factors, such as overall impression and spati-

ality, colour differences between surfaces, light differences and wall texture.

the intention of this project was to join together assessments of perceived co-

lour with descriptions of mental experience of the same colour. i looked for logicality 

or a broader pattern in investigative material. this gave me the idea to carry out an 

exploratory investigation with considerable opportunities to encourage observers to 

use their own descriptions. it was important here to use several different methods to 

assess perception and experience and then link experience to room characteristics.

1.3.1 Main Issues and Objective

colour can help change an individual’s experience of a room and at the same time 

be the source of emotional impressions. if knowledge is lacking as to how a specific 

colour will appear in a room illuminated by natural daylight, then full use of the pos-

sibilities made available by colour is difficult. achieving results as planned becomes 

a problem. similarly there is a lack of knowledge as to if and how daylight from vari-

2. see section 2.3 on field of research.
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ous compass points and various qualities of light affect experiences of colour and 

space. this at present represents a hitch, something that each individual including 

professional architects must learn by experience. thus development of knowledge 

on perceived colour and colour experience is essential. the main issues are:

• how do selected inherent colours appear in north and south-facing rooms? 

• how are the rooms experienced? 

• do different colours result in differing emotional experiences?

• do north and south compass points cause differences in spatial character?

Project objective was to contribute to greater knowledge on and awareness of co-

lour. thus colour, space and daylight are all treated on the basis of differences in 

light quality relating to compass point. groups targeted are researchers, architects 

and designers, and the goal is that conclusions from the thesis will be applicable to 

colouring in internal spaces.

1.3.2. Delimitations

the two phases of the project were limited to the latitudes of stockholm but results 

– with greater deviations – can be assumed to apply to much larger areas. assess-

ment of physiological and physical causal relations was limited to background infor-

mation. factors other than compass points that contribute to varying appearance of 

the used colours were not treated. Despite this, a degree of basic knowledge makes 

it easier to understand how compass direction can possibly cause shifts in hue and 

nuance. terminology used is explained in section 2.1. More in-depth information is 

available in reference literature.

as far as possible i have attempted to treat immediate experience of colour and 

space. the symbolic content of colour was not dealt with, nor was colour as se-

miotic pointer. though full refinement of questions so as to exclude such aspects 

is not possible – colour is a complex phenomenon. My standpoint concerning the 

personal preferences of observers was that there was no wish to investigate them, 

but neither was it entirely possible to ignore them. the exploratory, reflective method 

can be equated with interview technique, common in qualitative research. in such a 

perspective personal experiences and preferences are not to be ignored, but were 

balanced out here by a relatively large quantity of studies.
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1.4 Project Development 

the thesis is based on two empirical investigations in full-scale rooms in natural 

daylight, with a focus on colour in north and south-facing directions. the observa-

tions were carried out between 9 am and 3 pm during two stockholm summers. the 

investigations were of qualitative character and two chief methods for description 

and understanding were used: one method for judging the perceived colour and one 

method for assessing the experience. hue shift was described with the help of a co-

lour matching method using a colour reference box. the set of issues was processed 

from a design perspective using a descriptive, reflective method. glass panes in the 

experiment room were not coated nor tinted. room walls were painted 23 times and 

assessed by observers with regard to perceived colour and colour experience.

1.4.1 Phase 1, Yellow-Blue Investigation

if we wish to gain greater control over design processes then colour has to be stud-

ied in its context – in this case interiors in daylight. one task was to pinpoint how 

colours selected would vary depending on compass orientation of the room con-

cerned. a further task was to assess how the rooms could appear in a broader 

sense. this phase was presented in my licentiate thesis (hårleman 2000). 

• how do specific selected inherent colours appear in north and south-facing 

rooms?

• how do the rooms appear in the colours? 

• how might the differences between the rooms be described?

the questions touch upon an interpretation of the situation: how the various room 

planes – with floor, corners and ceiling - result in reflections and the effects of light 

being cast back; what identity colours3 and colour variations appear in the two 

compass directions. the full-scale studies were conducted in a construction cabin 

positioned with windows facing either north or south. all four walls were painted 

successively in yellow and blue inherent colours and assessed with regard to both 

perceived colour and colour experience. the intention was to describe colour as a 

3. see section entitled colour concepts.
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phenomenon and observer experience of seeing it in the room. there were two per-

spectives to the issue: a colour perspective and a spatial perspective, with both af-

fected by differences in hue and nuance. Perceived colour was assessed and relat-

ed to compass orientation. i used the term identity colour as a variation of perceived 

colour, specially evolved for spatial colour studies. in focus was the difference be-

tween colours selected and colours perceived, and the differences between the two 

rooms. colour shift was assessed with the aid of a method for colour matching and 

is displayed using direction arrows on a colour hue circle. the characteristics were 

described verbally, touching upon both colour and spatial perspectives. Perceived 

colour and colour character serve jointly to provide an experience of the entire situ-

ation. Phase 1 is described in paper 1, “colour appearance in Different compass 

orientations” and in paper 2, “a Method for comparison of colour appearance in 

Differently illuminated rooms.”

1.4.2 Phase 2, Red-Green Investigation

Would the same hue shift tendencies in the room with yellow and blue colours also 

occur with red and green colours? red and green hues were included in the inves-

tigation so that all the elementary colours were present. a supplementary study was 

carried out where the most significant features were the same as in phase 1:

• investigations were exploratory. 

• experiments were carried out in full-scale rooms with windows facing north and 

south.

• Daylight was transmitted through double-glazed fully transparent windows, and 

with the selected colour on all four walls.

• the same method for colour matching using a colour reference box was em-

ployed. 

• hues and nuances were selected on the same principles.

• room colour shift was related to chosen inherent colours. 

• a descriptive, reflective method was used for verbal descriptions.

the intention of describing colour as phenomenon and experience was the same 

as in phase 1, but greater emphasis was put in phase 2 investigations on what was 

experienced – both colour experience and spatial experience. i used more observ-
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ers, partly in order to carry out a greater number of studies, and simultaneously to 

test methodology. Data were processed with statistical methods for rational treat-

ment, and in order to relate the information to component factors. the red-green 

investigation was described in four part-studies oriented towards colour in north and 

south-facing rooms and focusing on:

• Perceived colour, hue shift and colour experience. 

• Perception of colour and spatial character.

• emotions brought about by room colour.

• Differences in emotional experience resulting from differences in size of colour 

surface.

these phase 2 studies are described in papers 3, 4, 5 and 6. the study relating to 

perceived colour and verbal colour description in full-scale rooms is presented in pa-

per 3, “study of colour shifts in various Daylights.” the identity colour of the rooms 

is compared and any colour shift assessed in terms of hue and nuance. verbal co-

lour description using own words is supplemented with colour impression. Paper 4, 

“significance of colour in spatial character,” deals with spatial experiences relating 

to room colour and compass orientation. Differences in spatial character due to com-

pass direction and colouring are assessed with the help of semantic differentials and 

verbal description. Paper 5: “colour emotion in full- scale rooms” accounts for a 

study of the emotional effect resulting from room colour and compass orientation. 

emotional effect is investigated using a method for primary emotions. Where appli-

cable, the results were compared with a study by oberascher and gallmetzer, 2003. 

Paper 6: “colour emotions in larger and smaller scale,” a study with semantic dif-

ferentials relating to character of rooms in the various colours, is compared to the 

swedish contribution to an international project carried out with small colour samples 

(Billger et al 2002). 

2. theoretical Points of DeParture

Both feelings and colours are psychological phenomena, experiences in the 

soul/mind. thus it is hardly strange that connections exist between those 

parts of the brain “creating” colours and the locations for our emotions. one 
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may even assume that feelings and affects may be triggered by colour stimuli 

prior to colours being identified as such. for in fact connections exist between 

retinal colour receptors and ancient locations in the brain for our emotions. 

this direct line of contact was of course useful in individuals being able to “act 

quicker than the passage of thought” in cases where colour entailed danger. 

(sivik 1995 p. 36) 

hesselgren (1954, 1964, 1969, 1987) systematised existing research relating to 

sensory experience via sensory impression, something he entitled ‘sense modali-

ties’; and he constructed models for how these impressions or perceptions led to 

specific predetermined sensory experiences via human physical constitution. he 

wrote that colour gives rise to feelings and contains qualities enabling people to 

attach connotations between colour and internal and external things: we attach sig-

nificances to be understood as superior integrated wholes. The significances are 

mostly loaded with feelings to a greater or less extent, and the significance spreads 

throughout the thing concerned (Hesselgren 1964 p. 233).

hesselgren worked at charting structures between form and expression by giv-

ing visibility to patterns between form and perception. through this he was able to 

show how form could be read as an expression of transferred significance. this ul-

timately concerns symbolism and associated meanings. in order to distinguish form 

(colour) and content, hesselgren (1987 p. 41) used the terms formal characteristics 

and formal aesthetic. formal characteristics were chromatic qualities of surfaces or 

visual fields such as yellowness and redness, while formal aesthetic denoted aes-

thetic evaluations of sensory perception at the bottom of every complex sensory ex-

perience, such as beautiful forms and colours. this included associations to colour 

or the additional term connotations. thus form relates to sensory perception while 

content relates to everything else in a sensory experience in its entirety. hessel-

gren’s theory of perception, with its phenomenological method and application to 

colour and form, has influenced me.

hesselgren conducted several investigations on relations between the built 

environment and sensual experiences, and in order to look into the experiences 

of humans he used a model for primary emotions by psychologist and researcher 
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Plutchik. this method was formulated back in 1962, and Plutchik then further de-

veloped the ideas himself along with other theoreticians (ekman, friesen 1978; 

ekman, Davidson 1994; Plutchik, Kellerman 1980, 89). in short the method in-

volves noting defined emotions on a differential scale of five. Plutchik defined eight 

emotions that he felt were universal and primary. Most adults are acquainted with 

these irrespective of culture and education. Plutchik originally listed what he con-

sidered to be primary emotions in an evolutionary perspective. in 1989 he listed 

the set of emotions i have used: joy, acceptance, surprise, expectation, anger, 

fear, sadness and disgust (Plutchik 1962, Plutchik and Kellerman 1980, 1989).

2.1 colour concepts and Definitions

My concern has been to try to pinpoint the colour as it appeared in the room as well 

as to capture the sensory experiences emerging from the situation. in my research 

i have used hesselgren´s models for sensory experience and in this context, turned 

it to colour experience. sensory is denoted as involving or derived from the senses, 

to perceive, feel. Sensory channels relating to or concerned in sensation from the 

sensory organs in the sensory cortex. 

the term ‘experience’ was used throughout the project: colour experience and 

spatial experience. colour experience relates to a reaction to or effect from the 

sensory characteristics of colour, what in day-to-day life is called emotion. this 

experience or feelings may consist of memories, associations and metaphors. i 

use ‘experience’ as an overall term covering sensory impressions relating to the 

entire situation, both space and colour. experiences were investigated using sev-

eral methods, including verbal description. to cover the relation between colour 

and observer’s emotional response english interchanges the terms colour emo-

tion, colour semantics, colour meaning and colour association. ou (2004) recently 

suggested that these fields of research have become mixed, and suggests that 

colour emotion should be reserved for research treating human emotions arising 

in connection with colour impressions. Colour semantics should instead denote 

fields of research dealing with the significant of and association to colour. thus in 

the method description, i use the terms ‘colour semantics’ and ‘colour emotion’ 

separately. 
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the term ‘gestalt’4 was used in paper 1 but it did not feel adequate enough in 

describing groupings arising from statistical analyses in paper 4. from there on i have 

chosen to use the more everyday term character. With character i refer to ‘some’ 

common category of perception in relation to spatial character. the term ‘gestalt’ did 

not feel adequate enough in describing groupings arising from statistical analyses.

2.1.1 Perceived and Inherent Colour

During the project the term colour appearance has been used in my papers. colour 

appearance is a wide- spread concept used to signify the performance of a colour 

in an arbitrary situation. at this point though, i have determined to use the term per-

ceived colour instead of colour appearance. the term ‘perceived colour’ was de-

fined to further emphasise colour as perception (see hård & svedmyr 1995 p. 226). 

green- armytage has recently (2005) argued for clearer terminology, since the term 

‘colour’ meant different things to different people in different fields, causing difficul-

ties. he identified these areas of use and described seven different colour terms, 

calling them: conventional colour, substance colour, formula colour, spectral Pro-

file colour, Psychophysical colour, inherent colour and Perceived colour. colour 

appearance has also been used in highly controlled studies (xiao et al. 2003, chain 

et al 1999, 2001, romero et al 2003) that have little in common with how individuals 

experience their environment. Billger and fridell anter (2006) continued the dialogue 

and established that colour appearance is used within research (cie 2004)5 in the 

development of colorimetric tri-stimulus values and chromaticity diagrams, which 

cannot be termed ‘perceived colour’ but are rather ‘psychophysical colour’. at this 

point though, i determined to use the term perceived colour instead of colour ap-

pearance. the term ‘perceived colour’ was defined to further emphasise colour as 

perception (see hård & svedmyr 1995 p. 226). 

Perceived colour: “the colour an observer perceives an object or a field to have in 

4. gestalt (from german: “guise”, “form”, “figure”) is a limited, closed and structured entirety, the qualities of 
which cannot be reduced to the characteristics of its parts. gestalt therapy and the term gestalt were de-
scribed by Max Wertheimer in 1923 from a need to formulate human insights as wholes greater than their 
parts. Wertheimer formulated the terms fundamental to this field and six laws of gestalt: proximity, closure, 
similarity, good continuation, common fate, and symmetry.

5. cie (commission internationale de l`eclairage).
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any given light and viewing situation”.6 a colour percept is not a constant characteris-

tic, but rather a perception that varies according to the viewing conditions. this takes 

place via differences in light and shade and differences in sight organ physiology. i use 

the term ‘perceived colour’ in description and comparison of colours.

Identity colour is a colour term developed by Billger (1999 p. 23, 2006 p. 148), and 

is a variation of perceived colour. identity colour is particularly useful in spatial colour 

studies and is defined as: the main colour impression of colour units of a room that are 

perceived as uniformly coloured. it is a term that corresponds to a holistic attitude: the 

colour we see in arbitrary visual relationships. identity colour may be described through 

the colour variations arising in the sense of vision and in varying light conditions.

the term inherent colour was used as a base point for measuring differences 

that arose. inherent colour refers to the colour a colour object would have if ob-

served in standardised observation conditions as denoted for ncs colour samples 

in agreement with their specifications, i.e. with their colour code. this entails colour 

samples being placed at a 45° angle, observed in a light cabinet with simulated day-

light consisting of six luma colorette fluorescent lights at 5,400 K (hård 1995 bok 1, 

p. 74, hård and sivik 1981, fridell anter 2006 p. 140). inherent colour is a constant 

characteristic independent of external circumstances, presuming requirements are 

adhered to. inherent colour is compared to the identity colour that arises.

the difference between inherent colour and identity colour is a colour shift. this 

consists of a shift in both hue and nuance and is described according to its differ-

ence to inherent colour. in other cases the terms hue shift and nuance shift are 

used. (see papers 1, 3 and 4.) 

variations in weather or spectral distribution can cause rapid differences in hue 

and nuance within one and the same room. these variations in colour performance are 

entitled colour elasticity (Billger 2006 p. 147, hårleman 2000 p. 79). (see paper 1.) 

i use the term breaking point to denote a specified point in colour space where 

a general trend in shift stops and is replaced by a trend in another direction. fridell 

anter (2000 p. 106) has previously used it as a specified point in colour space where 

6. translation fridell anter, 2000 p 23.
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the general shift tendency discontinues and the inherent colour and perceived co-

lour coincide. 

2.1.2 NCS Concepts in Short

i have used the ncs (natural colour system) colour notation system and colour 

terminology, and defined colour according to the ncs glossary. Colour is not mea-

sured wavelengths, but rather what we see as colour, and ncs is a method of de-

scribing colour perception.7 the ncs system is based on the concept of common 

reference points for elementary colours, reference points with which every colour 

can be compared. in a three-dimensional model, a double cone, entitled the ncs 

colour space, all imaginable surface colours can be placed and thus given an exact 

ncs notation. in order to more easily understand the parts included in the ncs no-

tation, the double cone is divided into two two-dimensional models, the ncs colour 

circle and the ncs colour triangle. the ncs- colour atlas is a collection of colour 

samples illustrating the underlying colour order system. 

the hue of the colour you find in the Colour Circle, it describes whether the co-

lour is a yellow or a yellowish red etc. the Colour Triangle is a vertical section through 

the colour space for the different hues. in the triangle you can find the nuance of the 

colour, which shows the visual amount of whiteness, blackness and chromaticness. 

(sci 2004).8 (figure 4, the ncs colour circle and colour triangle.)

Colour: colour percept, colour perception, colour sensation; that which a human 

being in any given situation sees as colour and which makes it possible, primarily, 

to distinguish objects and fields using their colour differences (colour discrimination) 

and, secondly, to characterise objects and fields with the help of e.g. colour names 

(colour identification); the colour percepts can have different modes of appearance 

(Färgordlistan, tonnquist 1995 p. 217). 9 

Elementary colours: colour percept that can be described only by reference to it-

7. ncs colour system, the relation between ncs notations and instrument-measured values and the colour atlas 
represent a swedish standard since 1979. the colour atlas is used as an illustration of ncs colour notations. 

8. sci (scandinavian colour institute) owns and administrates the ncs system. for further information relating 
to the ncs see sci or ncs websites, own publications or other in-depth literature.

9. translation fridell anter, 2000 p 23.
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self. there are six elementary colours: white, black, yellow, red, blue and green. the 

first two are achromatic, the others chromatic. these six colours are also referred to 

as “psychological colour primaries” (sci 2004).

Elementary attribute: the degree of resemblance of a colour to an elementary 

colour. the elementary attributes are: whiteness, blackness, yellowness, redness, 

blueness and greenness (sci 2004). in the three-dimensional model named the 

ncs colour space, all imaginable surface colours can be placed and thus be given 

an exact ncs notation. 

Hue: attribute of a chromatic colour percept expressing the degree to which it 

resembles one or two chromatic elementary colours. colours with the same relation 

between the two chromatic elementary attributes are defined as having the same 

hue (constant hue). (sci 2004)

Nuance: two-dimensional colour attribute that (irrespective of hue) expresses the 

relationship between whiteness, blackness and chromaticness in a colour percept.

in the colour atlas the colour samples are arranged and identified according to 

the colour order system. the colour circle illustrates the relationship between hues 

in the ncs colour glossary. the colour triangle illustrates the relationship between 

whiteness, blackness and chromaticness independently of hue. (sci 2004)

Lightness: attribute of a colour element such that it appears lighter or darker 

than another colour element under the same illumination and viewing conditions. 

(sci 2004)

2.2. seeing light, colour and light colour

colour may be dealt with from various angles, i.e. the physical (flow of electromag-

netic radiation), the physiological (eye and sense of vision), the psychophysical, 

and the psychological (colour percepts) (tonnquist 1995 pp. 23- 49). a number of 

models exist within psychophysics that describe colour in physical terms and which 

have little in common with colour as it is seen. as a visual phenomenon colour con-

tinuously works together with the physical, physiological and psychological aspects, 

which also may co-vary with one another. no simple connection exists between light 

emission and colour perception (liljefors 1990, 1999, 2006 pp. 229-250). the co-
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lour of a surface is more closely related to e.g. composition of light emission across 

the emission’s entire span. the spectrums of direct and diffuse solar radiation are 

continual (as fire and incandescent light) as opposed to other artificial lighting – en-

tailing good opportunities for colour reproduction. an illuminated surface absorbs 

part of energy emission reaching it and reflects the remainder.

2.2.1. Signal Processing at the Retina

When this remaining energy meets the retina the physiological part of our colour vi-

sion commences. this vision is based on differences in the intensity and wavelength 

of physical light energy on the retina in a process of comparison. light energy or 

photon flow is physically characterised by three qualities: spectral distribution, in-

tensity and direction of radiation. there is great terminological confusion here, since 

light is used for both light energy and visual light, while many textbooks attempt to 

explain visual light as visible light. liljefors suggests the terms vis
 and phys

 for possible 

use in differentiating between visual and physical aspects. all this is important to 

point out if we are to understand currently accepted ways of mixing up visual and 

physical perspectives. My thesis treats the visual aspect alone, thus no specific indi-

cation other than in this section is necessary.

the nature of spectral distribution in daylightphys is different in sunlightphys and sky 

lightphys. although daylightvis is commonly considered as lacking colourvis, it can often 

be described in terms of warmness or coolness; something that is felt rather than 

seen. these differences in the spectral distributionphys of light can result in surfaces 

showing different coloursvis in differing situations. there is a natural variation in inten-

sity of daylightphys during the day, and such differences have a considerable influence 

on how we perceive a colourvis. colourvis can change only through changes in the 

intensity of illuminationphys.
10 the chromaticness of object coloursvis increases when 

there is an increase in illuminationphys, even when the spectral distribution of the light-

phys remains the same. this is particularly noticeable when we consider that coloursvis 

are clearer and more chromatic on sunny days; “the world appears more colourful 

when the sun is shining”. Direction of radiation is also of great import on how we 

10. see Bezold-Brücke and abney in section 2.3.2.
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perceive coloursvis in space. our visual sense is highly sensitive to differences in 

lightnessvis, and a varied light distributionvis helps us in our spatial interpretations. the 

direction of radiation and its distribution in space primarily describe the room and the 

light itself. Visual connections between different surfaces in a room have an influence 

on composition of light radiation, they contribute to room light colourvis. in turn, room 

colourphys and composition of spectral distribution and light temperature interact with 

room colourvis. following processing in various ways by the layer of nerve cells on 

the retina, the information is conveyed to the optic nerve in the visual centre and the 

neurological process commences.

2.2.2 Interpretation Processes in the Brain

in order to see, physical visual information in itself is not enough – the information 

has to be interpreted. “the brain attempts to understand what has been seen, and 

here adds experiences, memories and feelings” (liljefors 11). the interpretation pro-

cess contributes to what we see being highly composite and requires learning in 

early years. By studies of blind people who via operation have gained fully functional 

visual organs, it is known that interpretation processes have to include components 

that are learnt and without these physical visual information cannot result in what we 

mean by seeing.

for example, the brain conducts comparisons between juxtaposed surfaces, or 

between part and whole of field of vision (liljefors 2006 p. 231). thus the nerve im-

pulses that commence along the optic nerve provide information on both spectral 

distribution and intensity simultaneously. the sense of vision works at comparing 

contrasts. this process is based on enhancing or reducing differences in relation 

to one another and thereby leading to colour phenomenavis such as contrast and 

assimilation. enhancement of contrast signals takes place in specific situations. this 

enhancement effect is particularly strong where two different surfaces meet one an-

other with sharp borderlines (liljefors 2006 p. 236). if on the other hand the borders 

are diffuse and blurred then this effect of enhancement is reduced but still present. 

11. in conversation in a pedagogic session, my translation.
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such enhancement effects are important to colour vision and comprise a decisive 

difference between human colour visionvis and colorimetry (psychophysical). contrast 

enhancement (also termed ‘induction’) involves two coloursvis influencing one another 

by enhancing the difference between them. here we have simultaneous contrast and 

successive contrast with coloured afterimages. assimilation is the opposite of en-

hanced contrast, as for example when neighbouring coloursvis in a pattern, affect one 

another so that differences are reduced and they together form a new colourvis.

the sense of vision does not passively register, but is highly active and selec-

tive. only a portion of what we see is registered, the rest is filled in by two parallel 

systems – the boundary contour and feature contour systems (Davidoff 1991 p. 71). 

terminologically there is a clear difference between perceived colourvis and experi-

ence of colourvis also at a purely physiological level. through a visual categorisa-

tion of visual information the brain is activated via two separate pathways. contact 

with the entry level makes available three distinct types of knowledge. one of them 

relates to the sensory characteristics of a surface and is termed hasa knowledge. 

this information may be expressed as red, light-red etc. the other pathway has 

isa knowledge and relates to stored knowledge regarding function and associative 

comprehension. (Davidoff 1991 p. 97, 145, 171). When this information is interpret-

ed in the brain, the visual experience is enriched with feelings and memories. this is 

where the psychological aspect of colour vision begins. By providing what we see 

with interpretations we can see our surroundings differently and have recollections 

from different perspectives.

2.2.3 Colour of Lightvis

 uniform lightvis distribution in a room can quite easily give it a monotone and cheerless 

quality. liljefors and sällström developed terminology concerning visual light to enable 

us to differentiate between physical and experiential dimensions of light colour (1979 

p. 19). they write that we cannot see what spectral distribution lightphys contains, but 

we still make a judgement as to the quality of the lightvis. the phrase ‘light colour’ is 

also the subject of terminological confusion and a mixing of entities of importance to 

the experience of colour in e.g. north and south-facing rooms. liljefors and sällström 
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define the following terms12 contributing to a development of vocabulary: 

Light colour (Ljusfärg): observed colourvis of illumination; not only depends on 

type of lightphys, but also on the degree of other circumstances such as room colour-

ingphys and lighting arrangementphys. it also depends on the adaptation situation of the 

eye. light colourvis is not normally experienced as chromatic, but rather greyish or 

more or less white. on the other hand it may be experienced as being able to give 

colourvis to objects in a room. thus light colour experience can be described as giv-

ing the impression that colours look dulled or intensive. this is the visual dimension.

Light character (Ljuskaraktär): this relates not only to visual observation. When 

we talk about the “warmth” or “coolness” of light we express a broader observa-

tion, as might be made for a room in its totality. this assessment of light character 

is based on e.g. feelings and notions brought to life when an individual is confronted 

with (or exposed to, enclosed in) the light.

2.3 current field of research

2.3.1 Semantic Differentials in Spatial Studies

a lot of colour research has been conducted using a method with semantic dif-

ferentials. With the help of such graded differential scales it is possible to �measure� 

experiences and compare them to one another. investigations have shown this 

method to be surprisingly reliable (hogg et al. 1979, Küller 1995, sivik 1995). By us-

ing statistical analysis methods, the meaning variables of the scales can be grouped 

and condensed in greater entities or factors. in 1957 osgood et al. showed that 

three factors independent of one another form the root for the majority of descriptive 

words: value, activity and potency. the meaning variables of differential scales have 

been put to the test by many researchers down the years. they revealed that these 

belong to different factors depending on field of investigation. however, one value 

factor and one factor for activity or potency recurred in most compilations. hogg et 

al. (1979) found five factors relevant to colour in spatial models: dynamism, spatial 

12. two terms are presented. the third term, type of light (ljusart): can involve a basic classification of different 
light sources, such as warm white and daylight-like strip lights. type of light represents the physical dimen-
sion, and is not relevant here.
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quality, emotional tone, complexity and temperature. in my investigation i used all 

these factors excepting complexity in the study relating to room character. (Paper 

iv). in 1975 Küller produced the sMB method13 to describe built environment with 

the aid of semantic differential scales. sMB is an established method used in many 

spatial studies, but as an architect i chose to draw up other variables for spatial ex-

perience since i felt the need for better-adapted variables (see paper 4). 

Kobayashi (1981) investigated how people experienced individual colours or co-

lour combinations and developed the colour image scale method. he constructed 

semantic spaces for colour significance with the aid of semantic differentials and sta-

tistical methods. Kobayashi found that the warm – cool meaning variable was related 

to hue, soft – hard was related to value,14 while clear – greyish was related to chroma. 

sivik (1970) conducted numerous studies on the meaning conveyed by colour in 

relation to associative meaning variables and with the help of semantic differentials. 

sivik and taft (1989, 1992) continued research into the associative meanings 

of colour combinations. they organised semantic spaces where relations between 

significances and colours could be established. among other things, their work re-

sulted in structured analyses of semantic aspects of colour experience. By this they 

identified the characters of colour combinations. such characters vary since object 

of investigation and individual variables affect the factors. the warm-cool meaning 

variable is an example of a sensorial emotion. sivik investigated the charge of this 

feeling held by individual colours and ascertained that not only colour hue was sig-

nificant, but also nuance (sivik 1995 p. 48). Many studies have been conducted 

without a monitored interplay between comparable colours. according to sivik’s 

comparative investigation in greece and sweden, both greeks and swedes de-

scribe the relationship between colour and this meaning variable in similar ways. as 

expected, the warm maximum was in the yellow-red and red areas, and the cool 

maximum in blue and blue-green. greater whiteness correlated with coolness and 

greater chromaticness with warmth. 

13. Semantisk Metod för Bostadsforskning  (semantic method for building research).
14. Value helps us to discriminate a light colour from a dark colour (tonnquist 1995 pp. 99-100).
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2.3.2 Colour Phenomena in Various Illumination

the french chemist chevreul was a forerunner who was early in his studies of visual 

colour differences in yarns and woven fabrics. as head of a Jaguard textile mill he 

received complaints from customers that they had ordered yarns and these had 

been interchanged since colours of the woven fabrics did not correspond to their 

expectations. following thorough studies he found how the colours affected one 

another and wrote down principles for various contrast phenomena such as simul-

taneous contrast. he also studied other colour phenomena in different illumination. 

chevreul illuminated his colour samples with daylight, sunlight and diffused sunlight, 

but not skylight. the colours showed themselves differently depending on distribu-

tion of direct and diffused illumination. he found that chromatic surfaces illuminated 

with sunlight had more clear colours, while corresponding surfaces with diffused 

daylight tended towards blue-grey (chevreul 1839). 

the Bezold-Brücke effect is known since 1931. this involves differences in il-

lumination intensity causing hue shift. the study related to spectral colours, i.e. 

confined to energy from a narrow band of the radiation spectrum. in other words, 

the same spectral distribution with increased illumination intensity causes a hue 

shift from red and yellow-green towards yellow, while violet and blue-green shift 

towards blue. lower illumination intensity causes a shift from yellow towards red 

or green and from blue towards green. this means that yellow and blue prevail in 

strong lighting and red and green in reduced lighting (Derefeldt & Berggrund 1994 

p. 22). the abney effect, known since 1910, means that greater illumination inten-

sity also has an effect on colour samples through an increase in sample chromatic-

ness. yellow, the least colour intense hue, at the same time reaches its maximum 

in greater intensity of illumination compared to the other hues. if, however, illumina-

tion intensity is increased when the point of maximum chromaticness has already 

been reached, then the result will be a whitish perceived colour. in this way both 

low and high luminance cause chromatic stimuli to appear achromatic15 (Davidoff 

1991 p. 79). (figure 7.) 

15. Black, white or grey.
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hård et al (1983) have made a series of tests comparing colour samples in vari-

ous types of conventional illumination. the tests were conducted indoors with co-

lour samples arranged at 45° angles in a light cabinet. the investigation showed 

that within separate parts of the colour world various types of illumination caused 

different degrees of shift in both chromaticness and hue. When illumination was 

changed from simulated daylight 5400 K to incandescent lighting, the perceived 

colours of yellow-green, green, blue-green and part of blue samples shifted towards 

blueness. in the case of red-blue, red-yellow and yellow colour samples, the per-

ceived colour shifted instead towards red. this small colour shift signified two areas 

for breaking points: green-yellow and yellow-red. the nuance changes were small 

for weakly chromatic colours, but the tendency towards greater chromaticness was 

clear among more chromatic colours. When instead illumination was changed from 

incandescent light to 3000 K warm-white standard strip lighting, hue shift for spe-

cific groupings of colour was significant. indications now existed of four areas where 

direction of colour shift was replaced by a different direction: between green and 

yellow, between green and bluish green, between reddish blue and violet, and be-

tween violet and red (svedmyr 1995 pp. 90-92). (figure 8.)

 Billger conducted a similar experiment with her colour reference box. the in-

tention was to investigate the function of the colour reference box in relation to the 

observer being adapted to two light situations, firstly the lighting in the box and sec-

ondly the lighting in the room in which the box is positioned. the question was: 

could the adaptation be assessed and controlled. in one study simulated daylight 

5400 K was used in the room, and 40 W incandescent light was used in the box, 

resulting in a two-directional shift in hue: one direction from bluish red to red and 

one from reddish blue through an uncertain passage near to elementary blue, over 

green, yellow, and towards orange. this shift involved two areas of breaking point: 

violet and orange (1999 Paper 4, p. 18). (figure 9)

using natural daylight, fridell anter has compared inherent colour and per-

ceived colour on facades. the investigation compared perceived colour in for ex-

ample three different types of daylight: sunlight, light from clouded sky and light 

from a clear sky. in general, perceived colour was found to be more chromatic and 

more whitish than inherent colour. there were also great differences in tendencies 
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between different areas of colour, two directions for hue shift were reported, cor-

responding well with Billger’s with areas of breaking point at violet and orange. it 

was obvious that diffuse light gave greater blackness than direct sunlight. fridell 

anter also found signs indicating that the diffuse light could cause a hue shift from 

yellow towards blue and an increased chromaticness for bluish colours (2000 p. 

152). (figure 10.)

Despite colour and light being so interwoven, perceptual differences exist be-

tween colour and light experiences. Billger (1999, paper ii p. 38) found that it is 

possible for individuals to compensate for colour differences resulting from varied 

luminance, but not colour differences caused by reflection. that is to say, a colour 

sensation is normally recognised despite a different illumination, but on the other 

hand this recognition is not present to the same extent for reflected colour sensa-

tions. fridell anter (2000, p. 167) claimed that in certain circumstances it would be 

better to talk of experiencing light difference rather than colour difference. such a 

delimiting of the term ‘colour’ is to be found in interpretation itself of the situation: 

whether or not the subject experiences the sensation as colour or light.

the relation between illumination and colour has been studied by a great many 

researchers. a lot of studies have been done using colorimetric tri- stimulus values 

and chromaticity diagrams that describe visual impressions. other studies have 

been carried out in laboratories in highly specialised conditions such as light con-

sisting of a single wavelength. some researchers have used daylight and differ-

ent models of calculation to describe the colour of objects (romero et al 2002) or 

the characteristics of daylight in differing circumstances (chain et al 1998, 2001). 

in one study simulated daylight and cWf lighting was used in combination with 

colour patches of different sizes to accomplish a rooms study (xiao et al 2003). 

the limited number of spatial colour studies in daylight relevant to my work, are 

presented below.

2.3.3 Spatial Colour 

chevreul (1839) also studied colour and some of its spatial relations, such as co-

loured surfaces placed at angles, or three-dimensional objects such as vases, 

coats or skeins with formations of light and shadow. Due to the lack of a standard 
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perceptual system of colour description and methods of describing perceived co-

lour, his studies could only result in proximate tendencies. Minah (1996, 1997, 

2002) studied the function of colour in cityscapes, its influence on the entirety and 

how the colour of individual facades appears depending on weather and view-

ing distance. Minah claimed that colour is of great significance to architecture 

by colour contrasts and spatial effects creating figures and backgrounds in the 

cityscape experience. the job of colour in the design process is to clarify, supple-

ment and emphasise, rather than be an independent commentary, he wrote. for 

Minah, chromaticness was seen to be more important than hue and abiding nu-

ance with regard to visibility in the cityscape, both in clear and overcast weather. 

strongly chromatic features appear closer, the light-dark contrast in bright weather 

is important to the visibility of specific buildings since black dominates up towards 

the sky and white in the cityscape.

Billger’s research has been of particular importance to me since she has worked 

with perceived colour and colour shift in full-scale rooms. Billger (1999) developed 

methods and terminology for the study of colour in rooms, and she also developed 

the colour reference box in order to allow comparison of perceived colour in different 

rooms using a colour matching method (Billger 1999, Billger and hårleman 1999). 

Billger also initiated the term identity colour especially for spatial colour studies. in-

deed, in detailed viewing, a room displays numerous colour variations. i used the 

colour reference box, the colour matching methods and the term identity colour and 

colour variations in my studies. see paper 2, “a Method for comparison of colour 

appearance in Differently illuminated rooms”.

a further endeavour is seen in the work of smith in relation to colour and design 

processes. smith’s (2003) starting point was the term ‘place’, which designers see 

in four contexts as object, product, communicator or social domain. Designers who 

look upon place as an experience or social domain formulate their task differently 

to those who treat it as an object merely to be coloured. smith ascertained that 

architects and designers worked with colour intuitively, not making use of existing 

knowledge, with colouring often being left to the youngest employees. the conclu-

sion is that the ability of colour to give expression could be used far more effectively 

in our environmental colouring.
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2.3.4 Colour Emotion and Colour Design

Despite numerous pertinent studies in colour appearance and colour emotion hav-

ing been conducted in recent years, only a few of these are relevant to research 

in architecture (Billger & fridell anter 2006). three of these accounted for concern 

colour emotion, and were conducted with similar methods and achieved similar re-

sults. oberascher & gallmetzer16 (2003) and da Pos & valentini (2005) used ek-

man’s seven basic emotions: happiness, surprise, anger, fear, sadness, disgust, 

and contempt. Basic emotions are derived from mimic emotional expressions, and 

defined as not reducible to others (ekman & friesen 1978). Basic emotions differ 

from Plutchik’s primary emotions in that they form two positive17 and five negative 

categories (primary emotions: four positive and four negative). 

Da Pos & valentini (2005) found happiness and surprise to be positively bright 

emotions, relating to lighter – and in the case of happiness to more yellow – colours 

than the other emotions. they write nothing on the chromaticness of selected co-

lours, keeping to hue and achromatic shade. they also found that fear and the other 

dark emotions related to colours inclined to blue and red and in general more pur-

plish colours than the other emotions, corresponding well with the results of ober-

asher & gallmetzer where contempt relates to grey, blue and purple, with sadness 

relating less to yellow than disgust.

Da Pos & green- armytage (2006) excluded contempt and used only six basic 

emotions in their study. three clearly marked groups were found with regard to 

lightness of colour samples: happiness, surprise and fear related to very light co-

lours, sadness and disgust related to an intermediate group and anger to relatively 

dark colours (usually black and red).

as far as chromaticness is concerned, sadness and fear related to very slightly chro-

matic colours (close to 0.0). While happiness, surprise and anger associated to strongly 

chromatic colours. according to them, this suggested that the latter three emotions 

were active and the former passive. the most recurring colours in their studies were 

16. oberasher & gallmetzer used pleasure instead of happiness, from ekman & Davidson, 1994.
17. neither ekman nor Plutchik distinguish between positive and negative emotions. i make the distinction here 

to ease comparison of models. in basic emotions joy and acceptance are combined into one. happiness 
and expectations are not included, but contempt is. 
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within the yellow-red quadrant, indicating that active emotions show a warm appear-

ance. surprise, sorrow and fear were relatively whitish, while anger was strongly black-

ish. level of blackness for surprise and happiness was low, while orange was strong. 

oberascher & gallmetzer (2003) suggested a colour - emotion classification: 

black = sadness; yellow = pleasure; red = anger; brown = disgust. they summarise 

their conclusions: A room decorated in tones of yellow and orange, for instance, will 

tend rather to evoke pleasure for the majority of people in our culture than a black 

and grey room. Black and grey generally have an oppressive effect. The combina-

tion of black and red tends to have a menacing effect. Pink tends to evoke aversion 

and rejection, but in its ambivalence – not only in the USA – it also appears as a fa-

vourite colour, especially for women, according to Heller, even taking a fourth place, 

with 8 %, after blue, red and green. 

sivik (1995 p. 50) has pointed out the difference between studies involving the 

direct effect of colour and those relating to colour associations and opinions on their 

psychological effect. the four studies mentioned above relate specifically to colour 

associations, thus one cannot be sure that these results can be used to reach con-

clusions on effects in spatial situations. this can be seen in comparison between 

one of my studies and two other studies (oberascher & gallmetzer 2003, ou et al 

2005). see paper 5 and 6.

3 MethoDs of investigation anD analysis

3.1 common to Phases 1 and 2

Qualitative methods were used with own-word description, also with use made of 

associations that turned up in the situation. i was inspired by a phenomenological 

outlook and found support there for use of an exploratory method with colour as 

experience and a phenomenon conveying significance. Presence in the daylight-il-

luminated rooms with their colours triggered an event belonging to the phenomenon 

colour that could not be omitted.

two main methods were used for assessment and comprehension in both 

model and full-scale studies: one method for describing perceived colour, and one 

method for describing the experience of spatial character with a descriptive and 

reflective technique. in total 191 full-scale studies were carried out in the project 
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with 79 observers in realistic spatial situations. rooms facing north and south were 

recurrently painted and compared to each other and to colour samples. the terms 

inherent colour and identity colour were used in analysis of room colours. the per-

ceived colours were assessed using ncs terminology using the terms hue, chro-

maticness, blackness and whiteness. the method for colour matching aided by the 

colour reference box was used in all comparative observations.

Table C. The studies in figures.
Phase 1 Phase 2

yellow-blue red-green

no. of colours 12 13

no. of observers 7 72

no. of studies 73 118

colour matching is an established method for comparison of colour samples against 

a standard18 (hård, sivik, svedmyr 1995, Billger 1999). this method has been devel-

oped in order to manage comparative studies between inherent and perceived co-

lour. such a method, using a colour reference box, was used throughout the project. 

the colour reference box was developed to allow colour studies to be conducted in 

a simple manner, without trained observers, so as to compare colour impressions 

between rooms in various illuminations. the colour reference box has its own illumi-

nation, thus colour samples displayed had the same illumination in both rooms. the 

procedure was that observers compared the colour they saw on one or several walls 

in each room with colour samples placed in the colour reference box by the project 

leader. the colour samples were changed according to observer directions until co-

lour matching was achieved. sample colour code was then recorded. an interpo-

lated colour code was recorded in cases where no specific colour sample matched 

the wall colour but where the observer otherwise felt it to be found in the colour space 

18. Colour matching is a term used in quite a different way in other research fields such as: (1) mixing wave-
lengths in cones and rods, or tri-stimulus values in colorimetry, (2) mixing stimuli colour to achieve a similar 
percept (a standard). 
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between two or three selected colour samples. on completion of one room study, 

the box with its illumination was removed to the next room. this is a relative method, 

i.e. the colour data cannot be taken as absolute facts, but the method maps out the 

relation between the situations. there are indeed no perfect methods and that is why 

i have used many different methods and use a comparative analysis. 

observers had the task of considering each room and colour in an aware and 

attentive manner. observer instructions were found in questionnaires that also con-

tained room for recording assessments. a construction cabin was used as experi-

ment room with gables in a north-south direction. the cabin had windows in each 

gable and daylight was transmitted through uncoated double-glazed windows. 

 3.2 Phase 1, yellow-Blue investigation

a dividing wall did not bisect the construction cabin that was used in phase 1, in-

stead one of the windows was covered alternatively. in that way, the internal space 

was illuminated as either a north-facing or south-facing room. three yellow and 

three blue hues in two nuances were used totalling 12 inherent colours. the hues 

were: greenish yellow (g80y), yellow (y) and reddish yellow (y20r) greenish blue 

(B30g), blue (B) and reddish blue (r80B). the nuances were: one whitish (1010) and 

one more chromatic nuance (1030). (figures 11 and 12.)

the studies in phase 1 were observed for a lengthier period than those 

in phase 2. a fuller description is to be found in paper i. Practised observ-

ers were used, architects with training in ncs terminology and interest in co-

lour research. the reason for that was that methods and questionnaire were 

under development and i wanted observers with interest in colour, space, 

and training in ncs terminology. (see appendix a, Questionnaire in phase 1).  

the methods for assessment and understanding were:

Methods for judging the perceived colour 

(1) colour matching using a colour reference box. 

(2) visual evaluation of the light situation. 

Methods for assessing the experience with a descriptive, reflective technique

(3) verbal description of colour impression.

(4) verbal description of colour character
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(5) semantic scales relating to room atmosphere.

other methods of analysis 

(6) Watercolour painting

(7) Memory colour

(8) colour scheme

(1) Method for colour matching using a colour reference box (Billger 1999, hår-

leman 2000). colour samples were placed in the colour reference box, one at a 

time, and wall identity colour was described by comparison to selected inherent 

colour. the box had the same illumination in both rooms – D65 lighting – and thus 

functioned as a standard situation. in visual comparison the colour sample was then 

chosen that was most like the wall colour. this method is presented in greater depth 

in paper 2.

 (2) Visual evaluation in order to observe the distribution of the types of light and 

colour in the rooms.19  this method can be used to study the effect of physical factors 

on what we see. the method uses seven factors: light level, light distribution, shadow, 

reflexes, glare, light- colour and colour (liljefors 2006, Billger 1999, hårleman 2000). 

the section for assessment of the experience began with a method for (3) Verbal 

description of colour impression using own words. as stated earlier, i also used 

the terms ‘identity colour’ and ‘colour variation’ to describe colour perception in 

spatial situations. a method for (4) Verbal description of colour character was used 

for describing rooms and colours with observers own words. the words were enu-

merated and categorised before being compared with assessments of other rooms 

and colours. (5) Semantic scales in three steps were constructed for evaluation of 

atmosphere in each room. 

analysis was based on alternate comparison with the different methods.  one (6) 

watercolour painting was made by myself. completing the second study (7) the identi-

ty colour in the current room was compared with the one from the former. a (8) colour 

scheme was made, a simple outline investigating the effects seen in Visual evaluation. 

this method showed to be of great importance in analysis. (figures 5 and 6).

19. Method for Visual Evaluation developed by a. liljefors and J. ejhed 1990, also described in liljefors 1996.
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3.3 Phase 2, red-green investigation

the investigation with red and green inherent colours was broadened to describe 

both colour and spatial experience. a greater number of studies were carried out 

with a greater number of observers. Methods were further developed and semantic 

differentials introduced. Data on character of rooms was processed using sPss 

statistical methods 20 and then used in analyses of relations between spatial charac-

ter, hue, nuance and compass orientation.

a new experiment cabin was divided into two rooms, each with a window, one 

with window facing north, and one with window facing south. as previously, daylight 

was transmitted through clear, double-glazed windows. the inner walls of the rooms 

had a glass-fibre textile; window framing was painted white, while floors had a beige 

plastics floor covering. compared to the positioning of the cabin in the yellow-blue 

investigation, the cabin was positioned with more grass and bush in the south and 

more tarmac surface in the north. several of the observers remarked on a light reflec-

tion from surrounding yellow facades towards the afternoon in the north-facing room. 

( figure 3.)

three red and three green hues in two nuances were selected, with one later 

omitted. thus six red and five green colours were used in total, along with a previ-

ously used yellow and blue. the hues were yellowish pink (y80r), pink (r) and bluish 

pink (r20B), and bluish green (B70g), green (g) was in two nuances, whitish 1010 

and more chromatic 1030. yellowish green (g20y), reddish yellow (y20r) and red-

dish blue (r80B) were in the 1030 nuance only, a total of 13 inherent colours. (fig 4. 

colours selected for phase 2)

seventy-two observers were used: 52 students of architecture and interior de-

sign, and 20 professional architects and interior designers. in all 118 studies were 

carried out. the observers performed each room study individually, with each one 

taking approximately 30 minutes. observers were told to take their time, to make an 

acquaintance with the colours, to dwell in their experience and then formulate it. a 

questionnaire was used. (appendix B, Questionnaire in phase 2).  

20. software, acronym for statistical Package for the social sciences.
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Methods for judging the perceived colour 

(1) colour matching using the colour reference box as in phase 1. 

(2) verbal description of hue and nuance.

(3) Memory matching with pre-selected colour samples. 

Methods for assessing the experience using a descriptive, reflective technique

(4) Method for visual evaluation. 

(5) verbal description using own words of experience of colour and room.

(6) semantic differentials 21 with regard to room character.

(7) semantic differentials with regard to colour emotions. 

Methods for analysis

(8) tabulated data from colour matching

(9) statistical methods as factor analyse, t-tests and two-way analysis of variance. 

(10) verbal descriptions

(11) comparison with other studies.

the chief method of judging the perceived colour was (1) colour matching using the 

colour reference box. chief method for assessing the experience of the room was 

the (4) visual evaluation. in order to describe (5) general initial impressions of colour 

and room, own words and associations were used and this was followed by use of 

semantic differentials. the following experiential factors were used in scales on (6) 

room character: spatial quality, emotional tone, dynamism and temperature. 22 two 

new ones were tested: embracing and uplifting. i used eight primary emotions to 

describe (7) colour emotion: anger, joy, acceptance, surprise, fear, sadness, disgust 

and expectation. 

inherent colour notations were related to room orientation and results were ana-

lysed with (8) tabulated colour data. Data concerning the room character were anal-

ysed with (9) statistical analyses and comparing (10) verbal descriptions. the results 

concerning primary emotion were (11) compared with two studies in colour emotion: 

oberasher and gallmetzer (2003) and colour emotion made with small colour samples 

ou et al (2005). similar inherent colours and emotional variables were compared. 

21. a differential scale has zero in the centre and two bipolar words. the scale used here is of the likert type.
22. these are hogg’s original factors, and the fifth is complexity.
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4 Discussion on results 

this is made up of discussions relating to various observations in the project as well 

as some of the methods used.

4.1 observations

i observed in phase 1 that changes in perceived colour in daylight, frequently had a 

cyclic progression, i.e. colour elasticity was often cyclic. variations in light were not 

seen other than as differences in perceived colour. this was visible in the rooms as 

transient variations or as more persisting somewhat longer periods. this meant that 

room identity colour varied in cycles around inherent colour, as lighter or darker, 

more or less chromatic and with greater or lesser hue shift. normal oscillation was 

10-30 steps in whiteness, blackness and chromaticness with inherent colour as 

base. for example it could be darker and more reddish or brighter and less chro-

matic. (see papers 1 and 3)

Besides the cyclic variations in the rooms, clear patterns for colour shift between 

rooms depending on quality of daylight could be established. light quality differences 

due to compass orientation caused clear and well-documented shifts in hue and nu-

ance from inherent colour to identity colour. these shifts were regular and not difficult 

to anticipate. the embracing form of the rooms also resulted in a different nuance 

that was also easy to anticipate. in general, identity colour was less whitish and more 

chromatic than inherent colour. also, both nuances, the whitish and the more chro-

matic, had separate patterns for colour shift. the more chromatic 1030 nuance be-

came still more coloured, increasing in chromaticness up to 20-40 steps.23 the whit-

ish 1010 nuance increased in chromaticness by only 10 steps, but instead had the 

greatest hue shift, from inherent colour to identity colour. Direct sunlight in the south 

enhanced the chromaticness and also shifted yellowish hues towards elementary yel-

low. the diffuse sky light in the north enhanced the chromaticness of green, blue and 

red hues. in this light all these shifted towards elementary blue. on the other hand, 

yellowish colours were reduced in yellowishness, becoming less coloured with a trace 

23. Mean value 5-20 steps.
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of greyishness and a tendency towards green or pink, depending on colour attribute 

of inherent colour. inherent colours with an elementary yellow hue became greenish 

yellow and the reddish yellow became orange or pink (Papers 1 and 3).

4.1.1 Significance of Colour on Spatial Character 

Different colours leave different impressions; they spark off different associations 

and are described with words covering personal domains. When using the method 

for describing colour impressions with own words it was found that colours with the 

same elementary characteristics brought about impressions common to the major-

ity of observers. these colour impressions were described consistently with a small 

number of words used regularly within a specific area of colour. each elementary 

attribute appeared to be reserved for a special domain described with words mu-

tual to one another. the elementary qualities were described with individual sets of 

words. Soft was clearly reserved for yellowish and bright identity colours, whereas 

bluish and blackish identity colours were described as strong or potent. Pink (1030-

r) was frequently described as loud, especially if bluish (1030-r20B). yellowish pink 

(1030-y80r) on the other hand could be described as charming or irritating, but 

never as loud (see paper 3).

the clear expressions for colour connotations that arose in descriptions with 

own words followed the same pattern with semantic scale. green was associated 

with nature and failed to spark off anything like the powerful reactions seen with 

pink. one observer recalled with a sighing voice a tedious childhood stay in a hos-

pital; otherwise the reactions were of quiet, calm and natural life. Pink was almost 

always commented on exterior to questionnaire. Pink aroused clear feminine as-

sociations and observers established themselves as for or against the colour quality 

pink. at the same time as the more chromatic pink (1030-r) could be described as 

warm, youthful and relaxing in the south-facing room and alive and mature in the 

north, it could be a provocative room colour. no other room colour was described 

with anything like the same charged intensity. these rooms could be described as 

unrelenting and irritating and the north-facing ones as loud and even more irritating. 

common negative words for pink rooms were loud, glaring and harsh. Why do all 

pinkish colours spark off such powerful feelings? the fact that they do is the primary 
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argument for the different hues having different connotations. Pink is a colour that at 

least in our part of the world is associated with skin, face, body and femininity. cer-

tain nuances of pink (yellowish pink) resulted in a feminine impression that could be 

associated with and described in terms of girlish, while pink without yellowishness 

could gain the descriptive word ‘brothel’. Pink was frequently described with words 

relating to closeness: bodily, spatial and emotional. the bodily association could be 

both secure closeness (pink and whitish pink) and to a varying degree an unrelent-

ing closeness. since pink rooms related to skin and face, certain rooms (yellowish 

pink) were associated with love, while others (bluish pink) instead could be associ-

ated with affect depending on face colour. the blackish pink identity colour could 

furthermore be associated with absence and neglect. the yellowish rooms were 

most frequently experienced as soft, but the room with the brownish yellow identity 

colour was consistently described as heavy. the south-facing rooms in reddish yel-

low became so strongly chromatic that they could be experienced as a bodily mass, 

a closeness that was exacting. My conclusion is that negative judgements could be 

due to them not looking soft enough (see paper 4). 

how the observers experienced the rooms varied entirely in relation to the iden-

tity colours. it was striking how closely reactions followed differences in hue and 

nuance. the perception of warmth increased considerably with yellowish hues and 

pure pink. the colours of bluish pink and bluish green were seen as emanating the 

most coolness. it was clear that pink and green were experienced as opposites to 

one another. While pink was perceived as lively, cheerful, embracing and the least 

formal, green was perceived as tranquil, open, formal and hard. Just as liljefors and 

sällström (1979) talked about light character, one can also talk about colour char-

acter. Colour character relates to an experiential dimension; a colour character that 

pays regard to space as an entirety, with feelings and notions brought to life when 

one is exposed to or enwrapped in a prevailing colour. (liljefors, sällström p. 20)

the terms warm and cool colours are well established and well-known. in full 

accordance with this concept, somewhat yellowish colours were found to be warm, 

and bluish colours were perceived as cool. Despite this, the extremes – warmest 

warm and coolest cool – were not the same for all the observers. the warmest and 

coolest hues and nuances varied while the actual colour field was the same. Most 
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observers saw yellowish red in a colourful nuance as the warmest colour. More dif-

ficult was appointing the coolest colour, between reddish blue, elementary blue or 

greenish blue. Pale greenish blue was found to be the coolest. the sensation that 

certain colours were approaching or receding, were also confirmed. the south-fac-

ing rooms with warm colours gave a powerful impression of approaching close to 

observers, just as the cool colours in north-facing rooms clearly receded in the way 

that they made the walls appear further from observers (see papers 1 and 4). 

4.1.2 Colour Emotion

rooms in warm, yellow and pink colours were more liked than rooms in cool, green 

and blue colours. this was somewhat surprising, since architects are considered to 

appreciate cool colours to a greater degree than other professional groups (Jans-

sens 1984). also, the warm colours caused stronger emotional effects such as hap-

piness and approval than the cool colours, as well as considerable anger and sad-

ness. the negative emotional effects were strongest with cool colours, these caus-

ing fewer positive emotions and higher scores for the negative, topped by disgust 

and contempt. the whitish nuance made a slight impression, with the stronger 1030 

nuance giving a stronger impression, including with emotions other than those for 

the 1010 nuance (see paper 5). 

4.1.3 Comparison of Two Colouring Methods 

i have compared the results from the two opposing methods for colouring in order 

to see if one of them is perceived as more positive than the other. the principle in 

one case is to enhance the light situation by room colours, the other means coun-

teracting or neutralising.

• the enhancement method – bolstering light situation – was most popular for 

warm colours in the south. this combination resulted in most happiness. the 

least popular combination was cool colours in the north rooms.

• the neutralising method – counterbalancing light situation – was more popular 

with warm colours in the north rooms than cool colours in the south rooms. 
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one single warm colour (reddish yellow) was highly popular in the north rooms. 

in general, cool colours in the south rooms were popular – with acceptance 

greater being than happiness (see paper 5).

4.2 Methods of investigation

the exploratory character of the project, with numerous different methods, was im-

portant. the objective after all was to record the experiences and associations ob-

servers had with colour and rooms that were not entirely easy to put into words. nor 

does the opportunity normally present itself to take a pause and do this. the basic 

method for colour description using the colour reference box gives precise ncs no-

tations for expressing identity colour and colour shift. Perhaps these are too precise 

– such exact notations, that despite all must be adapted to each given situation, can 

be alluring. the qualitative methods presented sensitive descriptions and variables 

for describing and comparing both rooms and colours. finally, the collaboration be-

tween all the methods used showed how well perceived colour was in accord with 

recorded ncs notations.

a further vital quality of the project was its being conducted in full-scale rooms. 

Model studies can be used for tracing tendencies in hue and nuance shifts, but full-

scale rooms brought about clearly more intensive colour experiences. it is less than 

certain however that a comparable study would achieve the same results in model and 

full-scale. as far as colour semantics are concerned, the embracing form of rooms is 

probably of still greater import. using the statistical methods, new meaning variables 

could be tried out and developed. the variables uplifting, hard/coarse and embracing 

were shown to be relevant and important for description of room experience.

4.2.1 Colour Reference Box and Adaptation Effect

the colour reference box generated concordant data showing trends in agreement 

with results from other methods in the project. the box is still being developed, 

and it was important to test it in a ‘standard situation’. the issue was whether light 

prevailing in the room where both box and observer were present could influence 

the appearance of a colour sample in the box. after all, observers were adapted 

to room light situation and not to colour reference box light, something that could 
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have presented itself as a serious problem. adaptation to actual light situation is 

important, and here there were two light situations. it was necessary to look into 

the adaptation effect to see if this could constitute a systematic error. Billger devel-

oped a method to test the degree of accuracy a practised observer could identify 

colour sample ncs codes. this test was carried out in both the north and south-

facing rooms using the ncs method.24 the observers cited two inverse situations 

that were selected for investigation. one involved a room painted in a warm colour 

(reddish yellow) in direct sunlight, making the box light look cool. in the other situ-

ation the room was painted in a cool colour (reddish blue) and illuminated with a 

cool north light, giving box light a warm appearance. Possible adaptation effects in 

use of the colour reference box are discussed in paper 2: A Method for Compari-

son of Colour Appearance in Differently Illuminated Rooms. We used data from the 

research of Billger and myself and made comparative studies of inherent colour in 

various situations and with differing methods. a preliminary model is presented for 

use in small adjustments of colour data.

Paper 2 contains details of how colour matching with the colour reference box 

entailed minor adaptation effects in certain situations. such situations – with major 

differences between light in box and light in room – an adaptation effect was de-

tected. since a reddish yellow room (1030-y20r) in sunlight has a strong increase 

in chromaticness and yellowness, box colour sample will instead appear less yellow. 

through this observers might compensate their visual impression by selecting a co-

lour sample that despite all matches the colour of the wall. in such cases the colour 

reference box fails to function as a standard situation identical to both rooms and 

which the colour sample refers to, measuring instead the light differential between 

room and box. this adaptation effect can be calculated and adjusted, and was fur-

thermore negligible in the majority of daylight studies. the situations where it arose 

were not ignored indeed observers reacted to the difficulty in colour matching in such 

differing illumination (see paper ii). though the occurrence of adaptation effects still 

24. the ncs method constitutes a description of hue, chromaticness and blackness in ncs terms using own 
assessment. the method is based on the assumption that our elementary colour reference is identical to all. 
see 2.1. 
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cannot be excluded. therefore, dominant methodology has been to use several 

methods for description and comparison. observer’s descriptions of colour experi-

ence serve as illustrations of support or rejection of colour data. those, and further 

on as a source for descriptive words can also be very useful in further research.

4.2.2 Comparison Between Phases of the Project

since light radiation into buildings is highly sensitive to a series of meteorological 

factors, besides room location, each experiment is strictly speaking circumstantial. 

hence specific rooms cannot be expected to be purely identical despite same com-

pass position of windows. in this way, data from phases 1 and 2 from the investiga-

tion could not be brought together as though the experiment rooms were identical. 

Despite this it is clear that the main tendency between the compass points remains. 

after all, the greatest perceptual difference in the project was between room inher-

ent colours and not between rooms with the same inherent colours. the differences 

between a red and a green room in the same compass orientation compared to 

two rooms in the same red inherent colour are of course greater. on the other hand 

small tendency differences were found between both phases. tendencies in the 

north-facing room were the same: from yellowish inherent colours in two directions 

from an area between yellow and reddish yellow. one of the directions was towards 

yellow, from yellow to green and from green to reddish blue. the other direction was 

from reddish yellow towards red and from red on towards reddish blue. the differ-

ence between the two phases of the investigation was displayed as several possible 

breaking points in the south-facing room. two examples:

• in phase 1 greenish yellow tended towards yellow. Greenish yellow was stable 

in phase 2, i.e. inherent colour and identity colour were the same. on the other 

hand, green tended towards bluishness, mildly indicating a breaking point be-

tween yellow and yellowish green in the south room.

• in phase 1 blue and greenish blue tended towards greater greenishness. in 

phase 2 the tendency of bluish green was towards greater greenishness while 

green tended towards blue, indicating a possible breaking point between 

greenish blue and bluish green.

this result was unexpected. it could not have been due to weaknesses in either 
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method or observer groups since the descriptions were unanimous. one possible 

reason could have been differences in experiment room localisation in relation to 

surroundings. a further possibility is that colour shifts towards greater yellowish-

ness in south-facing rooms express themselves in this way, like tidal waters pulling 

yellowish hues with them. the hue shift towards greater yellowishness in the room 

with windows facing south went in two directions from the area with pale yellowish 

inherent colours, yellowish pink and yellowish green. the yellowish pink colour area 

coincided with other research on artificial light (Billger 1999) 25 and natural daylight 

(fridell anter 2000).26  inherent colour and identity colour were one and the same 

in the yellowish green colour area. a possible explanation here is the observation 

by romero et al (2003) that colour variations in red-green direction depend on the 

yellowish or bluish proportion of the coloured object. as stated earlier, the tendency 

between north and south compass points remains. on the other hand, localisation 

of the south-facing room may have been decisive in determining exact breaking 

point of tendency, when between yellow and green and between green and blue. 

Thus tendencies between room compass orientations can represent a more impor-

tant clue when predicting a perceived colour than when attempting to denote exact 

breaking points (see papers 1 and 3). additional studies are required here for south-

facing rooms. reddish blue in north and south-facing rooms in phase 1 revealed 

no stable tendency for colour shift. inherent colour in both rooms was alternately 

perceived as more reddish or more bluish. on the other hand, in phase 2 a tendency 

towards greater reddishness in the north and reduced reddishness in the south was 

noted. it is likely in this case that the hue of the inherent colour coincided with the 

wave range of the light radiation. since reddish blue is found at reciprocal ends of 

the wavelength, with violet at the shortwave side and red at the long-wave side, 

small variations in incident light will be expressed with greater clarity with this inher-

ent colour. Perhaps room lightness is the hue determinant – the brighter the room 

the more red, the darker the room the more blue (see papers 1 and 3).

25. Billger 1999a, page 18, and 1999b.
26. fridell anter 2000, page 107.
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5 closing coMMentaries 

a regular colour shift

a regular pattern for colour shift between compass points can be ascertained. the dif-

ferent light qualities in the rooms resulted in differences in identity colours and breaking 

points. the yellowish colours in south-facing rooms appeared deeper in colour. in the 

north-facing rooms yellowish colours appeared less yellow: they became less deeper 

in colour and instead more greenish, brownish or pink. the nuances used had their 

own, clear patterns of colour shift. the rooms with the whitish nuance 1010 changed 

most in hue, while the more chromatic nuance 1030 became still more intense.

colour connotations

hue and nuance include powerful colour connotations. spatial perception was 

firmly linked to identity colour, and distinct colour connotations were attached to 

the colours. the various colour areas had their own domains from which associa-

tions arose. Pink and green practically resulted in opposing spatial characters where 

light colour contributed to spatial experience as an adjustment of the associations. 

Pink is associated with facial colour, physicality, human closeness and femininity, 

while green associates to nature, openness and relaxation. in cases where the light 

situation opposed such associations, opposites within the same domain appeared 

instead. Warm and cool were the most distinct variables.

Differences in spatial character 

light quality in rooms resulted in differences in spatial character. north and south-

facing rooms had, to a limited degree, differences in spatial character; the north- fac-

ing room had a less elevating character. effects from the different colours override 

difference in location. as the colour in each room is evaluated it can be expressed 

as enhancing or reducing the colour attributes, and the connotations attached to 

the colours. 

full-scale studies

full-scale studies are a better means in investigating experience of interiors than 
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are room models. this relates not only to size of colour samples used, but also the 

embracing quality of rooms and the opportunities for observers to gain access to 

associations and impressions that arise through their presence in built rooms. the 

colour reference box revealed itself to be a highly useful aid in room studies since it 

generated reliable data even with a small group of observers. three new variables 

were developed for experience of spatial character. the methods used made it pos-

sible to develop new variables for a more finely tuned description of how rooms 

and colours are experienced. these new variables are: uplifting, hard/coarse and 

embracing. the investigation has paved the way for a fresh perspective on spatial 

colour experience. large quantities of data were assembled together to produce a 

larger composite outline, making it easier to understand the links between recorded 

perceptions on a scale and visual colour.

5.1 neW issues 

several interesting questions for future research have taken shape during this project:

 1. comparison between colour reproduction in natural daylight and the most 

recent generation of artificial daylight.

2. continued investigation into verbal descriptions and colour domains. 

3. testing of other hues and nuances. i used a limited number of hues, but further 

colours need to be tested if we are to find out more about location of breaking 

points. Where exactly are the breaking points in different nuances?

4. the hue shift that was discernable in the south-facing room was surprising and 

hence worth a further study. could the case be that more than two breaking 

points in the hue circle exist within one and the same nuance?
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69Paper 1

Colour Appearance in 
Different Compass Orientations 
Hårleman, M. 

Published in Nordic Journal of Architectural Research, 2, 2001.

1. introDuction

imagine that we are walking along a corridor, glancing into the rooms on each side. 

instantly we can see that the colours of the walls are not the same, even though we 

assume that they were similarly painted. at first, we might think that this is a mistake, 

or even a failure. again we assume that the architect intended the same hue and 

shade on both sides of the corridor. or we might think that it is agreeable with a 

natural variation in colour, a variation that in fact tells us about time and compass ori-

entation. alternatively, we might suggest that the architect should avoid such colour 

design, by giving the rooms on each side of the corridor colours of different hues. 

colour appearance differs in rooms facing different compass orientations. Di-

vergences in light and situation make a distinction between rooms facing north and 

rooms facing south depending on sunlight and diffuse daylight. this is a well-known 

phenomenon, causing problems in making colour design. the problem is that we 

lack the knowledge to predict how different compass orientations influence co-

lour appearances in different rooms. it is a design problem that makes it difficult to 

achieve a planned result. the problem is to foresee how the colour of light can affect 

colour appearance. how do we work with design in relation to rooms facing north or 

south? is it possible to make a room with a “ cool atmosphere” look warm and, vice 

versa: to make a warm, sunny room look cool? 

Working as an architect, one still has to gain knowledge of colour appearance 

by trial and error. some intentions of colour design fail during the learning period, 

and result in disappointing and poor colour designs. to rectify failures in large build-

ing projects costs a lot of money, of course, and is seldom done. on account of this, 
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i wanted to learn about colour appearance in daylight in general, and in north- and 

south- facing rooms in particular. the driving force was to carry out systematic stud-

ies in favour of design knowledge. i found that Billger had developed concepts and 

methods for colour research in enclosures.1 she has broadened the field of colour 

research from colour samples into concerning colour appearance in rooms. now 

it is obvious that this can result in knowledge otherwise not obtainable without the 

specific study of rooms. Billger made studies in artificial light and i made this investi-

gation around daylight conditions. We have had a close collaboration and also used 

each other, and other colleagues, as observers. Beside shifts in hue and nuance i 

wanted to discover how people responded to the colours involved and to the char-

acter of the room. as common strategies in colour design are either to enforce or 

counteract the light, the strategy is in itself interesting to evaluate as well.

in this article i first sketch out some divergences between north and south, 

warmth and coolness. thereafter follows a presentation of my empirical research, 

briefly on methods used and finally some research conclusions. 

2. an evaluation of north- anD south- facing rooMs 

a room’s compass orientation establishes conditions for experience. at first there is 

of course the matter of sunlight and diffuse daylight. in my research i use the word 

sky- light as a term for diffuse daylight. the motive is a need to separate between two 

kinds of daylight with differences in light distribution, light level, and spectral distribu-

tion. these contrasting conditions are differently processed, not proportionally, in the 

visual system. 2 the visual process affects contrasts as to either diminish or enhance 

them, like in assimilation and contrasting effects. the contrasting conditions also form 

impressions with other qualities, different experiences of room and colour.

sky- light illuminates the north facing room together with reflections of both sun-

light and sky- light. north-facing rooms have a relatively steady light level, with diffuse 

light and a good colour rendering. therefore, sky- light is used as a standard model 

1. Billger, M.: 1999. amongst her methods and concepts i have adopted the colour Matching Method with the 
colour reference Box as well as the identity colour.

2.  liljefors, p. 151. 99.
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in specifications for artificial light. rooms to the north are often thought of as be-

ing pleasant, with a greyish, dim light and a steady light level. however, while some 

people see sky- light as a neutral light, others see only cool light and a cool room 

character. facing north, sunlight is seen mostly in the landscape outside, while the 

interiors rest in quiescent shade. facing south, sunlight illuminates the whole inte-

rior and that result in a different expression. sunlight, sky- light, and reflections from 

outside illuminate the south facing room. as clouds pass by, sunlight flickers and 

changes. it points out conditions of living life, such as time and weather. clouds and 

atmospheric variations change, and this shows in colour appearance. in these rooms 

we can feel time fly, together with changes in mood. as if it was at random, we are 

given sudden moments of joy, but also sequences of long lasting monotony. some 

of us experience discomfort in viewing conditions and burning heat in sunlit rooms, 

some only comfort. hue and nuance undergo changes. Without knowledge about 

colour appearance in natural daylight we cannot control colour design. how do these 

differences affect colour appearance?(see figure 1.)

i have chosen to experiment with rooms facing north versus rooms facing south 

because they can be experienced as almost opposite to each other, both in how 

colours are perceived and how we experience the whole situation – the character of 

the room. this investigation is made in stockholm, sweden, and it concerns mainly 

observations on clear days, since fully overcast weather makes colours appear the 

same in all directions. yet studies from all sorts of weather were made. 

3. a stuDy on colour aPPearance: aiMs in the investigation

the aim was to investigate how colour appearance differs between north- and south 

facing rooms. the investigation had three aims:

 • the first aim was to describe shifts in hue and nuance with regard to the com-

pass orientation of interiors. By this it would be easier to accomplish a desired 

colour design in a planned room. facts and figures of predicted shifts in hue 

and nuance could help in colour design in general. 

• the second aim was to examine and discuss different ways to work with colour 

design in various lighting conditions. architects and designers often use two 

contradictory methods, either to counteract or to strengthen the light situation. 
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Because of this it is essential to know if it is possible to counteract the colour 

of light. is it possible to make a room with a “cool light character” to be experi-

enced as “warm”, and vice versa? in order to evaluate this matter, it is impor-

tant not only to ask, “what colour is it?” but also “what does it look like”?

answering the first question one might say “blue”, and the second “cool”, “vibrant” 

or “ receding.” More knowledge in valuations like these can help to bridge the gap 

between a planned design and the result. from the view of an architect and de-

signer, it is no use studying a colour without connection to a thing and/or a situation. 

this brings us to the third aim of this study.

• the third aim was to describe the room and its character in terms of co-

lour and light. in a room, colour has a close relationship to its location. 

therefore it is important to look at the situation as a whole, including both 

colours and room. this third aim was less studied than the other two, but 

still deserves to be mentioned. in this article, room character is defined as 

the subject’s experience of the appearance of room, colour, and light in 

combination. Beyond an experimental situation, colour instead is merely 

a background in the room as a whole. a room consists of both physical 

elements, light and colours, by which it gains its character. as humans we 

react to the situation as a whole and relate colour, climate, light, and ap-

pearance to an experience of reciprocal actions. here questions of a total 

appearance belong. again, it is important to treat the question of what the 

colour looks like, apart from hue and nuance: the experience of a character 

as an added consideration. 

4. terMinology

• Colour variations: are defined as the local colour appearances of the identity 

colour. these differences might depend on light distribution, reflections from 

other surfaces and contrast effects.3 

3. Billger, 1999, p. 11.
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• Identity colour: is defined as the main colour impression of surfaces or parts of 

the room that are perceived to be uniformly coloured.4

• Inherent colour: the colour that the colour object would have, if it was ob-

served under the standardised viewing conditions that are a prerequisite for 

the ncs colour samples to coincide with their specifications.5 i quote fridell 

anter: this means that the inherent colour is a constant quality of the object 

and does not depend on external conditions (apart from bleaching, pollution, 

and other physical changes of the object itself).

• Visual Evaluation: is a method for visual evaluation of light and room to specify 

both physical and visual aspects of the light situation. the method is designed 

to establish and evaluate those connections.6

5. MethoDs in the eMPirical research

My research is based on an empirical investigation of experimental character made 

with comparative methods in north- and south facing rooms. the overall research 

objective is to describe what happens with colours in various lights, not really why 

it happens. observations are made using room models and full-scale interiors. the 

investigation is qualitative, with a perspective based on perception and phenomenol-

ogy. the designer’s perspective is taken as a starting point. shifts in hue and nu-

ance differing from the inherent colours are in focus, together with the colour gestalt 

and room character. the questions involved have two perspectives; what does the 

colour look like in the room and what does the room look like in the colour? a total 

of 126 studies were made: 43 studies of room models and 83 full-scale studies. six 

methods for assessment and description have been used. in the investigation we 

have been working with two perspectives of attention, the colour perspective and 

4. ibid. the concept of identity colour did not work out properly in this study, probably because the identity 
colour does not cover the range of colour variations that are significant for these spaces.

5. fridell anter, 2000, p. 24., the standardised viewing conditions are defined as: • light booth with simulated 
daylight, 6x20 watt luma colorette flourescent tubes, colour temperature approximately 5400K, diffused 
through a opaline plastic sheet which gives approximately 1000 lux. • measurements of the light booth 
specified, its walls light grey with specified luminous refectance. • the colour sample to be observed mea-
sures 6x9 cm and is placed on a white panel with specified luminous reflectance, tilted about 45°. • the 
sample is viewed at approximately 90°, from a distance of about 40 cm.   

6. the method is developed by liljefors, a. and ejhed, J, 1990, and in liljefors 1996.
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the room perspective. the colour perspective aimed at describing, in our own words, 

the experience of a colour in the specific room situation. this perspective demands a 

certain amount of time, as in experiencing a work of art. through the colour perspec-

tive the colours were looked upon as a colour gestalt. in addition to this, the observ-

ers used a verbal description, exemplified with expressions as brilliant, dull, beautiful, 

glaring, full or pushy. the room perspective belongs to the total experience of room, 

colour, and light. in this lies the difference between a colour sample and the same 

inherent colour in a room where enclosure, shadows, distances, light and different 

light reflections together form a compound experience.

in the introductory room studies of model rooms, i used 3 yellowish and 3 bluish 

colours in two nuances of chromaticness; one was a pale nuance, the other was 

and a more chromatic one. these studies were fruitful and i decided to go on with 

the same inherent colours in the full-scale studies. (see figure 2) 

the observers made several observations each, out of 12 inherent colours. 

room models were used mainly to test concepts and methods. the room model 

was made of white cardboard with a “window” facing north respectively south, with 

a carefully arranged window at the side for observations. all four walls were painted 

in the same inherent colours, one at the time. the model had a grey painted floor in 

ncs 3000-n and white cardboard ceiling. it was made in a scale of 1:5, measuring 

700 x 980 x 480 mm, the window for observations measuring 23 x 28 mm. for full-

scale studies a building site shed, with one window in each short side, facing north 

and south was used. the shed measured 8, 40 x 2, 90 meters. the floor covering 

had a beige plastic surface and the ceiling was painted white. the walls had a coat-

ing in glass fibre textile and a latex paint, glare 7, was applied with a roller. inside the 

shed, all four walls were painted in the same inherent colour. in experiments, one 

side was shut so that there was either sunlight or sky- light, alternatively. 

for careful and conscious evaluation of colour and room, competent observers 

were used. all six observers were architects and four of them were colour research-

ers, used to assessing colour appearance, room evaluations and the ncs colour 

system. observations were based mainly on two of those as permanent observers 

and for comparison; the other four observers were used on certain occasional stud-

ies. notations were made on a form; descriptions in verbal while colour variations 
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were marked on a sketch with an ncs colour notation. in an hour-long session of 

visual assessments, the observers commented on various aspects of the colour 

appearances, including impressions of change caused by atmospheric conditions. 

six methods of observation were used. the observers evaluated the light situation 

by means of the Method of Visual Evaluation. a Colour Reference Box Method was 

used to gather data with a Colour Reference Box. Psychometric scales were used 

to describe the room character. an Associative, reflective method was used to de-

scribe colour response with verbal descriptions in the observer’s own words. Be-

tween each change of inherent colour, a watercolour painting was made of both 

the north- and south facing room. in some cases, data from the studies seemed 

contradictory. to make an analysis, memory colour and a colour scheme were used 

together with these water- colour paintings. Put together, the colour scheme pro-

vided the missing link. in most cases this link proved that there where different sizes 

in area of distribution between some of the colour variations. 

in assessing the light and colours in the room, the observers were guided by the 

questions in the form. they started with a holistic view of the situation as a whole, then 

shifted focus between colour variations, identity colour and room character. it was not 

required to use the different methods in a strict order, but i considered it of importance 

to commute between approaches to keep the vision vital. secondly, they should eval-

uate the light situation with the Method of visual evaluation by liljefors and ejhed. this 

is made according to seven factors: lightness level, light distribution, shadows, glare, 

reflexes, colour of light, and colour appearance. the method in observing how room, 

colour and light interacted was essential. as this method was slow, it slowed down the 

overall pace and thus made it possible for careful observations. 

in assessing colour appearance the colour reference Box Method by Billger was 

used. this method consists of a colour matching method using a colour reference Box.7 

the colour reference Box was set up with a standard source of illumination to provide 

7. Billger and häggström developed the colour reference box at chalmers university of technol-
ogy. for detailed description and discussion about adaptatation effects, see Billger, 1999, pa-
per 4. for further clarification “ assessing colour appearance in a real room using Magnitude 
estimation and colour Matching techniques“ Billger in MPl Proceedings, london april 2000.  
hårleman 2000, p. 29 and p. 87.
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a reference situation, were ncs colour samples were illuminated and compared to cer-

tain areas on the walls. in these experiments a daylight lamp, D55, was used. the box 

was made so that the light did not leak out and affect the room situation. the observers 

placed colour samples in the box to be visually matched with identity colour and colour 

variations on the walls. they were instructed to choose the sample, or an interpolation 

between several samples, which they found to be the best match. their data were noted 

and arranged in tables for analysis. comparisons were made between the same inherent 

colour under likely comparable conditions in north- and south orientations. (see figure 3) 

for evaluation of the experience of colour and room, some method was required. 

such a method for description was developed and is called the Associative, Reflective 

method. this method originated in the will to use the means of a designer, and since 

the aim was to increase design knowledge it seemed useful to work with a designer’s 

special work procedure. a designer must be attentive to appearances, enjoy focus-

ing and testing different impacts, and be able to express these as images or charac-

ters. theoretically, the associative, reflective method is influenced and inspired by the 

phenomenological theory, in approaching colours as phenomena. colours become a 

phenomenon together with room and light. through an intentional concern in experi-

encing phenomena in themselves, one can sense colours and the whole situation as 

a work of art. in describing experiences the observers wrote descriptions in their own 

words. in the form for notations, various aspects of colour appearance found a mean 

for description, including impressions of changes over time. the colour character 

could be described as filled, brilliant, greyish, beautiful, gloomy, glaring, dull, or hard 

to define. in describing the room character a semantic scale in three steps was used. 

impressions of emotional tone (light- heavy), dynamism (advancing-receding), spatial 

quality (closed or open, distinct or diffused) and character (warm- cool) were noted.

6. research oBservations

6.1 Shifts in Hue and Nuance

the investigation showed distinct and settled shifts in hue and nuance between the 

rooms depending on their compass orientation. in sunlight all colours changed to be 

more chromatic, warmer and more yellowish. greenish blue and blue colours shifted 

towards green. in sky- light, the inherent pale yellow colour in most cases appeared 
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as less yellow, with either more blackness or whiteness. the blue and greenish- blue 

colours changed towards elementary blue, both in hue and chromaticness. also 

small shifts in hue, even as small as 5 – 10 steps in the ncs scale, were noticed as 

distinctly different hues in the room. (see figure 4)

reddish- blue colours could vary, as by chance, both in sunlight and sky- light. of-

ten the inherent colour appeared as more reddish in sunlight, although in all cases the 

same hue was found in sky- light. it was experienced as a distinct hue shift, although 

we still found the colour sample among the samples picked out for the north facing 

room. this sort of result might have depended on a methodological problem with the 

colour reference box; and it is therefore my intention to make further studies on this.

6.2 Occasional Colour Variations 

occasional colour variations were often decisive for colour appearance. During the 

investigation it was noticed that a hue shift in the identity colour could be accounted 

for by different factors. either it was an overall hue shift in colour appearance or, 

a hue shift could arise as a general impression from occasional colour variations. 

this can be related to the phenomena of assimilation, concerning how colours are 

affected by other colours in patterns etc. in assimilation, colours seem to blend, as 

opposed to contrast effects. colour variations were often decisive for colour appear-

ance, even when they did not show in the identity colour evaluation. for additional 

reasons, shadows in particular, were an issue of great importance for colour ap-

pearance. Most important, it seemed that their hue often differed from nearby areas. 

that implied a more complex total appearance.8 in experiencing the room together 

with colours and light, these variations were included in a general impression. on 

top of this, shadow and shade contained layers of deep symbolic nature. this was 

significant in evaluating what the colour looked like. (see figure 5)

8. hutchings has introduced the concept of total appearance. it involves series of images including colour. 
there are two classes of appearance image, the impact, or gestalt image, and the sensory, emotional and 
intellectual image. the total appearance treats the background to consider how people respond to images 
and behave. those images are founded on both biological ground and social training and include several 
aspects such as security, climate, landscape, memory needs, and definitions of the object or scene.
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6. 3. The Term Elasticity has been Developed

hue shifts depending on changes in light conditions inside each room over periods of 

time were also observed.9 When the sky in the north- facing room eventually became 

fully overcast the elementary yellow colour (s1030 -y) turned to looking more like wet 

hay (greyish-brownish). as this investigation was based purely on colour appearance 

and therefore lacked the apparatus for measuring light levels, we did not know what 

exactly caused the hue shifts. regardless of one reason or another, distinct hue shifts 

were observed not only between rooms but also, during the day, inside each room. 

as these hue shifts constantly returned, it seemed important to take them into ac-

count. in evaluating colour appearance in rooms, one single colour cannot be chosen 

as representative for various lighting situations in one room. therefore, the term elas-

ticity is defined as “the range of different colour appearances of an inherent colour 

inside the room.”10 from mutual experience in research, Billger and myself started to 

define elasticity from different lighting situations. Billger describes the term as: “the 

way a specific coloured material can vary in appearance under different specified 

conditions in a room.”11 from my viewpoint i define it as “the way a specific coloured 

material can vary in appearance under different periodical variations due to daylight 

conditions in a room”. the elasticity concept can be helpful in establishing what a 

chosen colour might look like in a planned room. a range of colour notations likely to 

be seen under normal weather conditions in a room, instead of a single colour seen 

only occasional, would be useful in design work. 

6.4 The concept of Warm and Cool Colours

the concept of warm and cool colour appearance is more complex than was ex-

pected. it was concluded that they consisted of different aspects beside hue. the 

first aspect was the association with warm as opposed to cool phenomena, as fire 

and ice. in this respect blue was always cool and red was always warm. the second 

9. By atmospheric conditions there are constant changes in light level and spectral composition.
10. hårleman, 2000. page 41.
11. Billger 1999. page 12. for instance, a specific yellow paint which is used in a room might possess an elastic-

ity to appear greenish- yellow in a fluorescent illumination, to appear yellow but with a low degree of chromat-
icness in daylight, and to look strong and slightly reddish yellow in incandescent light. 
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aspect was the relation between other colours in comparison; because of this we 

could speak of  “warm red” and “cool red”. the third aspect was blackness and 

chromaticness in combination. in the investigation i found a connection between 

“warm” and whiteness as opposed to “cool” and blackness. though, in some cases 

there was a weak connection between warm and blackness as well. a fourth aspect 

seemed to be “colourfulness” as opposed to ”less colourful”. 

6.5 Advancing and Receding Colours

some colours were advancing while others were receding. in spite of basic knowl-

edge about the capacity of colours to advance or recede, this was a stunning expe-

rience. in sunlight most colours were advancing. however, yellow and reddish- yel-

low colours were most strongly advancing and seemed to fill the whole room. on 

those occasions, the chromaticness was highly increased and the hue shift was 

5-10 steps toward red. the increased chromaticness, together with the hue shift, 

seemed to cause this effect, as it was not as legible for pale colours. in sky- light, yel-

low colours were often dull, having less chromaticness and more whitish or blackish, 

except for those moments when they occasionally shone up due to changes in the 

atmospheric conditions. they were neither advancing, nor receding. on the other 

hand, it was found that the reddish- blue colours were strongly receding in sky- light. 

elementary blue and greenish- blue appeared as vaguely receding. 

6. 6. The Room Character

colours with high chromaticness made the room secluded and introvert. light 

was seen in the landscape outside and it only shone in as a small, lustrous patch 

on the wall, but still did not seem to affect the room or the colours in the room. on 

these occasions the wall colour seemed to hold both the room and the observer 

as hostage; inside and not really able to take part in what was going on outside. 

yellow and especially the greenish- yellow colours, were the opposite, as light 

made them luminous.

the south- and north- facing rooms could be characterised as having either 

a warm or cool character. this room character probably arose in the interaction 

between physical temperatures, the colour of light, emotions, and memories of the 
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whole situation. the question of warm and cool seems to depend merely upon a 

mental state - and affects us differently as individuals. 

7. MethoDological Discussion 

the colour reference box is a helpful aid in colour matching. the method is still 

under development by Billger who has described some adaptation effects between 

artificial daylight and incandescent light. in a few extreme situations, the observers 

in my investigation experienced the different light situation between the room and 

the colour reference Box as a possible problem in colour matching. one situation 

was when the south- facing room was painted in yellow colours and the light in the 

colour reference Box looked bluish. the other was in the north- facing room with 

bluish colours where the light in the box looked yellowish. a preliminary test was 

carried out to see if we could map out the adaptation effect between the northern 

and southern light situation. however, we could not detect any clear tendencies for 

the adaptation effect in the daylight studies.12 figures from this investigation are not 

changed on account of several factors; they correspond well with verbal descrip-

tions, memory colours and the painted pictures used in the investigation. We have 

to carry out more studies of this effect concerning rooms in daylight, to be ensured 

of this. still, i used the method and found it reliable in my studies. 

it is apparent that full-scale studies in colour research are of importance for 

colour research and for interior architecture. i also found it most useful with a 

reflective attention in describing colours and rooms, to grasp the phenomena 

involved. the method gave possibilities to express even unexpected experiences 

of colour and room character. the concept of identity colour did not work out 

properly in this study, probably because it does not cover the range of colour 

variations that are significant for these spaces. it might be useful to work out a 

way to catch a wider range of colour variations in the identity colour as opposed 

to only one notation. 

12. By collaboration, adaptation effects in some situations with artificial light were mapped out; hence they can 
be compensated for and controlled. a preliminary curve has been worked out describing tendencies for dif-
ferent inherent hues in situations with artificial lighting. this way it can be made possible to foresee not only 
hue changes but also the approximate size of these changes.
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8. closing thoughts

the contrasting conditions of north- and south facing rooms cause shifts in hue and 

nuance, but also impressions with other qualities, such as colour quality, colourful-

ness, room character and experienced temperature in colour. the task is to form 

a clear relationship between architecture, colour design and the compass orienta-

tion of interiors. colour design would improve knowledge in making better use of 

colours, as well as light and shadow. given a greater importance, colours would 

contribute to an extended meaning in architecture, instead of being interchange-

able. it is exciting to imagine colour designs made to emphasise different locations 

in compass orientation. colours that are chosen to fit the colour of light would enrich 

the built environment. they would clarify shades and shadows and take north- and 

south facing rooms into account as a rhythm in built areas. 

in my investigation it became clear how colour appearance functions on several 

levels. for myself, as an architect and designer, the most important level is a total 

colour appearance. colours are, as a part of the built environment, only momentary 

objects in focus. Mostly they form a background for activities in life. as an example, 

yellow-painted walls in a north facing room, could on a cloudy day literally be de-

scribed as follows:

like a paper in the fireplace,  

quickly crumbling dark, 

 while burning to ashes.

it now remains to deepen the questions at issue. as presented in this article, a hue 

shift in general has been shown concerning some yellowish and bluish colours. 

green and red colours remain to be studied. for further investigations the room 

perspective remains to be focused upon, - that is, the character of the room painted 

in a specific colour. in connection with this it is important to investigate further the 

concept of warm and cool character. it seems to be essential to use concepts like 

these to grasp the experience of colour. 
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A bleak colour lights  
giving it a warm  

In the north the colour is 
A kind of worthy melancholy  

One wall is beige.
Light, reddish yellow (S 1010-Y20R), one big room 

with daylight from both gables



the south-facing room
and soft impression.
pink – as a thin skin. 
beholds the room. 



aBstract 

this paper deals with the methodological problem of comparing colour appearance 

in different rooms. in order to enable comparisons that aim to map out, and describe, 

the elasticity in colour appearance of certain inherent colours under varying lighting 

conditions in rooms, a colour reference box method is developed. the colour refer-

ence box with its fixed illumination provides a reference situation, where colour sam-

ples can be visually matched to the colours of the room. this paper presents, and 

discusses this method by giving some examples from full scale room studies. it treats 

the specific problem of the adaptation effect: that is the colour sample in the colour 

reference box is perceived differently, as the observer adapts to various lighting con-

ditions. for the studies presented, the way of adjusting the data in accordance to this 

effect is shown. in addition to the colour reference box method, visual assessments 

and ver-bal descriptions of the perceived colours were made. 

the colour reference box is considered to solve a methodological problem. the 

colour reference box has also shown to be a helpful aid to visually evaluate and de-

scribe the qualitative differences in colour appearance between the colour variations 

in a room. the colour variations are considered to have great importance for the 

perception of the identity colour, and for the experience of the room. 

Keywords: adaptation, colour appearance, colour difference, daylight, incandescent 

lamps, floures-cent lamps, interior lighting, 
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A Method for Comparison of 
Colour Appearance in 
Differently Illuminated Rooms 
Billger, M. & Hårleman, M. 

Published in CIE´s conference proceedings, publication 133, vol. 1. part. 67-71, 1999.

1. introDuction 

our research project aims at a profound understanding of colour appearance in 

rooms. as the lighting conditions are essential for the appearance of the room and 

its colours, it is important to investigate the influence of different light sources. in  

order to enable comparisons between perceived colours in differently illuminated 

rooms, a method is under development that involves a colour reference box. the 

colour reference box with its standard source of illumination provides a reference 

situation, where colour samples can be visually matched to the colours of the room. 

however, there is a crucial problem connected with the use of it: the colour sample 

in the colour reference box is perceived differently, as the observer adapts to vari-

ous lighting conditions. this adaptation effect needs to be mapped out in order to 

adjust the data that are achieved, when reference samples are matched to the room 

colours. our paper aims at presenting, and discussing the reliability of the colour 

reference box method by giving some examples from full scale room studies. the 

perceived colours in the rooms were identified by matching the appearance of ncs 

colour samples (placed in the box) to the appearance of the room surfaces. these 

data were adjusted in accordance to the adaptation effect between the specific light 

situations to compare, and thereby we could estimate the differences in colour ap-

pearance between the differently illuminated, but equally painted rooms. finally, we 

compared the quantity of these differences to differences achieved by visual estima-

tions of the perceived colours in the rooms.  
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 2. BacKgrounD 

this project is based on the design problem of predicting the outcome of a colour 

design. that we have variations in colour appearance due to various factors in rooms 

are not considered as a design problem, the problem is the lack of knowledge that 

can prevent us from reaching an intended result with a colour plan. We deal with 

colour appearance in rooms under various viewing and lighting conditions, and an 

important question for the project is how to identify and compare colour appearance 

in different rooms. Methods need to be developed for identification of perceived 

colours [1,2]. for a method to be practical for room studies, it should allow only one 

or two observers to characterise a room, and make reliable identifications of the 

perceived colours. verbal descriptions are necessary but lack precision. although, 

a magnitude estimation method enables a more precise location in colour space, 

the need of a group of well-trained observers makes it impractical for room studies. 

We assume that a method involving matches between reference colour samples 

and the perceived room colours would be ideal. however, reference colour samples 

requires a standard situation to be placed in, otherwise the sample will change co-

lour appearance due to different room light. hence, the method involving the light 

box was developed. a colour reference box with a fixed illumination can provide us 

with a standard situation for colour samples that can be matched with colours in the 

room, in order to identify and exemplify these colours. however, there are specific 

problems with this solution that has to be sorted out before such a colour reference 

box can be reliable. We can prevent light to shine into the eyes of the observer, and 

the sample in the box to be affected by the room light and the colours in the room, 

but we still have the adaptation effect to deal with. this adaptation effect is caused 

by the observer’s adaptation to the prevailing light in the room, and makes the sam-

ple to appear differently, when the colour reference box is placed in rooms with 

different light situations. the adaptation effect between the light situations involved 

in a room comparison must be mapped out before the colour reference box can be 

used to identify colour appearance in the rooms. 

Before applying the colour refrerence box method a validation of the box was 

conducted. this study [3] aimed to establish whether, or not, the adaptation effect 

could be mapped out, and therby possible to control. 18 observers were asked to 
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visually assess the hue of 15-65 ncs colour samples by using a magnitude estima-

tion method. the assessments of the samples were made in two different room 

lights, incandescent light and simulated daylight. the result of the study showed a 

clear tendency for hue differences between perceiving the same samples, placed 

in the light box, when being adapted to incandescent light compared to simulated 

daylight. it was concluded that the problem with the observer’s adaptation to the 

room light can be described and controlled, although complementary studies are 

needed to quantify the differences with more accuracy, and to investigate the differ-

ences in nuance perception. 

3. exPeriMental Design 

examples are given from two different room studies, where the colour reference box 

method has been applied. in the first study, the artificial light study, the method was 

applied and evaluated in the room used for the validation of the colour reference box 

(referred to above). a comparison was made between the colour appearances of 

the walls and floor in the room illuminated with either simulated daylight, or incan-

descent light. the room was multi-coloured in two variations: one blue/green/grey 

and white, and the other violet/green/grey and white. in the other study, the daylight 

study, comparisons were made between the appearances of a room that was light-

ed with either direct sunlight from the south, or skylight from the north. this room 

was painted monochromatic in two different nuances of 3 yellow hues and 3 blue 

hues. yet, we have only preliminary results of the adaptation effect between these 

light situations in this study. anyway, examples from this study are included because 

they show other ways to analyse colour appearance with the aid of the colour refer-

ence box, then the first one. 

in the studies presented, the colour appearances of the room surfaces were, 

first, verbally described when being adapted to each light situation. in the artifical 

light study, visual scaling also was used to more precisely assess the hue. the ob-

servers assessed the hue by estimating its likeness to the four elementary colours: 

blue, red, green and yellow, and marked the hue on an ncs hue circle. thereafter, 

matches were made between samples placed in the colour reference box and the 

room colours. after approximately 20 minutes adaptation to the room light, differ-
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ent samples were placed in the colour reference box until a satisfactory match was 

reached. usually no colour sample makes a perfect match to the room surface’s co-

lour appearance; an interpolation between samples is needed. it is important to look 

at the sample in the box for short moments; to avoid to get adapted to the light in 

the box instead of the light in the room. the colour reference box was placed in the 

middle of the room and rotated around to get a good view of the walls. in the artificial 

light study, only the identity colours were identified. the identity colour is defined as 

the main impression of coloured units of a room that is perceived as uniformly co-

loured.  in the daylight study, also colour variations were identified. these are all the 

variations of the identity colour due to various viewing and lighting conditions.  

4. results  

4.1 Data analysis 

the data from the two room studies needs to be adjusted according to the results 

from colour reference box validations in the specific room lights. the data from the 

room studies is the ncs-codes of the samples (or the interpolation between sam-

ples) that were estimated to match colour appearance of the room surfaces. the 

colour qualities of these reference colour samples were analysed in accordance with 

the known adaptation effect to the specific light situations in the rooms. a limitation 

here is that we, yet, only have studied the adaptation effect for the hue. after this 

analysis, we got the size in ncs-steps of the perceived hue difference between the 

two light situations. thirdly, to evaluate if the quantity of these differences in hue 

seemed to be reliable, we compared them with the visual assessments of the same 

room colours. for the daylight study we compared with the verbal descriptions. 

4.2 examples from the artificial light study 

to show how the adjustment of the data is done, two examples are given from the 

artificial light study. the presented results are of the difference in identity colour of 

one of the violet walls, and the green corner. for the room in the artificial light study, 

the adaptation effect had showed to have a clear tendency, when changing the 

room light from incandescent light to simulated daylight. the shift was towards yel-

low-orange with a breaking point between r90B and B. for example, the size of 
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the difference in hue was approx. 20 ncs-steps for a B50g-sample and approx.10 

steps for a r50B-sample, between the two light situations (see figure 1). 

the violet wall was perceived as more red-dish in incandescent light. the sam-

ple ncs 2020-r30B was identified as the closest match. in the room with simulated 

daylight, an interpolation between samples gave that 2035-r65B was estimated to 

match. the difference in hue between these data is 35 ncs-steps. after an adjust-

ment in accordance with the estimated adaptation effect the difference is adjusted 

to 20 ncs-steps (see figure 2). the green corner was perceived as more yellowish 

in incandescent light. the sample ncs 2050- g60y was chosen as the closest 

match. in the room with simulated daylight, 2035-g15y was estimated to match. 

the difference in hue between these data is 45 ncs-steps. after an adjustment in 

accordance with the estimated adaptation effect the difference is adjusted to 20 

ncs-steps. (see figure 3). these hue differences of approximately 20 ncs-steps in 

both cases above, coincide with the differences between the visual assessments of 

the room colours.

4.3 examples from the Daylight study 

in the validation of the colour reference box in the artificial light study, the observers 

perceived the light in the colour reference box as different when being adapted to 

the different room lights. When being adapted to incandescent light, it was lightly 

bluish, when being adapted to simulated daylight it was perceived as warm white. in 

the daylight study, the only situation, where the light in the box was perceived as dis-

tinctly chromatic, was when the room was painted reddish yellow and lighted with 

direct sunlight. then the light in the box was perceived as bluish. however, even if 

the observers were not aware of any difference between the light in the colour refer-

ence box, when being adapted to the different daylight situations, there seems to be 

a difference smaller, but parallel to the one in the artificial daylight study.  

two examples from comparisons of identity colours in the daylight study are 

presented here. the first example deals with the room painted in ncs s1030-B, the 

second deals with the nuances s1010 and s1030 of y20r. in skylight, the room 

painted in 1030-B was described as having a strong elementary blue colour. in sun-

light, it was described as ”softer” and more greenish. When analysing the identity 
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colours, in the two light situations, with the aid of the colour reference box, samples 

with a difference of 10 ncs-steps in hue were chosen. We did not find any adapta-

tion effect in hue for the B sample; no adjustments of the data were made. the iden-

tity colour was lighter and more greenish in sunlight. in skylight it was both stronger 

in chromaticness, and blackness.  

a sample with the hue y20r, placed in the colour reference box, was assessed 

to appear as more orange, when being adapted to skylight from the north. the 

room painted in s1010-y20r was reddish yellow in sunlight, and pink in skylight. 

the room painted in s1030-y20r was orange in skylight. in sunlight it was stronger 

in chromaticness, and distinctly more yellowish. in the colour reference box, how-

ever, the hue of the sample chosen to match the identity colour in the room lighted 

with skylight was 5 ncs-steps more yellowish, than the sample chosen to match in 

sunlight. however, the adaptation effect makes a y20r-sample to appear at least 

20 ncs-steps more reddish when adapted to skylight from the north, compared to 

being adapted to sunlight.  this means that the colour reference box method gave a 

difference in hue that was at least 15 ncs-steps. 

in addition to these comparisons between the identity colours of the room, the 

colour variations were analysed. for example, the colour variations of the room 

painted in s1030-y20r showed very small differences in hue and chromaticness in 

sunlight, compared to its appearance in skylight. the shadows were more reddish 

when the room was lighted with skylight, and more brownish when the room was 

lighted with sunlight. With the aid of the colour reference box, the locations of the 

two extremes in hue, and the most whitish, the most chromatic, and the most black-

ish colour variation were defined. this information is considered to be valuable in a 

discussion about the relation between an identity colour and its colour variations [4], 

as well as for the appearance of the gestalt of the room.  

5. Discussion 

the colour reference box is under development, and the results presented are pre-

liminary. Much work remains in order to understand the adaptation effect in different 

light situations. More assessments are needed for the hue, to more accurately quan-

tify the differences. We know that the perception of the nuance changes when the 
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room light varies, and the difference in blackness and chromaticness needs to be in-

vestigated. the examples given above of differences in nuance between the different 

room lights are included to more thoroughly describe the application of the method, 

any conclusions of these comparisons, made with the colour reference box, cannot 

be drawn before the adaptation effect on chromticness and blackness is known. 

however, in the examples the verbal descriptions supports the shown results. 

When applying the colour reference box method, there could occur a specific 

problem. if the light in the box is perceived as strongly chromatic, i might have to 

choose, what could be experienced as, extreme reference colour samples to match 

the room colours. e.g., one has to use blue samples with very low chromaticness 

to compensate for the blue light in the box. the problem is not that the adaptation 

effect makes one choose samples with an ncs-code that has a large difference to 

the perceived hue. the problem is that there are not enough ncs colour samples to 

cover the range of the perceived colours. When there are too few colour samples in 

a hue area, and it is necessary to interpolate between samples to estimate all three 

parameters, blackness, chromaticness and hue, the interpolation can be difficult 

6. conclusions  

• the colour reference box is developed in order to enable comparisons that 

aim to map out, and describe, the elasticity in colour appearance of certain in-

herent colours under varying lighting conditions in rooms. for these compari-

sons of differently illuminated, but equally painted rooms, the colour reference 

box is considered to solve a big methodological problem.  

• the colour reference box has also shown to be a helpful aid to visually evalu-

ate and describe the qualitative differences in colour appearance between the 

colour variations in a room. the colour variations are considered to have great 

importance for the perception of the identity colour, and for the experience of 

the room. 

• We have found magnitude estimation impractical for room studies because it 

requires a group of well trained observers. however, the method is considered 

as invaluable as an instrument to check methods under development. for ex-

ample, when the colour reference method is applied, it creates a reversed way 
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to check and define the quantity of the adaptation effect between the different 

room lights. if one compares the adjusted results, achieved by doing colour 

matches between the colour reference box, and the colours perceived in the 

room, with visual assessments of the colours in the room, the adjusted results 

can be controlled. this control requires a study employing well trained observ-

ers that use magnitude estimation to assess the room colours. 
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aBstract

the article presents a study on colour appearance in natural daylight from differ-

ent compass directions in sweden. the intention of the study was to forecast how 

certain colours in the red-green sector would appear in a specific room, to help 

architects and designers in achieving required results from colour schemes. the 

problem was to find trends between inherent colour and identity colour in rooms 

facing different directions and illuminated by different kinds of natural light. an em-

pirical study of dominantly reddish and greenish colours was conducted using full-

scale rooms facing towards and away from the sun. identity colours were described 

using five comparative methods. results were compared with a previous study in 

environmental colour design concerned with yellowish and bluish colours. the study 

shows a regular pattern in shift of hue and nuance, from inherent colour to identity 

colour. in general, room identity colours were more chromatic and less whitish than 

inherent colours. in the room facing towards the sun all identity colours increased 

in chromaticness, particularly yellowish colours while reddish colours had least in-

crease. colours with a yellowish attribute shifted towards elementary yellow. in the 

room facing away from the sun a hue shift towards bluish-red was observed, and all 

colours increased in chromaticness, except yellowish colours.

Key words: colour appearance, coloured walls, full-scale room, natural daylight, 

sunlight and skylight, inherent colour, identity colour, environmental colour design.
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1. introDuction

choosing colours for interior design purposes poses the difficulty of trying to fore-

see how a planned design will appear in a given room. there is a general aware-

ness that differences between a chosen colour sample and the end result can be 

expected. this is often encountered with the colour on room walls, which can differ 

quite markedly from that of the chosen colour sample. colour appearance will also 

vary in rooms facing in different compass directions, i.e. rooms illuminated with 

different qualities of daylight. there are many different causes: visual, physical, psy-

chological and emotional. the point of departure is those perceptual differences 

arising from rooms facing different compass directions, i.e. differences that endure 

after light adaptation. While much research has been conducted charting changes 

experienced in the colour of flat surfaces, colour appearance in three-dimensional 

space is a relatively new field. in recent years, Billger has worked with full-scale 

studies of rooms in artificial light, showing how lighting causes different patterns of 

colour appearance [1-4].

the present study was carried out between 0900 hours and 1500 hours during 

long summer days in stockholm, sweden. north- and south-facing rooms were cho-

sen, since light conditions diverge the most between these two directions; the north-

facing room was illuminated by skylight and the south- facing by sunlight. the inten-

tion was to gain an understanding regarding how such variations might appear for 
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daylight-illuminated rooms with systematically selected inherent colours, since such an 

understanding is hitherto lacking. the aim was to conduct a systematic charting of any 

colour shifts from the chosen colour sample to the colour appearance in the room.

empirical studies were conducted to investigate and map the nature of colour 

shift patterns. comparative methods with colour matching, memory matching and 

verbal description were used and further developed in full-scale studies in daylight. 

twelve hues in two nuances were chosen from the ncs colour circle, with a per-

ceptually equal distance between the chosen hues. the walls in two full-scale rooms 

were painted one at a time with these inherent colours.

this survey is part of a larger project relevant to colouring of interiors in daylight, and 

will be applicable to all such circumstances. the project was carried out in two phases 

with the same nuances but different hues. a similar study concentrating on yellowish 

and bluish colours has been published previously [5-6]. the current article focuses on 

reddish and greenish colours, and consequently is referred to as the ‘red-green study’. 

reddish colours are referred to in terms of ‘pinkish’, since reddish colours in these nu-

ances generally are called pink. a part study is previously presented [7]. 

1.1  terminology

the ncs (natural colour system) was used and its colour terminology was adopted 

[8]. thus colour is defined as ‘that which human beings see as colour as used to 

define objects and background on the basis of colour differences’. Hues are defined 

according to their relation to the six elementary colours red, blue, green, yellow, 

black and white. hue relation is shown through its position in the colour circle. thus 

orange has two chromatic elementary attributes: yellow and red. the colour triangle 

shows the colour nuance, described in visual proportions of blackness, whiteness, 

and chromaticness. chromaticness is the sum of a colour’s chromatic attributes.

Colour appearance is used as a general concept for research concerning how 

coloured materials appear under different lighting and viewing conditions1. the term 

inherent colour is used to denote the colour an object would have if observed in 

1. the astM standard defines terms used in description of appearance includes, but are not limited to colour, 
gloss, opacity, scattering, texture, and visibility of materials and light sources.
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standard observation conditions used where the ncs colour samples accord with 

their colour notation2. the term perceived colour emphasises the importance of sub-

ject and colour changeability. i have, however, chosen to consistently use the term 

identity colour, which has evolved for colour studies in three-dimensional space [1, 

p 11]. Identity colour is defined as the main colour impression of surfaces or parts 

of a room that are perceived to be uniformly coloured. local colour appearances, 

called colour variations, might depend on light distribution, reflections from other 

surfaces and contrast effects. the identity colour is a term corresponding to a holis-

tic attitude, using real rooms instead of experimental set-ups. as a specific coloured 

material can vary in appearance under different specified conditions in a room, that 

phenomenon is called colour elasticity. this elasticity can be shown as an extension 

in three dimensions in colour space, or as mapped-out areas in the ncs colour 

circle and the colour triangle. [1, p12]

the difference between inherent and identity colours i term shift. this shift is de-

scribed as the difference between inherent and identity colour expressed as steps in 

the ncs colour circle and colour triangle. i distinguish between a hue shift, nuance 

shift and colour shift, the latter being a shift in both hue and nuance. the breaking 

point 3 is a specified point in colour space where a general trend in shift stops and is 

replaced by a trend in another direction [9].

i use light quality referring to differences in daylight indoors due to compass 

direction. natural daylight contains variations in spectral characteristic, light distribu-

tion and luminous intensity. these variations cause differences in spatial- and colour 

perception. thus colour impressions in a room can change, both in hue and nu-

ance. the perceived colour of light is a quality in daylight as well as in artificial light. 

light itself has no intrinsic colour, but in rooms with a corresponding inherent colour 

it can appear to have its own colour. sunlight can be said the have a light colour, 

which amplifies yellow elementary qualities, something that skylight usually, does 

not do [10-11].  

2. a D65 light source is used in the ncs standard situation compared to natural daylight used in this study.
3. fridell anter has previously used breaking point to denote a specified point in colour space where the general 

shift tendency discontinues and the inherent colour and perceived colour coincide. i use identity colour 
where fridell anter uses the term perceived colour.
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1.2  research on colour coordinates in Daylight

there is a gap between different disciplines in colour research. such a gap exists 

between the discipline on colour coordinates and environmental studies. the latter 

discipline is uncertain on result usability in connection to ordinary life outside the 

laboratory. Despite knowledge of some, so called effects, it is still unknown how 

they might affect colour in environmental situations. 

it is well known [12, p 79] that the intensity of illumination cause changes in 

perceived colour. at low luminance levels, red and green hues predominate over 

yellow and blue. the reverse is true at high luminance (the Bezold-Brücke effect). 

increasing the intensity of coloured lights causes colours with a wavelength greater 

than 505 nm to shift towards yellow; those with wavelengths shorter than 505 nm 

shift toward blue. three particular wavelengths are found to be invariant, purest blue 

(470 nm), green (505 nm), and yellow (572 nm). increases in light intensity are also 

found to produce increases in saturation (the abney effect). unsaturated blues and 

reds shift toward purple (Burns et al 1984).

in 2002, romero et al. published a study concerning colorimetric changes on 

objects illuminated by natural daylight in granada, spain [13, p. 27]. the horizontal 

surfaces of objects were measured at different solar elevations, on separate days, 

in different seasons, and under diverse meteorological conditions. the aim was to 

measure trends in daylight-correlated colour temperature, but not in relation to lumi-

nance. comparisons were made between different solar elevations during the day, 

and between different days. Most important was that variations in the chromaticity 

coordinates followed the tendency shown by daylight itself. they elucidate the re-

sults as follows: If we express this in terms of appearance, the trends would be to 

diminish or to augment the red content respectively. Another way to express this 

would be that the variations are given in the red-green direction, depending on the 

relative yellow-blue content in the object’s color. 

1.3  research on environmental colour

in 1983 hård et al. conducted a study comparing colour samples in different types 

of lighting [14]. this was based on the fact that the sides of objects, when illumi-

nated by different light sources, such as fluorescent or incandescent lighting, will 
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have different colours. the study showed that within individual parts of the colour 

realm, varied illumination resulted in varying degrees of shift both in nuance and 

hue. nuance shifts were small for slightly chromatic colours, but the more chromatic 

had a clear tendency towards greater chromaticness, except for blue where chosen 

samples were markedly blacker. from standard light (daylight fluorescent 5400 K) to 

incandescent light, yellow-green inherent colour gave a colour shift towards green; 

green to blue-green, blue-green to blue, and certain of the bluish inherent colours 

gave a colour shift to greater blueness. yellow inherent colours gave a colour shift 

towards yellow-red, yellow-red to red, blue-red to blue; while red inherent colours 

displayed only minor hue shifts, most often towards yellow-red. 

Billger conducted experiments with model and full-scale rooms, comparing co-

lours in two- and three-dimensional studies [1-2]. i used Billger’s methods and the 

term identity colour for colour studies in rooms. Billger developed a colour refer-

ence box for use in colour magnitude estimation [3-4]. the colour reference box 

enables comparison between identity colours in a room and colour samples placed 

in the box. the latter are illuminated with one form of artificial light source, artificial 

daylight (5400 K) and incandescent light (2800K), while the room is illuminated with 

a different type. With these experiments, Billger could show evidence of patterns 

in colour variation. test sequences concerning the colour reference box showed 

different scales, and could be constructed depending on different combinations of 

artificial lighting in both room and box. identity colour was experienced as moving 

around the colour circle in different directions, depending on source of illumination. 

yet all colour samples in the box were perceived as more yellowish in the room 

with simulated daylight compared with the room lit by incandescent illumination, 

regardless of the light source in the box. hue shift tendencies valid for incandes-

cent light and simulated daylight seemed to be comparable with results from my 

own daylight study of yellowish and bluish colours in rooms in sunlight and skylight 

respectively. hue shift tendencies for colours in incandescent light are similar to 

tendencies in sunlight, and hue shift tendencies for simulated daylight are similar to 

tendencies in skylight.

fridell anter conducted colour studies in daylight to examine differences be-

tween inherent and perceived colours of facades [9]. various types of lighting such 
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as skylight and sunlight made up the variables, along with angle of observation, 

distance of observation and adjoining colours. she established that the difference 

between inherent and perceived colour was always greater than change caused 

by the different variables.  Perceived colour always differed from inherent colour in 

nuance and sometimes in hue, the main difference being that perceived colour was 

always less blackish than inherent colour. reduced blackness was compensat-

ed by greater whiteness and/or chromaticness. Whitish inherent colours resulted 

mostly in perceived colours in greater whiteness and unchanged chromaticness. 

inherent colours with only a small proportion of whiteness increased in chromat-

icness, with unchanged whiteness. for hue changes she established a pattern 

similar to Billger’s directions for colour samples in the colour reference box. fridell 

anter found that perceived hue tended in two directions from a stable position at 

y50r where inherent colour and perceived colour coincide. she located a break-

ing point at y45r from where hues tended anticlockwise towards another break-

ing point near r80B. from y50r, colours tended in a clockwise direction towards 

r80B. this was most clear for more whitish nuances. Within the blue area, a zone 

exists between r70B and B with overlapping breaking points. Blue inherent co-

lours with a small proportion of redness tended towards greater redness, while 

bluish-red inherent colours tended towards greater blueness. light blue inherent 

colours tended towards blue-green, and fridell anter concluded that different nu-

ances might have their own breaking points.

hårleman’s previous yellow-blue study showed that daylight variations caused 

two different patterns for colour appearance in rooms [5–6]. colour shifts result-

ing from light from different compass directions demonstrate a pattern between 

rooms. Beside this, a pattern was found for rapid variations within rooms. reflec-

tions and changes in light quality caused shifts in identity colour in two ways: by 

shifts in hue and nuance. sunlight caused yellowish rooms to show increased yel-

lowness through hue shifts towards elementary yellow. all identity colours increased 

in chromaticness in rooms illuminated by sunlight, but mostly the yellowish colours. 

in sunlight, no or only very small hue shifts were observed in rooms painted elemen-

tary yellow and elementary blue inherent colours. on the other hand, colours with 

two chromatic elementary attributes showed a considerable hue shift towards yel-
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low or blue respectively. rooms illuminated by skylight showed increased blueness 

(increased chromaticness with bluish colours and decreased chromaticness with 

yellowish colours), and hue shifts towards elementary blue (figure 1).

1.4  Problems and objectives

one problem is to identify how the colour appearance of a given room with walls 

of a specific colour will be affected in terms of hue and nuance; relevant factors 

include room size and distance apart of coloured (vertical) walls, reflectance and 

uneven light distribution from a window as well as a personal interpretation of the 

situation. a verbal description of the room and its colour completes the illustration. 

another problem is to locate how the specific light qualities will affect hue and nu-

ance in making comparisons between the rooms. the identity colour of the room 

can be described with a colour matching method and a colour reference box [4]. it is 

important to be able to identify tendencies for any shift in hue or nuance and locate 

breaking points where such tendencies turn in one or another direction. the overall 

objective has been to acquire knowledge to facilitate a preliminary forecast, in ncs 

steps, of how a planned colour will appear in a given room. a normal daylight situ-

ation is taken as the norm, as colour appearance in north- and south-facing rooms 

usually differs over the time span 0900 to 1500 hours. ordinary paint and colours 

were used, with relatively small differences in hue and nuance between inherent co-

lours. treatment in the present article will be confined to colour shifts and breaking 

points between rooms and not within them.

Will light quality cause a nuance shift also with rooms in reddish and greenish 

colours? can breaking points be identified through collating study results between 

this study and the previous yellow-blue study? Based on previous studies, the hy-

pothesis is that rooms in reddish and greenish inherent colours will exhibit similar 

hue shifts as yellowish and bluish rooms did, as follows:

1. room walls will reflect colours towards a shift in hue and nuance

2. a room in reddish and greenish inherent colours illuminated by sunlight will 

increase in yellowish attributes compared with the inherent colour

3. a room lit by skylight will increase in blueness, compared with the inherent 

colour, implying tendencies for hue shift exist also for reddish and greenish 
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identity colours

4. yellow and blue attributes will increase more in chromaticness than the red-

dish and greenish inherent colours.

2  stuDy Design

2.1 experimental rooms and observers 

two similar full-scale rooms were set up in a construction cabin positioned facing 

north–south. colour temperature on a fairly cloudy day was approximately 8000 K 

in the northfacing and to 7000 K in the south facing room. Both rooms had similar 

short-end windows facing respectively north- south, and the room light was trans-

mitted from clear, double-glazing. the cabin was placed in a slope, with vegeta-

tion in front of the room in sunlight and other houses with yellow plaster outside 

the room in skylight. room measurements were 4.2 × 2.9 m. the inner surface 

of the walls consisted of plywood roller-painted with a new inherent colour for 

each test sequence. floors were covered with beige-speckled lino, windows had 

white-painted frames and inner reveals and ceilings consisted of white-painted 

roof boarding (figure 2).

the experimental period was June to september in stockholm, where the sun 

rises between 0334 and 0634 hours and sets between 2205 and 1845. in total, 72 

observers made 118 observations. observers were architects and interior designers, 

plus students reading these subjects. this choice of professional category, with peo-

ple interested in both colour and space, was made so as to obtain, as far as possible, 

informed and detailed descriptions. each observer gave two complete descriptions 

of colour appearance, one in each room. these together took over one hour.

2.2  colour selection

the colours chosen were three reddish and three greenish hues in two nuances 

commonly used in interior colour plans. they were chosen to have equal perceptual 

difference in hue between each colour sequence4. the nuances were whitish 1010 

4. in the ncs colour system colours are arranged according to similarity with the elementary colours: white, 
black, yellow, red, blue and green. as a consequence, the ncs system does not define equal distance be-
tween elementary colours, and the colour circle has in fact less perceptual difference between colours in the 
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and the more chromatic 1030. the hues were yellowish-red (y80r), red (r), blu-

ish-red (r20B), bluish-green (B70g), green (g) and yellowish-green (g20y). Due to 

unsuitable weather conditions over a lengthy period, one of the 12 inherent colours 

was omitted: the pale yellowish green colour (1010-g20y) was left out in favour of the 

more chromatic yellowish green colour (1030-g20y). one yellowish and one bluish 

inherent colour that were used previously and might represent possible points for 

hue shift were included. these hues, reddish yellow (1030-y20r) and reddish blue 

(1030-r80B), showed interesting patterns of hue shift, and were therefore subjected 

to further study. the identity colours of inherent colours displayed different tenden-

cies in the experimental rooms, suggesting the presence of breaking points. they 

can furthermore function as colour references between the two studies (figure 3).

2.3  empirical Methods

the operative terms of the study are inherent colour and identity colour. five meth-

ods of comparison were used:

1. colour matching method aided by colour reference box

2. verbal description in standardised colour terms

3. verbal description using own vocabulary

4. Memory matching in comparison between rooms

5. colour matching with given colour samples.

observers remained in each experimental room throughout the individual case. after 

adaptation to room light conditions, perceived colour in the room was to be de-

scribed verbally. a spontaneous impression of entire room would be described using 

the observer’s own words to capture the moment, with a description relating to hue 

and nuance ensuing. identifications of colour on three of the room walls were then 

evaluated. on the instructions of the observer, the experiment supervisor picked out 

colour samples to be placed in a colour reference box. the observer compared the 

identity colour of the room walls with colour samples in the colour reference box until 

a good matching was found. after that, a verbal comparison was made using the 

blue-green quadrant than in the others. consequently, i have chosen to adjust that situation by selecting one 
green inherent colour at a larger distance from the elementary green.
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observer’s own words to compare the identity colour of the wall in the current room 

with the colour recollected from the previous room. after completion of this series, 

the box was moved to the second room and the process was repeated. finally, co-

lour matching of both rooms with given colour samples was undertaken.

Colour Reference Box: this was the basic method for colour matching. the ob-

servers described the wall colours by comparison with colour samples placed in the 

box and displayed through a small opening so that the box illumination would not 

leak out. the samples were illuminated with a D55 light source (osram Dulux 5500 

K, Ra 96), the same in both rooms, and thus functioning as standard lighting. 

Verbal Description in Standardised Colour Terms: observers were asked to de-

scribe the identity colour’s hue and nuance in terms such as reddish, yellowish, 

greenish, bluish, blackish, greyish and whitish. this method was used as a supple-

ment to colour matching and has previously been used as a method of analysis.

Verbal Description with Own Vocabulary: the idea was to find means to describe 

colour appearance using the observers’ own vocabulary of colour response in each 

room. a method for free mode of expression was used here in order to capture spon-

taneous descriptions of colour response. colours make an instant impression that 

takes some time for a subject to transform into colour terms and colour codes. this 

first impression may persist in situations where no further description is asked for; 

such is the case in daily life. therefore comparing such spontaneous descriptions 

with colour shift data is useful.

Memory Matching Method: this method was used for direct comparison be-

tween the rooms. observers were asked to provide a verbal description of how the 

present room looked in comparison with the previous one. comparison between 

the rooms was made in the second room, 20-25 min after leaving the first one. this 

method is concerned with the observer’s instant colour impression.

Method with Given Colour Samples: this study was conducted between the 

two rooms. selected colour samples were compared side by side in front of the 

dividing wall between rooms to achieve similar illumination on the colour samples. 

these samples were chosen in advance once a tendency had become clear after 

the initial observations, and were presented to observers as the concluding element 

following studies in the two rooms. a new set of colour samples was selected prior 
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to each new inherent colour. one colour sample was chosen to represent identity 

colour in each room. each set of colour samples had the same nuance, i.e. 10 steps 

more chromatic than the inherent colour. hues were chosen so that the inherent 

colour would flank a colour sample on each side of the hue circle, along with an ad-

ditional colour sample with a probable shift tendency.5 this method was introduced 

to give the study greater comparative qualities. colour matching using given colour 

samples is a relative and comparative method.

2.4  Methods of analysis

Data from colour matching with the colour reference box were tabulated. inherent 

colours represented points of reference, while shift was calculated as the difference 

between inherent and identity colours. Blackness, whiteness, chromaticness and 

hue of inherent and identity colours were added to the statistics, together with com-

pass direction, weather and time data. Data were statistically analysed by simple fre-

quency analysis as mean values. Data from the other methods described above were 

used for supplementary and comparative analysis, especially in cases when colour 

matching with the colour reference box failed to concur with the general tendency.

the box was used principally as a standard method to gain instant and com-

parative data, in individual cases and between cases.

3. stuDy results

results of the study show that daylight in both rooms caused clear patterns of shift 

in hue and nuance, from inherent colour to identity colour; the pattern differed be-

tween compass directions, and between hues and nuance series.

Differences in nuance were recorded within the room in itself. room identity 

colours had a lesser proportion of whiteness than inherent colours, in general by 10 

ncs steps. there was also a clear perceptual difference in chromaticness between 

inherent and identity colours. reduced whiteness was compensated for by greater 

chromaticness and sometimes also in blackness. the average increase in chromat-

5. When the inherent colour was 1030-r, i selected 1040-y90r, 1040-r, 1040-r10B and 1040-r20B as 
given colour samples.
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icness was five to 10 steps, and increase in blackness was up to five steps.

Both series of nuances had their own variations. the whitish nuance 1010 shifted 

more in hue than the 1030 nuance did. the more chromatic nuance in turn, 1030, 

became more chromatic. the various hues had individual patterns for chromaticness. 

this was most evident in the 1030 nuance since this series contained three more ex-

perimental colours. chromatic patterns were heavily influenced by room compass 

direction. chromatic differences were greatest with the bluish and yellowish identity 

colours. in most cases when the room was given the inherent colour bluish pink 

(1010-r20B and 1030-r20B) the study was conducted in rainy weather as can be 

seen from the results where these identity colours include a great deal of blackness.

3.1  influence of compass Direction

hue shift tendencies were strongly influenced by the different light quality in the 

compass directions. the greatest chromatic increase in the reddish-blue colour 

(1030-r80B) was observed in the room in skylight, by 15 steps. Pinkish (1030-r), 

and bluish-pink (1030-r20B), greenish (1030-g), and bluish-green (1030-B70g), 

increased by approx. 10 steps each in chromaticness. yellowish colours and attri-

butes increased least in chromaticness; yellowish-green (1030-g20y) and reddish-

yellow (1030-y20r) by only 5-6 steps, while increasing in blackness (figure 4). 

the same north-facing room caused a hue shift towards a bluish hue. the great-

est hue shift was caused in the whitish nuance, 1010; light bluish-green (1010-

B70g) and light green (1010-g), 35 steps, the light pink (1010-r) and light bluish-

pink (1010-r20B), 15-18 steps. colours with a yellowish attribute tended towards 

red or green, indicating a breaking point at yellow (y). the reddish-yellow colour 

(1030-y20r) appeared as pink, and the yellowish-green (1030-g20y) room tended 

towards increased greenness. another breaking point zone was located between 

reddish blue and bluish red (1030-r80B and 1030-r20B). in the 1010 nuance the 

yellowish breaking point seems to be much closer to elementary red, between yel-

lowish pink and pink (y80r – r).

the greatest chromatic increase in colours with a yellowish attribute was ob-

served in the room in sunlight; the reddish-yellow colour (1030-y20r) used for 

reference purpose increased 20 steps in chromaticness, yellowish-green (1030-
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g20y) and yellowish-pink (1030-y80r), 13 steps. the smallest increase in chro-

maticness, 6-7 steps, was observed with the inherent colours pink (1030-r) and 

bluish-pink (1030-r20B). in the same room less blackish increase in identity co-

lours were observed in comparison with the north-facing room (figure 5). in the 

south-facing room, yellowish attributes tended between a stable position and a 

more yellowish hue. the yellowish-green room (1030-g20y) appeared stable in 

hue, 0 steps, while the yellowish-pink room (1030-y80r) tended towards elemen-

tary red, 5 steps. the reddish-yellow colour (1030-y20r) tended towards elemen-

tary yellow, 5 steps. remaining pinkish and greenish inherent colours shifted to-

wards increased bluishness in both rooms, yet with fewer steps in the room facing 

towards the sun (figure 6). the relative difference between the north- and south 

facing rooms is clear (figure 7).

3.2  colour response with own Words

observers applied different verbal descriptions using their own words, mostly ex-

pressions of sense data. the expressions are easy to understand but more difficult 

to comprehend in relation to the colour shifts. the identity colour of inherent colour 

1030-y80r in the room in skylight was described as ‘sharper’, and in sunlight as 

‘softer’. no specific data difference explaining choice of words could be found, yet 

the choice is so apt; there are no other differences than absence or presence of 

yellowness. Words such as ‘soft’ and ‘rich’ were often particularly used to describe 

identity colours in rooms in sunlight. in skylight, identity colours could be described 

as thin. rooms in sunlight showed increased yellowness, especially pinkish colours 

but also greenish ones, giving a soft and rich appearance. the same inherent co-

lours in the room illuminated by skylight seemed to lack an intermediate colour, and 

gave an empty, thin or sharp impression. Bluish-pink in the room facing towards the 

sun appeared as ‘soft’ when described as greyish-pink or greyish-purple, while the 

same inherent colour in the room facing away from the sun was described as ‘hor-

rible red’ as it appeared as reddish-violet (figures 8 and 9).
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4  Discussion

4.1  study comparisons

tendencies for hue shift from inherent colour to identity colour are the same in both 

interior studies. skylight increased bluishness, likewise, sunlight enhanced yellow-

ness in both hue and nuance. hue shift in the north facing room tended in two 

directions; from yellowish towards a bluish and reddish hue. the south facing room 

caused the opposite tendency; from bluish and reddish inherent hue towards el-

ementary yellow. in both cases yellowish chromaticness and a zone in the reddish 

blue and bluish red area, are crucial. in the previous yellow-blue study the reddish 

blue reference colour (1030-r80B) was unstable, but in the current a tendency to-

wards elementary blue in the room facing towards the sun was unequivocal. the 

identity colour tended towards reduced redness (r90B), while the skylight caused 

an increased redness (r75B). this correlate well with fridell anters overlapping 

breaking points [9, p.107] in the blue area, between r70B and B. Blue inherent 

colours with a small proportion of redness tended towards greater redness, while 

bluish-red inherent colours tended towards greater blueness. this may depend on 

the purple gap; as the inherent colours are bluish red and reddish blue, very small 

changes in the light situation may cause apt colour shifts in this area. 

fridell anter agrees on the observation that the different nuances appear to pos-

sess different breaking points. nuance 1030 increased in chromaticness both on 

facades [9, p. 226], and in rooms. 

4.2  hue shift as Perception and response

in both rooms green inherent colours in nuance 1010 entailed the greatest hue 

shift, calculated in terms of number of steps in the ncs systems. Despite this, pink 

colours, which typically made deep emotional impacts, appeared as varying most 

in hue. this was noticeable in both verbal descriptions and spontaneous judge-

ments. Might the green hue shift have been exaggerated in order to make visible 

the relatively small differences between hues in the green-blue sector? the distance 

between elementary colours in the ncs colour circle grants a perceptually greater 

space in the quadrant between blue and green elementary colours, i.e. small differ-

ences between hues. With the other quadrants, perceptual space is less and the 
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difference between the various hues greater. this is particularly the case for the 

quadrant between red and blue. five steps in the red-blue quadrant result in a large 

perceptual difference between hues, whereas five steps in the blue-green quadrant 

convey only a small difference. this means that the many steps in the green quad-

rant do not necessarily result in a major difference between hues.

shifts in hue and nuance, even small ones, can cause major differences in colour 

appearance. for example, a yellowish colour, when it shifts five steps more blackish, 

appears as a brownish nuance; a pinkish colour, when it shows a 10 step increase 

in chromaticness along with a 15 step hue shift towards blue, differs clearly from the 

same inherent colour that undergoes a 5 step increase in chromaticness and a 5 

step hue shift. figures 9 and 10 show approximately how certain colour shifts might 

appear, in the relationship between rooms and between inherent colour and identity 

colour, despite the significant risk of erroneous colour rendition.

4.3  Discussion of Methods

Most important concerning methods in the project is the broad methodology. as 

these rooms were enhanced and reduced by shifts in both hue and nuance the 

responses are multiple.

colour matching using the colour reference box is an effective method; through 

careful observation it allows observers to see the results of their matching. When an 

observer had difficulty in verbalise differences between hue and chromaticness, the 

method served to clarify, providing visible results to adjustments made. this in turn 

had a positive effect on verbal description. earlier tests have shown that adaptation 

effects cause by the colour reference box can be calculated and corrected although 

adaptation showed to be negligible for the rooms in daylight [3–4]. the risk of adap-

tation effects for reddish and greenish inherent colours was not considered to arise, 

as inherent colour and light quality together do not cause maximum colour effect. 

neither the supplementary analysis, nor the observer’s spontaneous reactions indi-

cated any adaptation effects though such effects cannot be completely excluded.

the new method involving given colour samples was a successful supplemen-

tary method. it lacked precision but made comparison between rooms clearer. Data 

from the memory matching method were used only in a supplementary analysis 
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in cases were the observers had trouble using the colour vocabulary and that it 

affected the colour matching. concerning the method involving verbal description 

with the observer’s own vocabulary, i.e. without preconceived colour terms, it is 

clear that important possibilities exist here which cannot be encapsulated by official 

colour terminology. this was particularly clear in comparative descriptions of identity 

colours. Details covered by these descriptions could not be explained by any other 

method and they deserve to be further studied.

the hue shift tendency with natural daylight quality in the south facing room was 

surprising and worth another study. it was directed towards elementary yellow in 

two directions from areas where the yellowish attribute was weak; in the yellowish-

red and the yellowish-green quadrants, respectively. the yellowish-red area corre-

sponds with other research concerning artificial light [1, p. 18, 2] and natural daylight 

[9, p. 107], and the yellowish green inherent colour and identity colour coincided. 

this may be explained by romero’s observation [13] that an objects relative yellow-

blue content show as variations also in the red-green direction. 

5. conclusions

collating data from both interior studies a regular and considerable pattern was dem-

onstrated for shifts in hue and nuance depending on the light quality. sunlight, yel-

lowish and greenish colours were concurrent as were skylight, bluish and reddish co-

lours. even as small changes as 3-5 ncs steps, are clearly noticeable colour shifts. 

two breaking points in hue shift directions have been identified in the north-fac-

ing room. a more complex pattern for breaking points was observed in the south-

facing room. 

in terms of observed nuance shifts, the room identity colours became less whit-

ish and more chromatic compared with the inherent colour. comparing nuances, 

the less chromatic nuance (1010) was associated with greater hue shifts, while the 

more chromatic nuance (1030) was linked to greater increases in chromaticness. 

the strategy of adopting multiple methods to describe colour appearance showed 

considerable scope as it enables more than one aspect of colour to be registered. the 

technique of encouraging users to describe colours verbal using their own vocabulary 

seems to be a promising method for further explorations of colour appearance.
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using the colour reference box in a colour matching method, subjects were able 

to describe identity colour and compare colour appearance between rooms. this 

enabled a fine gradation between different identity colours to be made. this grada-

tion also helps to consider colour elasticity in various cases.
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ceiling. By then it mostly resembles old brass. 
More chromatic yellow (S 1030-Y) in the south
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aBstract

the perception of room character attributable to colour appearance and spatial 

evaluation in different compass orientations has been studied. rooms of the same 

colour, but observed in light from different compass directions will appear differently, 

in particular their identity colours will differ.

a study is carried out in sweden in two identical rooms, north- and south-facing. 

seventy-two subjects evaluated and compared the experimental rooms. the inher-

ent colours were six pinkish and five greenish colours, all except one in two nuanc-

es, plus one yellowish and one bluish colour, in total 13 colours. Description of room 

character was aided by semantic scales. Data were statistically processed using 

the statistical Package for the social sciences (sPss) program to analyse connec-

tions between spatial evaluation, inherent colour and compass orientation. the ncs 

colour vocabulary was also used. finally, verbal descriptions using the subjects own 

words were used as a supplementary method to unfold nuances in response.

the study showed that differences in hue and nuance affected evaluation of 

room character. subjects reacted differently in pinkish and greenish rooms, describ-

ing distinct colour connotations. Differences in direction of illumination caused weak-

ening or strengthening of associations linked to the colours by colour connotations.
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 1. introDuction

identically coloured rooms illuminated by light from different compass directions 

will not appear the same in the nordic countries. in clear weather a south-facing 

room is dominated by sunlight while a north-facing room is illuminated by skylight 

and reflected light. as sunlight and skylight differ in luminous intensity, light direction 

and spectral characteristics result is a major difference in light quality. consequently 

colour appearance differs between rooms even when they have been painted in 

the same colour, with the same paint. traditionally these different light qualities are 

referred to as warm light and cold light. how does this affect evaluation of room 

and colour? investigations into the effect of daylight on colour and spatial evaluation 

have been lacking. in teaching colour design, it is important to consider emotional 

response to these situations and to map out impressions of colour appearance and 

colour design in different daylight qualities.

this study relates to research on environmental colour design, concerning the 

relationship between man, environment and colour. our aim has been to under-

stand connections between visual appearance and the significance of light and co-

lour on room character. the main focus of the work has examined room characters 
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as a function of direction of illumination. What happens when rooms of the same 

inherent colour gain different identity colours due to light from different compass ori-

entations? chiefly reddish and greenish colours have been used, together with one 

yellowish and one bluish reference. We have evaluated space and room character. 

the questions to be answered are:

1. if and in what way does a room colouring affect evaluation of room 

character?

2. if and in what way do different daylight qualities affect room character?

the main aim has been to investigate the connection between verbal expression and 

emotional impression of room colours due to different light qualities. a secondary aim 

has been to supply and test two new meaning variables: embracing and elevating. the 

study is named the ‘red-green study’, yet the reddish colours are referred to in terms 

of ‘pinkish’, since reddish colours in the nuances used are generally called pink.

2  BacKgrounD

2.1  Different approaches to colour

osgood et al. introduced a psychometric technique with semantic differentials used 

with factor analysis [1]. in this technique, subjects mark a representative value for 

evaluation with the help of variables or items on a graded scale. the problem was to 

find appropriate items for the study in hand. they found that items could be grouped 

into factors and showed that three mutually independent factors represented the 

basis of most descriptive words; these were value, activity and potency. research 

concerning a subject’s emotional reactions on colour, colour emotion, has a long 

history, especially among psychologists. Most studies on colour emotion have been 

made for single-colours or two-colour combinations [2-6].

Küller developed a method for measuring and describing evaluation of built envi-

ronment, the sMB method [7]. he found eight factors: affection, complexity, enclos-

edness, potency, pleasantness, unity, social status and originality. Küller himself par-

ticularly pointed out affection, complexity and enclosedness as important contribu-

tors to research on spatial evaluation. hogg et al. worked with simulated interiors and 

found five factors for colour in spatial models: dynamism, spatial quality, emotional 

tone, complexity and evaluation [8]. over the years, many researchers have looked at 
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factors influencing colour emotion [9-17]. it was concluded that items can be classi-

fied under different factors in different areas of research, for example isolated colours, 

colour combinations, colour in spatial models and colour on exteriors. however, con-

cerning interior spaces, the value factor and a factor for activity and potency were still 

consistently featured in most collations of factors encountered.

2.2  connection between items and factors

Many studies dealt with colour and temperature. using colour samples it was found 

that a subject’s reaction on colour is rooted in an experience of warm and cold 

colours [3,5]. Warmest are red, (red, orange and yellow) and coldest are blue and 

green, (blue and blue-green). in full-scale experiments it was found that colours do 

not cause an experience of a physical temperature, but can instead cause a cogni-

tive experience with associations of warmth and coldness [8,11-13].

Küller searched for but found no simple connection between the pleasantness 

factor concerning hue and nuance [11]. greater differences were found between nu-

ances within each hue than between different hues. thus there was not a straight-

forward connection between nuance and pleasantness, and individuals evaluated 

the pleasantness factor with great differences. it was found that light and whitish 

spaces contribute to a sense of openness, and influence the size and form of the 

object. they also found that red colours had a more activating effect on subjects.

2.3  real rooms with complex interactions

Billger has studied colour in real rooms in terms of the complex interactions between 

form, light and colour [18, 19]. her interest has been in colour appearance, colour 

change and colour description using complete rooms and artificial light. Billger em-

phasised the direct attention and conscious reflection of subjects when in rooms, 

finding it valuable to use subject’s verbal descriptions on colour appearance.

hårleman accomplished two full-scale studies on colour appearance in natural 

daylight. Both studies concerned north and south-facing rooms, and involved yel-

lowish/bluish [20-22] and reddish/greenish [23] colours in two nuances. stahre et 

al. [24] compared two previous studies on associations and emotional response on 

colours: hårleman’s 2004 room study [23] and a study using colour patches [14]. it 
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showed that the colour patches had to be much more colourful to give comparable 

associations.

2.4  terminology

We used the ncs system and adopted its terminology [25]. Colour is thus defined 

as: colour percept, colour observation, colour perception; that which people see as 

colour and make it possible to make out objects and fields on the basis of colour 

differences. A hue in the ncs system is defined according to the relation to the four 

elementary colours: red, blue, green, yellow. hue relation is shown through position 

in the colour circle. the colour triangle shows colour nuance, described as parts of 

blackness, whiteness and chromaticness. chromaticness is the sum of a colour’s 

chromatic qualities. Elementary attributes are termed whiteness, blackness, yellow-

ness, redness, blueness and greenness. orange has thus two chromatic elemen-

tary attributes: yellow and red.

the term inherent colour is used as a base point for measuring shifts in hue 

and nuance. inherent colour refers to the colour a coloured object would have 

if observed in standardised observation conditions as denoted for ncs colour 

samples in agreement with their specifications, i.e. with their colour code. this 

entails colour samples being placed at a 45° angle, observed in a light cabinet 

with simulated daylight consisting of six luma colorette fluorescent lights at 5400 

K [25,26]. inherent colour is a constant characteristic independent of external cir-

cumstances, assuming requirements are adhered to. inherent colour is compared 

to the identity colour that arises. the term identity colour, as developed by Billger, 

is a term which tallies with a holistic attitude and should thus be interpreted as the 

main impression of what is apprehended as a single-coloured surface in a room. 

the term experience is used as an everyday term for mental and emotional exci-

tation. such experience can consist of feelings or emotional states, which arise 

in the experimental room. these experiences or emotional states may consist of 

memories, associations and metaphors. Room character here functions as an 

overriding term for evaluation of a room with light, colour, space, surfaces and 

other architectonic elements. finally, colour connotation, as sivik and taft defined 

it, is words having meaning not primarily related to colour [6]. We use colour con-
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notations for the idea or meaning suggested by or associated with a colour, a 

room colour or a colour word.

3  stuDy Design

3.1  Design approach

the experimental period was June to september in stockholm, where the sun rises 

between 0334 and 0634 hours and sets between 2205 and 1845. the intention with 

the study design was to create an environmental colour design in order to catch reac-

tions to room and colour as subtle descriptions. the main focus during the sessions 

was to supply the subjects with a standard situation, in this case a calm and ‘normal’ 

(in contrast to experimental) situation, a pause for reflection permitting them to focus 

on room and colour. in total, 72 subjects made 118 observations. sky conditions 

for each session were stated in a questionnaire. the methodology was designed for 

separate sequences, and to put subjects at ease in the experimental situation.

3.2  subjects and experimental rooms

subjects were architects and interior designers, plus students reading these sub-

jects. this choice of professional category, with people interested in both colour 

and spaces, was made so as to obtain, as far as possible, informed and detailed 

descriptions1. each observer gave two complete descriptions of colour appearance, 

one in each room. these together took over one hour and during that time four fur-

ther part-studies were made.

two similar full-scale rooms were set up in a construction cabin positioned fac-

ing north–south. the cabin was placed in a slope, with vegetation in front of the room 

in sunlight and other houses with yellow plaster outside the room in skylight. room 

measurements were 4.2 × 2.9 m. the inner surface of the walls consisted of ply-

wood roller-painted with a new inherent colour for each test sequence. floors were 

covered with beige-speckled lino, and ceilings were white-painted. Both rooms had 

1.  the subjects were a rather homogenous group and it was not intended to use observer’s age and gender 
statistically. it so happened that it was more females in the beginning and more students in the end why there 
is no use in comparing age, gender and occupation.
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similar short-end windows with white-painted frames and inner reveals. the natural 

daylight was transmitted from clear, double-glazed panes. the colour temperature 

in the rooms on a fairly cloudy day was approx 8000 K in the north-facing and ap-

prox 7000 K in the south-facing room (figure 1).

3.3  colour selection

the colours chosen were three pinkish and three greenish hues in two nuances 

commonly used in architectural and interior colour designs. they were chosen to 

have perceptual equal distance2. the nuances were whitish 1010 and more chro-

matic 1030. the hues were yellowish-pink (y80r), pink (r), bluish-pink (r20B), blu-

ish-green (B70g), green (g) and yellowish-green (g20y). Due to unsuitable weather 

conditions for a lengthy period, the pale yellowish-green colour (1010-g20y) was 

omitted. one yellowish and one bluish inherent colour that were used in a previous 

study were included [20-22]. these colours, reddish-yellow (1030-y20r) and red-

dish-blue (1030-r80B), showed interesting patterns of hue shift, and could serve as 

reference points between the studies. used colours are shown in figures 2 and 3. 

cielaB coordinates for the used colours are given in table a.

Table A. CIELAB coordinates for the used NCS colours 

NCS L D65,10 a D65,10 b D65,10

s 1010-y80r 84,67 6,72 7,44

s 1010-r 83,39 5,72 3,63

s 1010-r20B 84,33 6,24 0,04

s 1010-B70g 85,94 -6,66 0,28

s 1010-g 85,43 -7,37 3,73

s 1030-B70g 81,17 -20,85 -0,04

s 1030-g 79,94 -20,33 9,89

2.  in the ncs colour system colours are arranged according to similarity with the elementary colours: white, 
black, yellow, red, blue and green. as a consequence, the ncs system does not define equal distance be-
tween elementary colours, and the colour circle has in fact less perceptual difference between colours in the 
blue-green quadrant than in the others. consequently, we have chosen to adjust that situation by selecting 
one green inherent colour at a larger distance from the elementary green, 30 steps instead of 20.
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s 1030-g20y 80,03 -17,57 17,65

s 1030-y20r 82,50 9,29 34,42

s 1030-y80r 74,83 21,74 16,21

s 1030-r 75,47 21,31 7,12

s 1030-r20B 75,80 18,92 -0,05

s 1030-r80B 77,25 -3,57 -17,91

3.4  empirical Methods

room and colour were observed and evaluated with qualitative methods, such as 

semantic scales and verbal description. We have used four out of five factors devel-

oped by hogg et al.: temperature, emotional tone, spatial quality, and dynamic fac-

tor [8]3. established items for spatial experience were selected and grouped hypo-

thetically under these factors. two new variables for experience were added to the 

already established, embracing and elevating, associated with the emotional factor. 

the semantic scales were graded from zero to six, with six being the maximum, 

covering a value from ‘not at all’ to a value ‘to a high degree’, i.e. a type called Likert 

scales and not semantic differentials in the sense that they covered a scale from one 

position to its opposite. the use of likert - scales allows a better control and thus 

higher data quality. table B show items in the original grouping.

Table B. Selected items grouped in original factors 

Temperature Emotional Spatial Dynamic

Warm Merry Distinct elevating

cold sombre open vivid

sunny hard embracing tranquil

Pleasant small

formal

Dry

3. the fourth factor, complexity, was not selected as it did not seem adequate in the unfurnished building shed.
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a parallel method for verbal description was developed to catch the initial experi-

ence of room and colour. subjects were encouraged to note down own thoughts 

and descriptive words. the given tasks were two-fold:

1. Describe your impression of the wall colour

2. Describe your impression of the room character.

the room description was the preferred option and the wall colour description was 

used as a complement. the subjects were instructed verbally to take their time for 

the process of experience and association. it was important that first impressions 

should not be by-passed and that evaluations and experience of the room were al-

lowed to develop. Just as eyes must adapt to a light situation, so must experience 

as a whole have time to adapt in a certain spatial situation.

3.5  Procedure

the walls in two full-scale rooms were painted in the same inherent colour. Most 

sessions were separate but occasionally two subjects were present. after comple-

tion, the subject moved to the second room and the process was repeated. the 

subjects stayed in each room without any interruption, in order to adapt to prevailing 

light and experiment situation. observation was thus confined to one room at a time. 

the adaptation to room light conditions as well as the session was made seated 

on a bench in a definite position with a good overview of the room. the experiment 

supervisor guided the subjects through the process and subsequent questionnaire, 

and instructed the subject to reflect on the impression that room had made. in the 

initial phase verbal description was performed, following by a period when more 

concentrated attention was required. subjects noted their experience with a value 

for each item and 16 different items were used.

3.6  Methods of analysis

Data was accumulated from studies in rooms illuminated from two different com-

pass directions, and with six colour hues in two nuances. Data were processed 

statistically using the sPss statistical program.

to reduce data, factor analysis was applied on the whole data set, using data 

from all inherent colours. this method generated new variables for further analyses. 
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Differences in evaluation between rooms in different colours and orientations were 

analysed by t-tests. in order to test the effect on evaluation by colour and orientation 

respectively an analysis of variance was carried out. to accentuate differences in 

factor loadings a varimax rotation was applied.

verbal descriptions from the studies were made use of. the most frequently 

used expressions (at least five appearances) where put into three groups, one for 

each of the compass directions north and south respectively, and one group for 

expressions in common to both.

4  stuDy results

4.1  new variables for room character4

the factor analysis was carried out for all observations, through all hues and nu-

ances, using the principal components extraction method. using varimax rotation, 

five new components with eigenvalues greater than 1 where constructed. the first 

three explained in all 54.6% of the total variance, together with the remaining two 

they explained 67.7% of the total variance. the percentage under the name of the 

component shows the amount of variance explained by the component respec-

tively. in table c the grouping of new variables is presented. 

Table C. Factor matrix of room character. Rotated Component Matrix

Items Component 1 Comp. 2 Comp.  3 Comp. 4  Comp. 5

explained 

variance

31,3 % 13,6 % 9,7 % 6,7 % 6,4 %

1 2 3 4 5

elevating ,805 -,274 -,086 ,134 ,191

Merry ,796 -,302 ,113 -,054 ,098

vivid ,728 -,176 ,041 -,342 ,367

sunny ,687 -,083 ,043 ,163 -,167

Pleasant ,600 -,333 -,231 ,500 ,074

4.  new variables are reduced calculations of items.
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Warm ,456 (-,623) ,174 ,128 -,148

sombre (-,693) ,164 ,146 ,212 -,093

hard -,170 ,782 -,052 -,251 ,041

cold -,286 ,741 -,114 ,041 ,090

formal -,196 ,607 -,189 ,143 -,201

Dry -,005 ,569 ,422 ,368 -,118

embracing -,095 -,294 ,703 ,077 ,321

small  ,215 -,022 ,597    -,230   -,153

open  ,389 ,115 (-,664) ,316 ,033

tranquil -,055 -,016 -,198 ,821 -,006

Distinct  ,165 ,045  ,004 ,007 ,881

(extraction Method: Principal component analysis.  rotation Method: varimax with Kaiser normalization.)

following the factor analysis, four new variables were constructed to reduce data. 

the values of these four new variables were calculated as the mean of the included 

items [27]. items with negative factor loadings were not included in the calculation: 

working as mirror images of their opposites they would have confounded the values 

of factor variables by levelling out the calculated mean values. included variables 

have factor loadings over 0,40. greatest factor loadings are arranged on top. new 

variables and characterization based on included items are presented in table D.

Table D. New variables for room character

Elevating Harsh Embracing Peaceful

elevating hard embracing tranquil

Merry cold small Pleasant

vivid formal Dry

sunny Dry

Pleasant

Warm
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the first two variables describe two different attitudes towards the room, a positive 

and a negative. temperature goes together with other emotional expressions: warm, 

sunny, merry, elevating respectively cold, harsh, formal and dry. the third variable 

describes an embracing spatial experience, maybe even tight or narrow. the fourth 

variable brings about a positive sense of peace, a mood, where pleasant is included 

as in the first variable. the fifth variable represents only distinct and has low correla-

tion with the other variables, which makes distinct a specific attribute on its own.   

4.2  impact caused by colour or orientation

the impact of hue and orientation on spatial experience was assessed by t-tests. table 

e shows comparisons between categories and sub-categories made up by orienta-

tion and colour. the comments on more or less show the directions of the differences. 

test (a) concerns orientation only: all cases are compared divided in north- and south 

room categories. test (B) concerns colour and orientation: all cases divided in pink 

and green categories are compared to the orientation categories. test (c) concerns 

colour and orientation: all cases divided in smaller colour categories are compared to 

the orientation categories. test (D) concerns only pinkish colours and orientation: a 

yellowish pink and a bluish pink category are compared to the orientation categories. 

there were some significant differences in the perception of the rooms, but 

mostly the difference between different inherent colours overpowered the difference 

between the identity colours from the same inherent colour (test B1 and c1). using 

the whole data set there was an indication, but not statistically significant (Z), that the 

orientation facing north was less related to an elevating character. When the data 

set was grouped into sub-samples of colour in two nuances, this difference was 

significant for the group consisting of yellowish-pinks and bluish-greens5.

Pink rooms were evaluated as less ‘harsh’ and more ‘embracing’ than were 

green rooms. the ‘embracing’ character includes an allusion to a cramped condi-

tion, and this was more explicit in both pink and yellowish pink rooms than in green 

and bluish-green rooms. also the pink rooms were perceived as more distinct than 

5.  using the whole dataset the inherent colours were contra productive and the smaller groups tended to be 
too small for statistics.
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the green ones. comparison between the sub-group yellowish-pink and bluish-pink 

did not show any significant difference.

4.3  effects Due to hue and orientation

a two-way analysis of variance was used to explain the effects of colour in relation 

to the effects of orientation, and their mutual interaction. the variables studied were 

the same as in the t-tests: elevating, harsh, embracing, peaceful and distinct. in 

table f.1 numbers in boldface manifest significant connections, numbers in italics 

are nearly significant. table f.2 presents the proportions of variance explained.  

the analysis showed an explicit effect by differences in colour. regarding pink and 

green hues, the main part of the variance explained stemmed from different hues. it 

means that differences between room evaluations are greater between red and green 

colours than between different orientations. generally, the nuance 1030 did affect 

both positive and negative emotional items more than the lighter 1010 nuances.

4.4  colour connotations in verbal Description

the subjects used a variety of expressions to describe room character and differ-

ences between them. Most obvious was that greenish and pinkish rooms evoked 

different colour connotations. Pinkish rooms caused associations of human skin, 

facial colour, strong emotional expressions such as affection and defiance and other 

mental characteristics, while greenish rooms caused associations of nature that 

could be either pure nature or artificial. Within these fields of associations subjects 

had all sorts of different perspectives.

some subjects described the pinkish rooms as warm, gentle and stimulating but 

others experienced those rooms as pushy, demanding and glaring. some experi-

enced them as childish, young, fresh and funny while yet others described them as 

stale, tasteless, vulgar and slovenly. Pinkish rooms produced various images of skin 

(dressed or naked, of small children or adults), and views varied on whether they 

were sweet or trying, innocent or sinful.

greenish colour connotations were of a completely different kind. greenish 

rooms evoked connotations of nature, and relaxation. these rooms projected a 

shadow, an image of a landscape, or an unrestricted space. this in turn caused 
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associations of calm, a retreat or shelter; elements like water and wind and objects 

and rooms like a pool or a bathroom were mentioned. greenish rooms also caused 

associations related to health. Many subjects described them as clean and pure, 

and opinions differed as to whether the room could be described as living or plastic6. 

adjectives frequently applied to in greenish rooms are calm, peaceful, light-hearted, 

confident, soothing and tranquil.

4.5  influence of orientation on verbal Descriptions

as subjects reacted to situations and different identity colours according to the direc-

tion of illumination, this showed as variations in character. Different physical qualities 

emphasised characters included in the colour connotation. in the strongly illuminated 

south-facing room, inherent colours with a yellowish content (g20y, y20r and y80r) 

appeared with surprising chromatic intensity. thus connotations linked to these co-

lours were experienced and expressed in terms of stronger verbal nuances. in the 

pinkish rooms differences in visual impact made subjects experience variations in 

character as: sweetness/folly, pure/sophisticated, etc. y20r and y80r were consid-

ered as soft and fluffy in the south- facing room, while in the north-facing room, having 

less (or null) yellowish attribute, the room was considered as more bare and empty, 

more hard and cold in comparison. elementary red (r) in the south-facing room ap-

peared as yellowish-pink and was portrayed as childish, pure and innocent. in the 

north-facing room it was bluish-pink and represented impurity and sophistication.

as the greenish rooms evoked other associations, characters also varied. na-

ture and quiescence, slowness and tranquillity were common descriptions for rooms 

facing both compass directions, also clean and fresh. elementary green (g) in the 

north-oriented room, (Bg identity colour) made subjects describe the room experi-

ence as uneasy to grasp, alive or plastic, disgusting or restful, pushy or relaxing. the 

south-oriented room of the same colour (g identity colour) provoked descriptions 

such as warm, calm, soothing, and gloomy. in figure 4, 5, and 6 perceived colours 

and verbal description of the rooms in both compass directions are arranged to-

6.  in swedish: levande och plastig



Table E. Impact of colour or orientation. X shows p<0,01, Y shows p<0,05 (Z shows p<0,10,’near significant’).

Categories and sub- categories compared 1 Elevating 2 Harsh 3 Embracing 4 Peaceful 5 Distinct

(a) orientation. 

all cases in 2 nuances in north & south = 104 n and 104 s- studies
Z (north less) - - - -

(B1) hue Pink (r) & green (g) all 100 cases divided in 2 nuances. r & g = 54 r and 

46 g studies
- x  (Pink less) x (Pink more) - y (Pink more)

(B2) orientation in (r) & (g) all 100 cases divided in north & south = 50 n and 50 

s- studies
- - - - -

(c1) hue yellowish pink (y80r) & bluish green (B70g) in 2 nuances. all 60 cases 

divided in yr & Bg = 30 yr and 30 Bg studies
- - y (yellowish pink more) - -

(c2) orientation in (y80r) & (B70g). 

all 60 cases divided in north & south = 30 n and 30 s- studies
x (north less) - - - -

(D1) hue yellowish pink (y80r) & bluish pink (r20B) in 2 nuances.

all 68 cases divided in yr & rB = 30 yr and 38 rB studies
- - - - -

(D2) orientation in (y80r) & (r20B). 

all 68 cases divided in north & south = 34 n and 34 s- studies
- - -

Table F.1 Significant Effects.  F-values vary between 4,15-4,6 due to size of cells

Elevating Harsh Embracing Peaceful Distinct

sub-categories compared hue loc. int. hue loc. int. hue loc. int. hue loc. int. hue loc. int.

1010 red(r) green(g) 0,05 1,25 0,75 0,71 0,61 0,11 4,11 0,10 2,68 0,57 0,24 0,76 ** ** **

1030* red(r) green(g) 2,96 0,06 1,79 8,05 2,84 3,48 3,35 1,87 0,07 0,01 0,25 0,15 5,64 0,27 2,41

1010,1030all r/g 0,72 0,42 0,07 5,61 0,00 0,18 7,39 1,13 2,24 0,39 0,48 0,63 3,21 0,43 1,72

1010, 1030* (y80r) (B79g) 0,04 6,48 0,04 0,90 0,19 2,00 4,47 0,01 0,01 1,29 0,03 1,13 1,66 3,08 1,11

1010, 1030* (y80r) (r20B) 0,34 2,18 3,73 0,16 0,00 0,75 4,07 0,56 1,95 0,15 1,32 0,02 4,46 0,84 0,84

* studies in cloudy weather included, ** studies excluded depending on weather condition (overcast and dark) (hue  – hue; loc. – orientation; int.   – interactions)

Table F.2 Proportions of variance explained

Elevating Harsh Embracing Peaceful Distinct

sub-categories compared hue loc. int. hue loc. int hue loc. int hue loc int hue loc. int

1010 (r) & (g) 0,2% 2,4% 1,5% 1,3% 2,1% 0,4% 8,4% 0,3% 7,1% 2,0% 0,4% 1,4% ** ** **

1030*  (r) & (g) 9,8% 0,2% 4,9% 25,0% 4,4% 5,4% 10,% 5,4% 0,2% 0,0% 1,3% 0,8% 18% 0,6% 5,2%

1010,1030 all (r) & (g) 1,2% 0,5% 0,1% 6,7% 0,0% 0,3% 8,9% 1,5% 3,0% 0,5% 0,7% 0,9% 5,9% 0,4% 1,8%

1010, 1030* all (y80r) (B70g) 0,1% 20,0% 0,1% 3,8% 0,2% 2,1% 12% 0,0% 0,0% 5,0% 0,0% 1,5% 6,5% 3,3% 1,2%

1010, 1030* all (y80r) (r20B) 1,6% 3,8% 6,5% 0,9% 0,0% 0,9% 16% 0,9% 3,1% 0,6% 4,0% 0,1% 16% 1,8% 1,8%

* studies in cloudy weather included, ** studies excluded depending on weather condition (overcast and dark). int.   – interaction between hue and orientation.
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gether to illustrate relationship.7 

5  Discussion

5.1  compiled analysis

Besides the overriding effect caused by differences in colour on room evaluation, 

some differences in orientation were statistically significant. it seems that colour 

connotations provide an instant starting point from where associations originated. 

for example, the elementary qualities of pink aroused certain expectations of evalu-

ation content. Perhaps the colour did not suit the experimental room; it was de-

scribed feminine, private and childish. thereafter, the actual identity colour led to a 

second impression, for example the description of north-facing rooms as vivid was 

due to the intensely chromatic bluish-pink identity colours. in the act of recognising, 

accepting and experiencing room colour, colour connotations function as a basic 

idea against which specific colour impressions are compared. the general colour 

connotation seems to be calibrated in terms of associations with identity colour, as a 

confirmation or a denial of the basic character. in this way an overall evaluation can 

be made through attaching descriptive words to a set context. it reflects cultural, 

traditional, sociological or subjective meanings, a colour connotation expressing (in-

directly) a certain condition.

5.2  new variables and items

the sPss methods provided clear result. however, without the supplementary infor-

mation provided by the verbal descriptions, a full understanding of the complex relation-

ships between orientation, hue, nuance and evaluation would not have been possible.

the original factors represented mutually exclusive categories: temperature, 

emotional tone, spatial quality and dynamism. none of these original factors remain 

and most of the items have changed places. the new variables represent four emo-

tional variables with overlapping characters, and one separate variable concerning 

7.  here, mean values are not used but observer’s minimum/ maximum notations are chosen to provide a 
wider spectrum of perceived colour in north- and south facing rooms. figures showing mean values of per-
ceived colour are presented in study of colour shifts in various Daylights: Dominantly reddish and greenish 
rooms illuminated by sunlight and skylight, published in colour: Design and creativity.
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spatial quality. they are not comparable with the original factors as they emerge 

from different ways of analysing data. the ‘elevating’ variable was essential in de-

scribing room character; warm colours and the more chromatic nuances increase 

happy and pleasing emotional experiences. the ‘distinct’ variable correlated well 

with the observation of warm colours as proceeding while the cold ones seem to 

be receding. as the cold bluish and greenish walls seemed to withdraw they conse-

quently made an indistinct impression.

5.3  comparisons between studies

Pink aroused strongest emotional reactions, regarding both positive and negative 

character. the conclusion of hogg et al. that the warmth factor more often express-

es an emotional tone than strict temperature is confirmed [8]. sivik has also pointed 

out that pink, and in particular bluish-pink, is often described in negative terms such 

as ugly, disagreeable and unappetising [5]. We can see a clear relationship between 

these negative evaluations from pink colour samples and room character.

the new variable ‘embracing’, previously belonging to the emotional factor, was 

grouped together with the terms small and closed (not open). this tallies well with 

Küller’s conclusion concerning the word-scales closed/airy and small/large, as be-

ing not fully correlated [11]. rooms assessed as large could just as well be perceived 

as enclosed. evidently ‘embracing’ is not only a spatial scale for emotional tone but 

also for a cramped sense.

however, trying to find connections between items and factors can be hazard-

ous. since many items often compose a factor, it is hard to find a perfect name that 

entirely encapsulates the true content. there is no standard procedure to help with 

the naming process and this makes it even more difficult to compare connections 

between colour emotion factors and colour attributes. a clearly positive evaluation 

in preference for warm colours did crystallise. this could be expected with subjects 

as a cross-section of the population but is an interesting result for architects and 

student architects. this unexpected tendency is worth noting as several research-

ers have presented evidence that the colour preferences of architects often differ 

from those of non-architects, the former often preferring stricter and cooler objects 

[8,28]. this might indicate a wider application of the results presented.
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6  conclusion

the methods used in this study have helped to explore people’s experience of room 

and colour, resulting in three new variables that can be applied to the experience of 

room character: elevating, harsh and embracing.

the study present offers a new perspective for colour experience in rooms. We 

were able to undertake a great amount of systematic evaluation that could be ar-

ranged into a bigger pattern, thus making it easier to grasp connections between 

visual appearance and evaluation of colour.

hue and nuance clearly rendered a common experience in colour connotations. 

spatial evaluation was firmly bound to the identity colour. Pinkish and greenish co-

lours caused almost opposing room characters. the difference between warm and 

cold colours was clearest.

light from different compass directions resulted in variances in room character. 

as north- and south-facing rooms of the same inherent colour gain different iden-

tity colours, such rooms make different impacts and subjects react differently. the 

direction of illumination affected spatial character, by means of a strengthening or 

weakening of colour attribute. to some degree, the north-facing and south-facing 

aspects imposed their own spatial characters.
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This is a colour of
a moon shadow 

and into the room.
More chromatic reddish blue (S 1030-R80B) in the north



shadows,
runs around the window



aBstract

a study on the emotional impact of selected colours was made. ninety observers 

in 118 studies used 13 colours in two nuances. two full- scale rooms in daylight 

were used with windows facing south respectively north. Dissimilar shares of sky 

light and sunlight causes differences in colour appearance and the question was 

whether these changes effect colour emotion. furthermore, two contrary colouring 

methods were compared. in one method colours reinforce the light situation, in the 

other they neutralize it. the purpose was to investigate if these methods caused 

different experiences and whether one held greater appreciation. Questions are an-

swered by analysing connections between inherent colours, compass orientations 

and emotional impact. the investigation showed that various colours and nuances 

were determinate for the emotional category. rooms with warm colours were more 

appreciated than rooms with cool colours. the more chromatic nuance (ncs 1030) 

caused stronger emotions and different emotional chategories than the light nuance 

(1010). yellow and pinkish rooms caused stronger emotional effect than greenish 

and a bluish colours, with regard to both positive and negative emotions. the co-

louring methods were differently evaluated. the reinforcing method made rooms 

with warm colours more appreciated. Warm colors where mostly experienced with 

joy, while cool colours were experienced with more acceptances. the neutralizing 

method caused higher values for rooms with cool colours in relation to warm co-

lours. this method made south facing rooms in cool colours almost as appreciated 

as warm colours in north facing. cool colours in both nuances held more accepting 

and less surprise than warm colours.
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Colour Emotion in Full-Scale Rooms 
Hårleman, M. 

Published in AIC (Association International de la Couleur) proceedings 2004,  223-226.

1. introDuction

i present a study on emotional experiences in rooms with differing colours and com-

pass orientations: north and south. north facing rooms are lit mostly by sky light 

while south facing rooms are lit mostly by sunlight. sky light is often described as 

cool or neutral while sunlight is experienced as warm. this causes differences in 

how colours appear in the rooms and between the two rooms. in colour design, 

colours sometimes are used to treat scarcities in the environment or to emphasise 

merits. in the nordic countries achievement of an experience of warmth might be 

wished for. one may want to make a cool- looking room feel warm with “warm co-

lours,”1 but also to cool a warm-looking room with “cool colours.” the method is to 

use a colour to modify room light; either to reinforce the light situation or to neutralize 

it. others claim that room colours will be beautiful when corresponding with colour 

of light; blue and green colours in a north facing room will be brilliant. the aim is to 

gain knowledge on how these colouring methods work. the questions are:

1. can the colour and light situation in a room cause differences in emotional 

experience?

2. Does the method for reinforcing or neutralizing the light situation cause greater 

estimated experiences than the other? Do one or another of these methods 

cause   dissimilar experiences?

Questions are answered by showing and analysing connections between the inher-

ent colours, compass orientations and emotional impacts. the colouring methods 

1. in a recent study (2004) i found that the yellowish and reddish colours consistently were experienced as 
warm, and bluish and greenish colours as cool, bluish red and yellowish green were exceptions. Differences 
between these groups were consistent through many dimensions, hence use of the categories warm and 
cool colours.



are evaluated in relation to their emotional impact. i will discuss my results in relation 

to oberacher and gallmetzer (2003). indeed, they had colours with much stronger 

chromaticness but it might be interesting to compare results. oberacher and gall-

metzer made an investigation on colour emotion using basic emotions2 and various 

colour compositions. they found emotional associations from colours; yellow and 

red caused pleasure. Describing emotional quality, they found that small differences 

in association of concepts, or patterns of intermediate colours, can lead to dissimilar 

subjective representations. red was associated to anger, pleasure and fear; yellow 

with pleasure and joy; green and pink with disgust. 

2.  stuDy Design

the study is entitled the red-green investigation, since these elementary attributes 

are those primarily dealt with. in the text, however, i talk about the reddish colours in 

terms of ‘pink’, since red colour in the nuances used generally is called pink. i have 

used the ncs system and adopt its terminology.3 the term inherent colour is used 

to denote that colour which an object would have if observed under standardised 

observation conditions applicable when an ncs colour sample colour corresponds 

with its notation.4 identity colour is a term which should be interpreted as the main 

impression of what is apprehended as a single-coloured surface in a room.5 ninety 

observers made 118 studies. two similar full-scale rooms were set up in a construc-

tion cabin positioned facing north- south. room measurements were 4.20 m x 2.90 

m with similar short-end windows. the walls were roller-painted and three reddish 

and three greenish hues in two nuances were chosen in nuances commonly used in 

interiors.  nuances were 1010 and 1030. the hues were yellow-red (y80r), red (r), 

blue-red (r20B), blue-green (B70g), green (g) and yellow-green (g20y). the inher-

ent colours red-yellow (1030-y20r) and red-blue (1030-r80B) were also used. the 

observers made two complete studies in each room. these together took over one 

2. the basic emotions (ekman) are quite similar to the primary emotions (Plutchik) i use. Basic emotions do not 
include anticipation, but instead contempt.  

3. hård and sivik (1981)
4. fridell anter (2000).
5. Billger (1999). 
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hour. the identity colour of the walls was compared with colour samples placed in 

a colour reference box6. the ncs notation was recorded in a questionnaire by the 

test supervisor. to classify emotions i used a method by the american psychologist 

and researcher robert Plutchik (1962, 1980). Plutchik found eight primary emo-

tions: fear, anger, sadness, joy, acceptance, disgust, anticipation and surprise.7 a 

semantic differential scale was used. for methodological reasons i have split the 

(primary) emotions into positive and negative categories. the positive category con-

sists of joy, acceptance, anticipation and surprise, and in the negative one i placed 

fear, anger, sadness and disgust. Data was processed in simple frequency analyses 

and presented as mean values. 

3. results

acceptance, surprise, joy and anticipation made up the majority of reactions in the 

rooms. rooms with warm colours were generally higher evaluated than rooms with 

cool colours. the more chromatic nuance (1030) made stronger impression and 

where more appreciated than the light nuance (1010). Warm, pinkish colours in 

1030 nuance caused most joy and cool colours caused most acceptances. red-

dish blue and bluish green caused most acceptances of all colours. Pinkish colours 

also caused much surprise and anticipation. the reddish yellow colour (1030-y20r) 

caused the strongest positive reactions of all colours. light greenish colours, on the 

other hand, caused less surprise than the more chromatic greenish colours and only 

weak negative emotions. north facing rooms in yellowish colours; yellowish green 

and yellowish red (1030-g20y and 1030-y80r and 1010-y80r) was less appreci-

ated, while the same room in the more chromatic reddish yellow (1030-y20r) was 

more appreciated. almost all rooms evoked some negative emotion, mostly disgust. 

rooms with warm colours in the more chromatic nuance (1030-y80r, -r and -

g20y) evoked disgust and anger, while the more chromatic cool colours (1030-

r20B, -r80B, B70g and -g) caused disgust and sadness. Pink with elmentary red 

6. Billger and hårleman (1999) 
7. Primary emotions are emotional manifestations as most adults, disregarding culture and education are familiar 

with. the method has been previously used be the swedish researcher and architect sven hesselgren in stud-
ies on emotions in built environment. hesselgren used a five graded scale while i used a ten graded scale. 
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hue (1030-r) caused the most negative emotions. rooms with bluish pink caused 

less negative emotions than with the other pinks. rooms with pinkish colours in the 

light nuance (1010) caused more acceptances and less joy than with the 1030 nu-

ance. the former colours also evoked more sadness and less disgust. 

the colouring method using inherent colours in reinforcing room- light, made the 

highest appreciated studies. Warm colours were higher evaluated than cool colours 

and higher with the reinforcing method than with the neutralizing. the neutralizing 

method made south facing rooms in cool colours almost as appreciated as warm 

colours in north facing. Warm colors where mostly experienced with joy, while cool 

colours where experienced with more acceptances. Warm colours also evoked 

more anticipation and surprise. cool colours in both nuances held more accepting 

and less surprise than warm colours.

4. Discussion

yellow and pink caused pleasure and evenmore joy. Describing emotional quality, 

i found, like oberascher and gallmetzer, that small colour shifts can lead to shifts 

also in the emotional chategories. Pink was associated to anger and pleasure as 

red was in the oberasher and gallmetzer study and yellow was associated with 

pleasure and joy. in that respect, my pink rooms correspond better with their re-

sults on red (anger; pleasure; fear) and purple (sadness, lonelyness, depression). 

likewise green and pink was associated with disgust, thou pink in my study, had 

the highest value in disgust as in joy,  anticipation and surprise. this richness in 

variety differs from oberascher and gallmetzer´s study, where pink merely associ-

ated to disgust. similarly, green is not in accordance with my result. in the ober-

asher and gallmetzer study, green evoked emotions of disgust, while in my study it 

caused merely acceptance.

i found it interesting with the strong and differing opinions on pink. the sub-

jects where divided in two groups, but in all cases, both groups used positive 

and negative primary emotions. the group with a more negative attitude towards 

the pink room often felt surprise or anticipation together with disgust, fear and 

sadness. the positive group often felt joy and surprise together with disgust or 

sadness. finally, i want to discuss the primary emotions in relation to the room 
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study. the problem is what these (primary) emotions express in such a study. i 

try to interpret contribution and relevance according to this study. evaluations for 

surprise and anticipation were high, together with joy and acceptance. surprise 

may reflect a beautiful or astonishing impression. anticipation may imply a curios-

ity towards colour and room – thoughts on how this impression can remain under 

the influence of daily life, and may thereby reflect a cautious prediction regarding 

this, or just a wish to use the same colour. the negative category is represented 

by strong expressions, a bit too strong to be used for anything so ordinary and 

harmless as the wall colour in a small and simple, almost unfurnished room. this 

is particularly the case with fear, but also with disgust, anger and sadness. some 

observers commented on this. But still these rooms were able to evoke emotions 

and associations of the same kind.

5. conclusions

the reinforcing light situations, were highest evaluated concerning warm colours, 

while the neutralizing light situations, caused as high values for cool colours as warm 

colours. the conclusion is that though warmth is preferred, the room situation can 

be influenced with colours. yet, it can be seen, that altough the temperature factor is 

important, the bluish rooms still where much appreciated. 

Pale and greenish colours caused weaker emotional impact than more chro-

matic, bluish, yellowish and pinkish colours. this was also a question of different 

emotional categories; from joy to acceptance, from anger and disgust to sadness. 
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A warm light blue, 
 Silent, clean, smooth. 

A mild and pleasurable 
In here rests a nursing, 

without worry and severity.
Light greenish blue (S 1010-B30G) in the North.



a Madonna blue.
Embracing, even enveloping. 
colour to hold by the hand. 
almost pious atmosphere, 



aBstract

it is well known that a colour’s appearance can differ between a small colour chip 

and the same colour applied to a real room. the impression of the colour changes 

between these circumstances; e.g. on the chip it can be subdued, while it is per-

ceived as striking in the room. in this paper, we compare the results of a colour chip 

study, colour emotion, to hårleman’s full-scale room study. 

in the first study, textile chips were viewed against a grey background in a view-

ing cabinet. in the other study, two rooms were painted in 12 hues in two different 

nuances: ncs 1010 and ncs 1030. they correspond well to the hue areas and to 

two of the nuance categories used in the chip study. semantic scaling was used in 

both studies. the two studies show a distinct difference between words associated 

to colours of the same nuance and colour category. a clear pattern could be seen. 

in the room, the colours were perceived as more distinct, stronger and they arouse 

much stronger emotions. generally, a colour chip had to be much more colourful to 

give comparable associations. 
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Colour Emotions in 
Larger and Smaller Scale 
Stahre, B, Hårleman, M and Billger, M. 

Published in AIC proceedings 2004, pp. 27-30. 

1. introDuction

how does the context affect our associations towards colour? it is a well-known 

fact that the colour experience differs, depending on whether it is applied to a small 

surface or to a whole room. in this text, two studies will be compared. one is Maud 

hårleman’s investigation into the colour experience in painted rooms, lit by daylight 

in north- and southfacing direction (hårleman 2001, 2004). the other study is the 

swedish part of the international project colour emotion research and application 

(Billger, stahre and Konradsson 2002). 

the aim is to describe differences and similarities in the way we percieve co-

lours, on the basis of the context’s significance and the size of the colour field. in 

this text, only the results from the north facing room in hårlemans study will be com-

pared with the colour samples of the colour emotion study, due to the fact that this 

is the light best resembling neutral light.

2. MethoDs

2.1. hårleman’s room-study

in her investigations, hårleman has conducted studies in two full-scale rooms with 

similar colour schemes, observed in light from the north and south. her question is 

whether the rooms get a different character through the differences in colour the 

light creates. additionally six hues in two nuances were used for painting the rooms; 

3 light pink, 3 pink, 2 light green and 3 green paints, and a yellow and a blue. 90 
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observers carried out a total of 118 studies.1

semantic differential scales, graded from one to six, have been used to describe 

the character of the rooms, complemented with oral interviews. the meaning of 

the different significant variables on the differential scales have over the years been 

tested by many researchers (Kunishima & yanase 1985, Küller 1980, 1991, sivik & 

taft 1992). it has been determined that they sort under different factors for different 

research fields, like colour in room-model, exterior-colour, single colours and colour 

combinations. hogg et al. (1979) discovered five factors which concern colour in 

room-models. in hårleman’s room study, four of these have been used to sort the 

different variables of experience. these factors are: temperature (cold, warm); spa-

cial quality (small, clear, open, dry, hard); dynamism (tranquil, lively) and emotional 

tone (gloomy, cheerful, nice, formal, sunny). in addition, two untested variables of 

experience have been added (surrounding and elevating). these sort under the fac-

tor emotional tone.2 

2.2. the colour emotion-study

During the spring of 2002, the swedish part of the international colour emotion-study 

was carried out at chalmers, which aimed to investigate how people from different 

contries and cultures associate towards colours. the study was led by tetsuya sato 

of the Kyoto institute of technology and Jim nobbs of the university of leeds. in all of 

the countries 114 colour chips, in 10-12 nuances of 10 hues, were used along with 6 

acromatic samples. the colour samples were observed against a neutral grey back-

ground in a viewing cabinet with simulated (D65). in the swedish part of the study 60 

observers participated, with equal numbers of men and women.

a semantic 2-point method was used for the assessment, which meant that 

the observers chose which word in a word-pair corresponded most with the co-

lour. the translation of the Japanese words was done in each country. in sweden 

a translation was done based upon both Japanese and english. twelve word-pairs 

were used in the study: Deep-Pale, Dynamic-Passive, Distinct-vague, gaudy-Plain, 

1. correct number is 72 observers.
2. surrounding factor was later named embracing factor.
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heavy-light, light-Dark, soft-hard, striking-subdued, strong-Weak, transparent-

turbid, vivid-Dull and Warm-cold.

2.3. comparison of the two studies

how can the different studies be compared? the colour emotion-study (ce) has 

more adjectives describing each colour, while the room study focuses more on the 

feelings and experiences of the room. often we cannot compare the studies word 

for word, however we can translate the words to reasonably correlate with the other 

study and thus gain a picture of how the colours were percieved in the different situ-

ations. also if we gather the descriptive adjectives from each study, we get a collec-

tion of impressions which together provide us with a clearer picture for comparison.

the two studies are based upon two different colour order systems. in the 

room-study the ncs-system was used and the ce-study used the system scot-

Dic Plus 2000, which is based on Munsell’s colour order system and adjusted to 

textile samples. to make the comparison between the two studies correct, we have 

visually translated the textile chips into the  ncs-system (see figure 1).

3. results

in hårleman’s room-study it was the the pink and green colours that caused the 

strongest experiences. these experiences  were distinctly different and associat-

ed to different aspects. the green rooms were experienced as open, tranquil and 

lacking cheerfulness, as well as more formal and hard. the light green rooms were 

experienced to be cooler and more open, while the green rooms were relatively 

warmer and more surrounding. the blue-green room however, was experienced 

to be the coldest. the pink rooms were perceived to be neither formal nor tranquil 

and gave a cheerful impression. they gave a surrounding and lively feel and were 

also the colours which the observers reacted strongest to in the study. all of the pink 

rooms were described as warm, except for the bluish pink, which was described as 

cold. the light  pink and the pink rooms offered a similar experience, while the light 

green and the green rooms differed. 

the differences between the pink colours in the room-study and the samples 

closest to them in the ce-study is striking. the light pink ce-samples are more co-
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lourful than the colours in the room-study, but were experienced as weak, subdued, 

fairly passive and calm. half of the observers also described it as a cold colour. 

the pink hues correspond in the ce-study to three colour chips, of which one is 

somewhat greyer and the two others a lot more colourful. What is interesting is that 

the more colourful samples correspond a lot better to the room-study. they were 

perceived as dynamic, striking, vivid, strong, soft and gaudy. the same inherent 

colour3 on a small textile sample were thus experienced as a weaker colour, which 

did not cause as strong reactions as the corresponding colours in the room-study. 

in the ce-study also more colourfulness in the samples was needed for the reddish 

colours to be experienced as warm. the lighter nuance 1010- was experienced as 

colder than the nuance 1030- in the room-study. this corresponds to that whiteish 

colours were in general experienced as colder than the more colourful samples in 

the ce-study. of the textile samples we here refer to, only the colourful pink was 

experienced as warm in the ce-study.

in the room-study both the light green and the green colours were considered 

tranquil, with the light green rooms more formal and tranquil than the green ones. 

the tendency towards less tranquility with enhanced colourfulness agrees with the 

results of the ce-study. this effect however seems to demand a higher colourful-

ness in the green room than on the textile samples. Most observers thought that 

the textile samples equivalent to the paint in the room were striking and gaudy, and 

more than half thought they were vivid. 

on the other hand the resemblances are significant between the light green 

rooms and the colur samples closest to them in the ce-study. the rooms were 

experienced as open, tranquil and enhancing the boring character of the test-room. 

this correspond to the ce-study, were the light green textile samples were de-

scribed as passive, subdued, weak and calm. 

in general, the pink rooms were experienced as soft while the green rooms were 

neither soft nor hard. in the colour emotion-study neither the pink nor the green co-

lour chips were experienced as clearly hard or soft.

3.  Inherent colour is defined as the colour property of the material that does not change due to viewing and 
lightning conditions. here it is used for the ncs-code of the paints and the Munsell-code of the textile chips.
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4. conclusions

in the colour emotion study, its grey frame and the viewing cabinet as well as the 

room surround the colour chip in general. the colours appear more subdued than 

in the room-study. in a room you are surrounded by colour, you are inside it. the 

reflections of the room enhance both the colour and the colour experience. the 

displacement of colour in the room-study makes them stronger in colourfulness and 

blackness, and will hence correspond to a different ce-sample. to compare the 

experience of a room-colour and a colour in the ce-study, the ce-sample must be 

from a significantly stronger nuance.
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Number Colour Compass point Name

Date Time Weather Remaining

___________________________________________________________________

Main questions are:

1. Does the wall colour look different in the room in sky- light or sunlight?

2. Describe the difference.

3. Describe the room appearance (in aspects of light – and space)?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Describe your impression of the wall colour.

Use your own words

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Describe the inherent colour/ which colour has been used?

Where do you look to decide this?

NCS- colour code:

Contemplate the wall colour concerning variations in these aspects:

Hue:

Chromaticness:

Blackness:

Whiteness:

Lightness:

Clarity/ greyish:

Where is the colour most chromatic?

Where is the colour least chromatic?

Describe the colour of the wall concerning colour variations

Decide a NCS- colour code of this colour using the colour reference box.

Window wall:

Long wall:

Short wall:

The colour gestalt/ character. How are the coloured walls experienced?

(Ex. Filled, radiant, grey, beautiful, gloomy, screaming, dull, indeterminable.)

Atmosphere of the room Cold – warm 1 x 2

Open – closed 1 x 2

Light – heavy 1 x 2

Pushy – not pushy 1 x 2

Distinct – indistinct 1 x 2

Colour in the air

Does the colour stay on the wall or do you feel that it “is in the air”. (Colouring objects in the

room).
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Number Colour Compass point Name

Date Time Weather Remaining

___________________________________________________________________

Main questions are:

1. Does the wall colour look different in the room in sky- light or sunlight?

2. Describe the difference.

3. Describe the room appearance (in aspects of light – and space)?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Describe your impression of the wall colour.

Use your own words

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Describe the inherent colour/ which colour has been used?

Where do you look to decide this?

NCS- colour code:

Contemplate the wall colour concerning variations in these aspects:

Hue:

Chromaticness:

Blackness:

Whiteness:

Lightness:

Clarity/ greyish:

Where is the colour most chromatic?

Where is the colour least chromatic?

Describe the colour of the wall concerning colour variations

Decide a NCS- colour code of this colour using the colour reference box.

Window wall:

Long wall:

Short wall:

The colour gestalt/ character. How are the coloured walls experienced?

(Ex. Filled, radiant, grey, beautiful, gloomy, screaming, dull, indeterminable.)

Atmosphere of the room Cold – warm 1 x 2

Open – closed 1 x 2

Light – heavy 1 x 2

Pushy – not pushy 1 x 2

Distinct – indistinct 1 x 2

Colour in the air

Does the colour stay on the wall or do you feel that it “is in the air”. (Colouring objects in the

room).
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Name Compass Point Date Time Weather Number (Colour)

EXPERIENCE OF COLOUR IN NORTH- AND SOUTH FACING

ROOMS
Answer the questions as careful as possible.

ROOM 2

1. Describe the room impression. Use you own words (essays are willingly accepted)

2. Describe the atmosphere of the room. Use your own words (preferably an essay)

3. Experiencing the room brings back in me: note points from 0 – 10.

Anger

Joy

Acceptance

Surprise

Fear

Sorrow

Sadness

Disgust

Expectation

VISUAL EVALUATION

Contemplate for a moment the colour on the walls both as a whole and with its colour

variations.

4. A. Describe the wall colour in verbal concerning the hue: reddish yellow etc.

B. Nuance, its chromaticness/whiteness/blackness: whitish grey green etc.

C. Compare and describe this colour with the one in the first room.

5. State the room identity colour using a colour matching method with colour samples in

the light booth.

6. Describe the identity colour of the separate walls using colour samples on:

The window wall

The long wall

The separating wall

___________________________________________________________________________

7. Room character

Distinct 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Open 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Embracing 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Warm 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Small 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Nice 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Tranquil 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Sombre 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Sunny 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Uplifting 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Formal 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Harsh 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Dry 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Cold 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Cheerful 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Lively 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

8. What do you think about this colour in different hues and nuances.

In what circumstances do you like respectively, do not like it?

9. Which colours are warm respectively cold for you?

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING!
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Name Compass Point Date Time Weather Number (Colour)

EXPERIENCE OF COLOUR IN NORTH- AND SOUTH FACING

ROOMS
Answer the questions as careful as possible.

ROOM 2

1. Describe the room impression. Use you own words (essays are willingly accepted)

2. Describe the atmosphere of the room. Use your own words (preferably an essay)

3. Experiencing the room brings back in me: note points from 0 – 10.

Anger

Joy

Acceptance

Surprise

Fear

Sorrow

Sadness

Disgust

Expectation

VISUAL EVALUATION

Contemplate for a moment the colour on the walls both as a whole and with its colour

variations.

4. A. Describe the wall colour in verbal concerning the hue: reddish yellow etc.

B. Nuance, its chromaticness/whiteness/blackness: whitish grey green etc.

C. Compare and describe this colour with the one in the first room.

5. State the room identity colour using a colour matching method with colour samples in

the light booth.

6. Describe the identity colour of the separate walls using colour samples on:

The window wall

The long wall

The separating wall

___________________________________________________________________________

7. Room character

Distinct 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Open 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Embracing 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Warm 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Small 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Nice 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Tranquil 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Sombre 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Sunny 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Uplifting 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Formal 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Harsh 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Dry 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Cold 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Cheerful 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

Lively 0___.___.___.___.___ 6

8. What do you think about this colour in different hues and nuances.

In what circumstances do you like respectively, do not like it?

9. Which colours are warm respectively cold for you?

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING!
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figure 1. the Way in Which 
Daylight reaches a Point in 
a rooM (friZell anD löfBerg 
1970, P. 8).

figure 2. intensity of illuMi-
nation froM sun anD sKy in a 
horiZontal Plane outDoors 
With varieD clouD cover 
anD clouD tyPe (löfBerg 
1976 P. 13).

1. In sunlight, cloudiness 8/8
2. In sunlight, cloudiness 4/8
3. Sun behind transclucent clouds, cloudiness 4/8-8/8
4. Sun behind opaque clouds, cloudiness 4/8-8/8
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figure 3. sPectral coMPosition of Daylight. D=Direct sunlight, M=overcast sKy for Dif-
ferent altituDe of the sun, B=Blue sKy.  (löfBerg 1976, P. 8, froM friDell anter 2000, P. 228).
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figure 4. the ncs colour circle  (aBove) anD 
colour triangle (BeloW).
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figure 5. exaMPle of Watercolour Painting useD in Phase one.
 for each colour rePresenteD in the exPeriMental rooMs, a Watercolour Painting Was 
MaDe as a visual MeMory aiD.

figure 6. exaMPle of colour scheMe useD in Phase one.
a colour scheMe Was MaDe for each stuDy investigating the effects seen in the visual 
evaluation regarDing areas of each colour variation noteD.
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figure 7. the BeZolD-BrücKe 
effect. DecreaseD light 
intensity (toP), increaseD 
light intensity (BottoM). 

Decreased Light Intensity

Increased Light Intensity
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figure 8. colour changes for Different colour grouPs While changing light source 
froM the reference light source (siMulateD Daylight) to incanDescent light. (sveDMyr 
1995 P. 90).  the inner circle rePresents less chroMatic nuances <15, the outer circle 
rePresents More chroMatic nuances >20.
coloureD Dots are My aDDition. Big yelloW Dot inDicate BreaKing Points in the greenish 
yelloW area for Both nuances useD. reD Dots inDicate BreaKing Points in the reD area. 
green Dots Point out BreaKing Points in the green-Blue area for the less chroMatic 
nuance only.
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figure 9. PreliMinary results BaseD on assessMents of 56 saMPles With incanDescent 
light in the colour reference Box (Billger 1999 PaPer iv, P. 18).  

figure 10. recurring tenDencies for hue shifts; froM inherent to PerceiveD colour. 
arroWs inDicate Directions, not siZes of shifts. (friDell anter, 2000, P. 107)
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figure 12. hues anD nuances in Phase 1.

figure 11. exPeriMent rooM in Phase 1.
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figure 14. hues anD nuances in Phase 2.

figure 13. exPeriMent rooMs in Phase 2.
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figure 2. inherent colours

figure 1. sunlight anD sKylight. Photo: BJörner torsson.
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figure 3. assessing colours With the colour reference Box
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figure 4. shifts in hue anD  nuance BetWeen north- anD south facing rooMs.
shifts in hue anD nuance BetWeen north- anD south facing rooMs Due to their coMPass orientation. the inherent 
colour is ncs s1030-B. figures aBove the line shoW the iDentity colour in the north- resPectively south facing rooM, 
north to the left anD south to the Wright. figures unDerneath the line shoW the colour variations in the saMe 
stuDies, Both hue anD nuances. all together, these figures shoW hoW the Difference in colour aPPearance BetWeen 
tWo stuDies rises in a general iMPression. 
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figure 5. colour variations often Were Decisive for colour aPPearance
a general iMPression of a colour shift coulD arise froM colour variations even When it DiD not shoW in the iDentity 
colour. in this exaMPle the inherent colour is ncs s 1030-g80y.
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figur 2. the Difference is aDJusteD 15 ncs-
stePs. as a r30B-saMPle is PerceiveD as aP-
Prox. 10 stePs More Blu-ish in the colour 
reference Box than its PrinteD ncs-coDe, 
the iDentity colour is 10 stePs More Blu-
ish than the ncs-coDe of the saMPle: i.e. 
r40B. as a r65B-saMPle is Per-ceiveD aP-
Prox. 5 stePs More reDDish than its ncs-
coDe, the iDentity colour is 5 stePs More 
reDDish: i.e. r60B.

figur 3. the Difference is aDJusteD 25 
ncs-stePs. as a g60y-saMPle is PerceiveD 
as aPProx. 10 stePs More greenish in the 
colour reference Box than its ncs-coDe, 
the iDentity colour of the Wall is 10 stePs 
More greenish: i.e. g50y. as a saMPle of 
g15y is PerceiveD as aPProx. 15 stePs More 
yelloWish in the colour reference Box 
than its ncs-coDe, the iDentity colour is 
15 stePs More yelloW-ish: i.e. g30y.

figure 1: in the artificial light stuDy the 
aDaPtation effect tenDeD in tWo Direc-
tions froM BetWeen r90 anD B toWarDs 
yelloW-orange

room colours.

Figur 1

Y

RG

B

Figur 2. The difference is adjusted 15 NCS-steps. As a 
R30B-sample is perceived as approx. 10 steps more blu-
ish in the colour reference box than its printed NCS-code, 
the identity colour is 10 steps more bluish than the NCS-
code of the sample: i.e. R40B. As a R65B-sample is per-
ceived approx. 5 steps more reddish than its NCS-code, 
the identity colour is 5 steps more reddish: i.e. R60B.
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Figur 2. The difference is adjusted 15 NCS-steps. As a 
R30B-sample is perceived as approx. 10 steps more blu-
ish in the colour reference box than its printed NCS-code, 
the identity colour is 10 steps more bluish than the NCS-
code of the sample: i.e. R40B. As a R65B-sample is per-
ceived approx. 5 steps more reddish than its NCS-code, 
the identity colour is 5 steps more reddish: i.e. R60B.
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Figur 2. The difference is adjusted 15 NCS-steps. As a 
R30B-sample is perceived as approx. 10 steps more blu-
ish in the colour reference box than its printed NCS-code, 
the identity colour is 10 steps more bluish than the NCS-
code of the sample: i.e. R40B. As a R65B-sample is per-
ceived approx. 5 steps more reddish than its NCS-code, 
the identity colour is 5 steps more reddish: i.e. R60B.
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figure 1. hue shift in the yelloW-Blue stuDy.
the hues shift froM eleMentary yelloW in the north-facing rooM anD toWarDs the saMe 
in the south- facing.

figure 2. exPeriMental rooMs
tWo exPeriMental rooMs Were situateD in a 
BuilDing sheD, PlaceD in a north – south 
Direction. the rooMs MeasureD 4.20 x 2.90 M. 
oBservers Were sitting so as to oBserve one 
rooM at a tiMe.

figure 3. selecteD colours in the reD-green stuDy.
the ncs colour circle shoW the eight hues chosen  anD the nuance triangle shoW the 
nuances (Whiteness, BlacKness anD chroMaticness). the inherent colours as folloWs: 
eight hues anD tWo nuances (five greenish anD six PinKish colours).
one yelloWish anD one Bluish colour in one nuance are aDDeD for reference PurPose.
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figure 2. exPeriMental rooMs
tWo exPeriMental rooMs Were situateD in a 
BuilDing sheD, PlaceD in a north – south 
Direction. the rooMs MeasureD 4.20 x 2.90 M. 
oBservers Were sitting so as to oBserve one 
rooM at a tiMe.

figure 4.  nuance shift in the north-facing rooM.
the inherent colours are rePresenteD By level  Zero; nuance 1030 has greater nuance shift than 1010. 
Bluish, reDDish, anD greenish colours increase the Most in chroMaticness.

figure 5.  nuance shift in the south-facing rooM.
the inherent colours are rePresenteD By level  Zero; nuance 1030 has greater nuance shift than nu-
ance 1010. yelloW increase the Most anD reDDish the least in chroMaticness. 
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figure 6.  hue shift tenDencies in coMParison BetWeen the rooMs.
nuance 1010 has greater hue  shift than 1030 

figure 7.  hue shift tenDencies in Both rooMs.
results coMPileD froM the yelloW-Blue anD the reD- green stuDies; the tWo coMPass 
orientations involveD causeD oPPosing hue shift tenDencies; the colours tenDeD to Be 
More Bluish in the north-facing anD More yelloWish in the south-facing rooM 
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figure 8. colour shifts in the north-facing rooM.
the hue shift tenDency increaseD Most in this rooM, changing froM yelloWish toWarDs eleMentary Blue. the 
greatest chroMatic increase Was founD in the Bluish, reDDish anD greenish colours.

figure 9.  colour shifts in the south-facing rooM.
the chroMaticness increaseD Most in this rooM With yelloWish anD greenish colours shoWing the great-
est chroMatic increase. the hue shift tenDency Went toWarDs increaseD yelloWness 
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figure 10.  greenish colours in Both rooMs.
colour aPPearances froM the north-facing rooM are DisPlayeD to the left anD the south-facing to the right; toP 
s 1030-B70g, MiDDle  s1030-g, BottoM s 1030-g20y. inherent colour shoWn in colour circle, iDentity colour shoWn in 
colour triangle as nuance anD BacKgrounD colour. 
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figure 11. PinKish colours in Both rooMs.
toP s 1030-y80r, MiDDle s 1030-r, BottoM s 1030-r20B. inherent colour shoWn in colour circle, iDentity colour shoWn 
in colour triangle as nuance anD BacKgrounD colour. 
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figure 1. exPeriMental rooMs.
tWo siMilar full-scale rooMs Were set uP in a construction caBin PositioneD facing 
north – south, Measuring 4.2 M x 2.9 M each. Both rooMs haD siMilar short-enD WinDoWs.

figure 2. selecteD hues anD nuances.
three hues in tWo nuances, in total six PinKish anD five greenish colours.

 figure 3. colour DisPlay. 
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figure 4. Differences in verBal DescriPtions
Most freQuently useD verBal DescriPtions When evaluating PinKish rooMs in the north- 
resPectively south coMPass Direction. the MiDDle section shoWs 
DescriPtions in coMMon for the tWo.
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figure 5. Differences in verBal DescriPtions.
Most freQuently useD verBal DescriPtions When evaluating greenish rooMs in the 
north- resPectively south coMPass Direction. the MiDDle section shoWs 
DescriPtions in coMMon for the tWo.
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figure 6. Differences in verBal DescriPtions.
Most freQuently useD verBal DescriPtions When evalu-
ating greenish rooMs in the north- resPectively south 
coMPass Direction. the MiDDle section shoWs 
DescriPtions in coMMon for the tWo.
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figure 1. left: the grey areas With White text are the hue areas in ce. the BlacK text 
shoWs the hues of the rooM stuDy. right: nuance areas in ce With White text. BlacK text 
anD MarK for the rooM stuDy.


